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Abstract 

This is a multi-modal, authoethnographic study which examines the development of my voice as a 

composer. It consists of a folio of music scores, two CD recordings, and an exegesis. The principal 

question of how my musical identity has been shaped by my experiences as a jazz practitioner has 

been examined through composing music, personal writing and reflection, and an examination of 

relevant literature. The compositions reveal the main influences in my musical identity - jazz, 

western art music and Latin music, as well as their connection to the places which have inspired 

their creation. They range from an art song cycle to Afro-Cuban dance music, reflecting the hybrid 

nature of my practice.	


!
The exegesis makes use of contemporary feminist musicology and cultural studies to examine the 

nature of my experiences as an Anglo-Canadian/Australian woman pianist trying to find her place in 

strongly male-identified Latin and jazz music communities. It addresses the historical eclipsing of 

the role of women in jazz, and examines the negotiation of gender dynamics in the job market and 

on the band stand in the various communities where I have lived and worked. Both the music and 

the narrative seek to add a unique voice to the ever-evolving and diversifying story of jazz in the 

21st-century. 	
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Prelude!

I grew up in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, a small city on the Canadian prairie, far from everywhere 

else. I come from a middle-class, professional family, the middle of three children. We were a 

thoroughly ordinary, stable sort of a family - except that I realized as I grew up that we weren’t that 

ordinary. My parents are highly intellectual in an old-world sort of way, interested in foreign 

languages and cultures, readers of great literature and non-fiction. Even our diet was at odds with 

the families around us: my mother kept Vera Swami’s Authentic Indian Curry Powder in the house 

at all times. Naturally, as a child, I thought everyone had a family like mine, and it only dawned on 

me gradually just how odd we were compared to the families we knew.  

!
My family was not “musical” in the sense of being involved in music at a professional level, but 

both my parents had a go at playing instruments. They believed music to be part of a well-rounded 

education, so we children all had the opportunity to study music. We regularly attended Saskatoon 

Symphony Orchestra concerts, and frequently heard world-class chamber music presented at the 

University of Saskatchewan.  

!
Of the three of us, I was the most interested in music. I started piano lessons at age four, and studied 

clarinet and cello while I was at school. I played in the Saskatoon Junior Symphony, performed in 

festivals and school concerts, and attended summer orchestra camp. Music became a big part of my 

life, despite the fact that none of my closest friends were involved in it at the level that I was.  

!
As a soloist, I was a timid performer, and I often came second in festival classes, losing to someone 

who played more confidently, rather than necessarily more musically. I enjoyed accompanying and 

was often praised for my sensitive listening when I was in that role: it always felt safer when the 
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spotlight was on someone else. I loved music, but I was aware by my mid-teens that I didn’t have 

the requisite ambition and competitive nature to succeed as a concert pianist. The University of 

Saskatchewan had a reputable music department, but it offered only western art music, and I was 

unaware that music schools anywhere else in the world might offer any other options. So I decided 

to study modern languages instead. Telling myself that I wouldn’t have time to practice with a full-

time course load, I gave up playing altogether for several years. I could feel how disappointed my 

father, in particular, was when I said that I didn’t want to continue with lessons during my 

university studies; but at that moment I couldn’t see the point. 

!
During my university years I discovered reggae, blues, zydeco, cutting edge rock groups such as 

Roxy Music, The Velvet Underground and Talking Heads, folk and old-time music. Thus my 

musical world expanded far past my prior diet of western art music (primarily from the Romantic 

period), and an AM radio mix of soft rock and Motown. Still no jazz to speak of - none of my 

friends listened to it, and my parents had never been interested in popular music.   

!
Much to my parents’ distress, I took up the banjo. Towards the end of my university studies, I met 

some people who were deeply into the old-time folk music tradition and spent many a happy 

evening sitting around a table playing guitar, fiddle, banjo, mandolin and singing. They were a 

counter-cultural lot, living on subsistence farms and opting out of the mainstream. While I wasn’t 

quite prepared to give up bathing and central heating, I was attracted to the communal aspect of 

their music-making, and I was also fascinated with the modality and rawness of the songs.  

!
After graduating, I spent a year in France as an English conversation tutor at the Université de 

Nantes. I continued my banjo studies with a local teacher, who, unlikely as it seemed, was well 
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versed in the folk music of the American east coast. I then returned to Regina, Saskatchewan, to 

work as a bilingual clerk for the federal government. I played banjo, cello, recorders, and sang in a 

folk trio called the Stoned Wheat Thins. We rehearsed a lot and did only a few gigs, but it was a 

tremendous learning experience, because I had never played in a group - other than a symphony 

orchestra -  before.  

!
I also worked in the francophone community accompanying a singer, Rose, who performed popular 

French Canadian repertoire. I wrote my first songs - with French lyrics - for Rose to sing: two 

country tunes and a love song. My battered red manuscript book, which I have carried with me ever 

since, has sketches of all sorts, including an idea for a processional in 7/4 time for a friend’s 

wedding (the bride had a peg leg). I still knew nothing about jazz. I had heard Oscar Peterson on the 

radio, and the Bridge City Dixieland Jazz Band playing Louis Armstrong tunes in a park in 

Saskatoon, but clearly Oscar came from a different world to mine, and I wasn’t that drawn to the 

old-fashioned rump-tee-tum of the Bridge City band. 

!
Curiously, it was through my connection to the francophone community that I eventually found my 

way to jazz. In the summer of 1985 I attended an arts camp sponsored by the Franco-Canadian 

Saskatchewan communities - the Fransaskois. Open to all, it was an opportunity to play and write 

together, network and enjoy the glorious vastness of a prairie summer. The musical director was a 

jazz guitarist from Winnipeg, a more cosmopolitan centre than either Saskatoon or Regina. He 

expressed surprise that I earned my living as an administrative clerk rather than a musician, and 

astonishment that I was completely unacquainted with jazz. He said there was no reason why I 

couldn’t learn to improvise. (Learn? You mean Oscar Peterson had to learn to do what he did so 

well?) He loaned me tapes over the two weeks of the camp - Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, John 
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Coltrane, Bill Evans - I loved what I was hearing, and suddenly realized that this was a music that 

would challenge me and bring satisfaction in a way that playing the I - IV - V of an old fiddle tune 

never could. He suggested that I should quit my job and become a jazz musician. So I said, 

“okay...” 

!
Nothing in my upbringing would have suggested that jazz improvisation and composition would 

become the core of my musical identity, let alone my career path. My parents were horrified: my 

father was convinced I would end up a heroin addict, a prostitute, an alcoholic, a pauper - most 

likely all four. I was so unacquainted with the world of professional music, and the reputation of 

jazz in particular, that I was astonished when he voiced such ludicrous fears about my future. None 

of these dire predictions has transpired for me, but as I learned about the world of which I was 

determined to become a part, I understood why he was so worried; and I understood why he thought 

it was such an odd fit.  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Chapter 1: Introduction 

As the opening Prelude suggests, this study is an autoethnographic enquiry into the development of 

my voice as a composer. It is a multi-modal study which seeks to contribute new knowledge in two 

ways: through the creation of musical works in both written and recorded form, and through adding 

an alternative voice to the widening discussion in the world of jazz studies - that of a non-African-

American,   female pianist and composer who has practiced almost exclusively outside the United 1

States.  

!
This submission is comprised of an exegesis (Vol. 1), and a folio of compositions (Vol. 2). The folio 

sits at the centre of the work, and consists of two CD recordings and scores. The compositions serve 

to reflect and illustrate issues discussed in the exegesis, which have arisen through reflection on the 

musical experiences and professional contexts which have influenced my voice as a composer.  

Both the exegesis and the complete folio are to be assessed.  

!
My intention in undertaking this research is twofold: to expand my compositional practice, and to 

interrogate my experiences as a jazz practitioner within the context of the music communities in 

which I have lived and worked. It addresses the question of the development of my compositional 

voice with respect to two integral facets of my identity which distinguish me from the normative 

African-American, male jazz practitioner: race and gender. That jazz is strongly male-identified as a 

genre is easily established through perusal of any mainstream history of the music (see Gridley 

2003; Tirro 1977; DeVeaux and Giddins 2009); and Monson (2006, p. 166) notes that “a broad 

consensus of jazz historians and audiences” have identified a “list of predominantly African 

!
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term “white” in reference to myself and to other Anglo/European jazz musicians mentioned in this exegesis. Given that 
the “black-white” binary has long been at the centre of racial discourse in jazz, “white” has a resonance in jazz studies 
that “Anglo-Scottish Canadian/Australian,” does not. In any case, it is much less cumbersome. 



American central figures in the jazz tradition.” These circumstances, combined with the tendency in 

jazz historiography to exclude voices which do not conform to these norms, have resulted in the 

almost compete absence of voices like mine in jazz literature. It is my hope that this study will 

contribute to the creation of a more comprehensive picture of the global jazz phenomenon, and that 

other women will see aspects of their own experience reflected in my story. 

!
Composition has become an important feature of my artistic practice since I first embarked on my 

professional career as a jazz pianist more than twenty years ago. Small (1987, cited in Walser, 1999, 

p. 380) notes that “[t]he words ‘composer’ and ‘composition’ have a very different significance in 

jazz” than they do in the  classical world:  

 ... in jazz ... to be a musician is primarily to be a performer, and those who compose regard 
 composition simply as the creation of material for themselves and their colleagues to play. It 
 is rare, though not unknown, for what is created to be a fully worked-out composition; more 
 usually it s a spring-board, which may or may not be notated, from which all the musicians 
 may take off into collaborative creation.   !
This has certainly been true in my case. My compositions to date have consisted principally of 

songs, or “tunes” in jazz parlance, for interpretation by a small improvising ensemble. However, my 

doctoral research has seen me expand on this by creating notated arrangements of some of my tunes 

for different settings, and starting to move away from the “head-solos-head”   format of the 2

standard, improvisational jazz performance.  

!
As noted above, two CDs of original work are included in this dissertation: Louise Denson: 

Compositions (CD1), and Louise Denson Group: Flame Tree (CD2). Relevant tracks from these 

CDs are indicated in the text and should be listened to in conjunction with reading the discussion.  

The contents of the folio are detailed in Figures 1 and 2.  

!
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Figure 1: Contents of  CD1 - Louise Denson: Compositions  

!
The scores are both excerpted within the text, and included in their entirety in Vol. 2. The musical 

selections consist of  both new compositions, and new arrangements of compositions which were 

Four Songs for Baritone and Piano (9’54”) #1 recorded Aug. 23, 2009 
#2-4 recorded Nov. 29, 2009 
by Mark Smith, at 
Ian Hanger Recital Hall, Queensland 
Conservatorium, Brisbane !

Mark Jozinovic - piano  
Don Bennington - voice (#1), Gregg Massingham - voice (#2-4) 

1. Son parfum 3’34”

2. Quand le soleil s’éteind 1’40”

3. Frémit mon coeur 1’55”

4. La lune 2’45”

5. Radisson (2’00”) Recorded Aug. 23, 2009 by Mark 
Smith, at Ian Hanger Recital Hall, 
Queensland Conservatorium, 
Brisbane Shane Purnell - flugelhorn, Rob Andre - trombone, Tom Raymond - bass 

clarinet, John Stefulj - alto flute, Darren MacPherson - tenor saxophone, 
Louise Denson - piano, Gerard McFadden - bass, Paul Hudson - drumkit

6. Maybe Tomorrow (4’10”) Recorded April 12, 2012 by Mark 
Smith, at Ian Hanger Recital Hall, 
Queensland Conservatorium, 
Brisbane Ingrid James - alto voice, John Stefulj - bass clarinet, Rob Schultz - 

flugelhorn, Louise Denson - piano, Gerard McFadden - bass, Paul Hudson - 
drumkit, Eugenie Costello-Shaw - violin, Raquel Bastos - viola, Danielle 
Bentley - cello  

Three Pieces for Saxophone Quartet (10’18”) Recorded April 11, 2012 by Mark 
Smith, at Ian Hanger Recital Hall, 
Queensland Conservatorium, 
Brisbane 

Chris Moore - soprano sax, Emma DiMarco - alto sax, Andrew Ball - tenor 
sax, Diana Tolmie - baritone sax

7. Pondside 3’51”

8. Green Tristano 2’11”

9. Star of 4’16”

Afro-Cuban Dance Music (10’47”) Recorded April 11, 2012 by Mark 
Smith, at Ian Hanger Recital Hall, 
Queensland Conservatorium, 
Brisbane 

Wendy Murray - alto voice, Clint Allen - trumpet, Scott Griffiths - 
saxophones, Louise Denson - piano, back vocals, Jeremy O’Connor - bass, 
back vocals, Sacha Kloostra - drumkit, Gus Cereijo - congas

10. Azucarero 2’48”

11. Brillante está la luna 3’33”

12. Hot Mambo Descarga 4’26”
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already in existence prior to the commencement of this study. All have been completed and 

recorded for this study. The works represent a range of musical expression and influences which 

have been significant in my musical development: western art music, Latin music and jazz.   They 3

have been written for different purposes and settings, as indicated in the exegesis. 

!
Before proceeding any further, some clarification of the terms “western art music,” “Latin music” 

and “jazz” as they will be employed in this exegesis is required. My acquaintance with western art 

music spans its entire history, as a result of my formal studies and personal listening. The term 

“western art music” in this exegesis, however, will refer in particular to developments prior to 20th 

century explorations of atonality. The harmonic language of the Romantic and Impressionist eras 

has been the most significant influence on my compositional aesthetic. 

!
The expression “Latin music,” is contentious, since it implies that all the varied and rich musics of 

Central and South America can somehow be lumped together. But I will use it for pragmatic 

reasons, in order to avoid having to continually refer to “Afro-Cuban, Dominican, Brazilian and 

other musics from Central and South American cultures.”  The two musical cultures which are most 

significant in my work, as will be demonstrated, are Afro-Cuban and Brazilian.  

!
The definition of “jazz” has been discussed and argued for almost as long as the music has existed. 

The continuing evolution of its musical language and the emergence of ever more cross-genre 

hybrid musics, render a definition of the word “jazz” more elusive than ever. DeVeaux (1991, pp. 

528-529) cautions that “ ... the more specific or comprehensive ... a list [of musical qualities or 

techniques] attempts to be, the more likely it is that exceptions will overwhelm the rule.” I will have 

!
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exegesis. The reason for this is that I experienced them as quite separate musical worlds during my years as a 
professional musician in Montreal. This will be addressed in Chapter 4. 



to take that risk, however. “Jazz,” as referred to in this exegesis, is understood to be an indigenous 

American music with African-American derived characteristics including a steady rhythmic pulse; 

the use of song forms as a basis for improvisation; diatonic harmonic language; blues inflections, 

and an improvisational language based on developments pioneered by such pivotal figures as Louis 

Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Bud Powell and 

many others in the course of the 20th century.  

!
Turning now to the composition portfolio, the first two works presented are Four Songs for 

Baritone and Voice, and “Radisson.” Both were sketched decades ago, and it is highly likely that if I 

had not embarked upon this research into my compositional practice, neither project would ever 

have been realized. The theme of “Radisson” was one of my first attempts at jazz composition, 

dating to 1990, while sketches for the Four Songs date to the early 1980s. These new arrangements 

were written and recorded for this study. These compositions fall more properly into the western art 

music genre, even as my training in contemporary jazz is evident in their harmonic settings. 

!
“Maybe Tomorrow” was originally written in 1992 and issued in a quartet version as “Sanctuary” in 

2002 (Louise Denson Group, Clean Start), while the songs which have become the Three Pieces for 

Saxophone Quartet were written during my studies with George Russell at the New England 

Conservatory (Boston) in 1993-94. The current arrangements of these themes were completed for 

this study. The saxophone quartets are in the repertoire of the Brisbane-based Barega Saxophone 

Quartet, and “Maybe Tomorrow” is the first of a series of arrangements for jazz ensemble plus 

strings for Brisbane vocalist Ingrid James.  

!
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The set of three Afro-Cuban dance pieces reflects my long involvement with Latin music, starting 

in Montreal in the 1990s, and continuing with the Brisbane Latin dance band, Hot Mambo. They 

have recently become part of Hot Mambo’s repertoire, adding to the other originals I have 

contributed over the past ten years.  

Figure 2: Contents of  CD2 - Louise Denson Group: Flame Tree  

!
The ten compositions on Flame Tree are in various Afro-Cuban and Brazilian styles, and are best 

described as “Latin jazz.” This recording was undertaken as part of my doctoral research, and was 

commercially released in 2010. 

!
As will become clear in this exegesis, my story as a jazz practitioner is atypical of those found in 

the majority of writing about jazz. Delving into jazz history and culture in my mid-twenties, I soon 

Flame Tree (61’30”) Recorded Jan. 22-24, 2010 by Jake 
Walsh, at Recording Oasis, 
Tallebudgera Valley, Qld. !
Mixed by Jake Walsh March 5-6, 12, 
2010. !
Mastered by Dave Neil, Aug. 5, 
2010, Brisbane 

Ingrid James - voice, Rob Schultz - trumpet/flugelhorn, John Stefulj - tenor/
alto/soprano saxophone/flute/clarinet/ percussion, Louise Denson - piano, 
Jeremy O’Connor - bass, Sacha Kloostra - drumkit, Gus Cereijo - congas/
percussion, David Allen - batá

1. Mercurio 4’32”

2. Sparring, Sparing 5’28”

3. I’ll Ask You One More 
Time

5’05”

4. Bolero for Wendy 8’02”

5. Life Itself 7’31”

6. Flame Tree 6’40”

7. Wild December Wind 5’12”

8. Another Cup 6’33”

9. Cha Cha Che 3’41”

10. Itty Bitty Boogaloo 4’46”
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noticed that women (with the exception of some vocalists), were virtually invisible in the narratives 

which constitute the mainstream history of the music. In this respect, the jazz narrative resembles 

that of western classical music, recounting the lives and accomplishments of “great men” and 

“geniuses” (Solie, 1993, p. 56). Furthermore, women were not the only ones who were left out:  

local scenes outside the major American cities were rarely mentioned, as were communities of jazz 

practitioners and aficionados in Europe and elsewhere; and in some cases non-African-American 

musicians were overlooked or only given a very cursory mention.   The result has been a partial 4

picture - a picture which does not acknowledge the contributions of legions of musicians who have 

devoted their musical lives to the practice of jazz.  

!
Certainly nothing can - nor should - diminish the significance of the extraordinary accomplishments 

of the celebrated African-American jazz pioneers whose stories are told and retold. But recent 

research is revealing the stories of participants in the socio-cultural, and now global, phenomenon 

of jazz, which the mainstream narratives have overlooked. Miller (1987, 1988) and Shand (2009) 

offer portraits of Canadian and Australian jazz musicians respectively. Johnson (2000) argues that 

jazz was a pervasive, modernizing force in Australia, allowing women to assume public roles as 

entertainers, and increasing the American influence in a society which traditionally favoured 

political, social and cultural orientation towards England. Atkins’ Blue Nippon (2001) traces the rise 

of jazz in Japan, while his Jazz Planet (Ed., 2003) features essays about the globalization of jazz, 

and communities of practice around the world. Tucker (2000) and Rustin and Tucker (Eds., 2008) 

focus on the experiences of women jazz musicians both in the USA and Europe. These newly 

audible voices serve to more accurately describe the syncretic nature of jazz, and the polyglot, poly-

musical nature of its global community of practitioners.  

!
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This exegesis seeks to add to this growing body of literature by answering two principal research 

questions. The first looks inward at my own artistic practice and asks: What have been the musical 

and professional contexts and experiences which have shaped my compositional voice as a white, 

Canadian/Australian, woman jazz practitioner? The second looks outward seeking to contextualize 

my experiences, and asks: How are my musical and professional experiences representative of those 

recounted in the literature on jazz, the jazz community, and women in music? 

!
These overarching questions give rise to three sub-questions which relate to the three integral facets 

of my musical identity. The first asks how my white, Canadian/Australian identity is reflected in my 

compositional voice. The second interrogates the particular hybridity of my musical practice, and 

seeks to determine which elements of my compositional voice derive from the jazz tradition, and 

which from other musical cultures. The third again seeks to contextualize my personal story by 

asking how being a woman has affected my experience of jazz and the jazz community.  

!
The compositions will be discussed in terms of the first two sub-questions above, focusing on my 

race, and the particular hybridization of jazz evident in my musical language. However, the issue of 

gender will not be discussed in relation to the compositions. No attempt will be made to establish 

evidence of my sex or gender in the music itself: I reject the notion that the sex of a composer can 

be determined through listening to a performance or studying a score. Rather, my experiences as a 

woman involved with jazz and the jazz community will be examined through a study of the 

available literature on women in music in general, and jazz in particular. They will be interpreted in 

light of research into the issue of women’s participation in the professional music world.  

!
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The notion of place is an important background to all the discussion in this exegesis. Bendrups 

(2011, p. 9) notes that “creative processes and products articulate, or are articulated by, their place 

of production.” Radano and Bohlman (2000, p. 31) describe the places of production of African-

American music as “a legacy of authentic sites: the totalized ‘slave culture,’ the Mississippi Delta, a 

succession of urban terrains from early modern New Orleans to the late twentieth-century Bronx.” 

Although I have knowledge of these sites through my study of jazz and related musics, my lived 

experience has been elsewhere: childhood and early adulthood in Saskatchewan, Canada; a year of 

work and travel in Europe; undergraduate study in Antigonish, Nova Scotia; ten years of 

professional practice in Montreal, interrupted by two years of Masters level study in Boston; and 

finally thirteen years lecturing and musicking in Brisbane, Australia. Consequently, all the 

compositions in this dissertation both reflect the people, activities and opportunities I have 

encountered in Brisbane, as well as being strongly connected to my earlier life in Saskatoon, 

Montreal and Boston. My exposure to and interest in western art music, Latin music and jazz, as 

well as my studies and professional work, have been a direct result of living in these locations and 

negotiating my place within their musical communities. Adams (2011, p. 115) says that “[m]usic ... 

helps us to locate ourselves - either reasserting our place in our own culture and environment or 

relocating us to distant shores.” The compositions comprised in this dissertation perform both these 

functions, recalling my “own” Canadian culture and experiences, while simultaneously locating me 

on the distant Australian shore.  

!
It will be evident to the reader that there are two parallel but interconnected stories told in this 

exegesis: one about the development of my compositional voice as evidenced in the music, and one 

about the development of my identity as a musician and a person. A search for “personal 

authenticity” ties these two stories together - a search both to create a music which reflects my 
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musical identity, and to feel that I am “living life with a level of honesty and integrity” (Franzese, 

2009, p. 90) within the musical communities which have surrounded me.  Vannini and Burgess 

(2009, p. 104) describe it this way: 

 ... authenticity refers to the condition or quality of realness ... genuine, the real thing, and not 
 false, counterfeit, or an imitation ... In the self-referential case, the indicator of realness or 
 authenticity is the degree of congruence between one’s actions and one’s core self- 
 conceptions - consisting of fundamental values, beliefs, and identities to which one is  
 committed and in terms of which one defines oneself. !
This concept of “personal authenticity” should not be confused with the notion of generic or 

stylistic musical authenticity, a concept which is all but meaningless when considering a syncretic, 

heterogeneous music such as jazz.  

!
The jazz aesthetic places a high value on personally authentic individual expression, as evidenced 

by the importance placed on soloing in the ensemble context. The link between one’s core self-

conception and musical expression is summed up in this often cited statement by jazz innovator 

Charlie Parker (cited in Sidran, 1971, p. 18): “Music is your own experience, your thoughts, your 

wisdom. If you don’t live it, it won’t come out of your horn.”  

!
Research Design  

This is a multi-modal study, consisting of both creative outputs in the form of scores and recordings 

of original compositions, and an exegesis. Ethical approval was granted for this research under 

Griffith University Protocol number QCM/05/09/HREC. The research required engagement with a 

number of methods, ranging from writing music and lyrics, score preparation, rehearsal, recording 

and CD production; to musical analysis; to reading, reflection and narrative writing.  

!!!!! !
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Composition, Arranging, Recording!!
As noted above, the compositions at the centre of this study are in a number of different genres and 

for various settings. Many of the works presented have resulted from my giving myself a specific 

task and framework to work within. In contrast, some of the compositions on Flame Tree resulted 

from an improvisational approach, whereby a practice session or playing for pleasure produced a 

tune, or ideas which subsequently became a tune. The particulars of each case will be presented in 

the discussions of the compositions. 

!
My knowledge and experience as an improviser and composer were adequate to the majority of the 

compositional tasks I set for myself. However, I consulted The Study of Orchestration (Adler, 2002) 

for technical information on instruments with which I was less familiar, such as the alto flute and 

bass clarinet. 

!
Many of the ideas for the compositions and arrangements in this study were generated through 

improvising at the piano or singing. I used a recording device to capture them, and subsequently 

transcribed them onto manuscript. A number of ideas came to me as I engaged in other activities 

away from the piano, and were hastily noted down as soon as I had access to a pen and paper. Once 

the compositions and arrangements had reached a level of completion, I entered them into Sibelius 

music software. This software was very useful for editing and altering ideas as the works 

progressed. It also enabled me to produce clean, professional scores and parts which facilitated 

rehearsal, performance and recording of the repertoire.  

!
Finally, as the works were completed, I made arrangements for them to be recorded, engaging 

professional musicians and a sound engineer for the works on CD1. Flame Tree (CD2) was 

recorded over several days in a professional studio, then mixed and mastered in separate sessions. !
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Photos and artwork were completed, the package was sent for duplication, and the CD was 

subsequently launched and commercially released. All the works on both CDs were recorded 

specifically for this study.  

!
Musical Analysis 

The musical analysis serves to link the compositions to the discussion of the context from which the 

music has arisen, focusing on the two themes of race and jazz. The analysis will seek to illuminate 

how these facets of my identity have influenced my compositional voice, and therefore how they 

are reflected in the music. Musical elements such as form, melody, rhythm, harmony and 

instrumentation will be addressed.  

!
Autoethnography 

This study is informed by autoethnography, an emerging approach to research which places the 

researcher at the centre of the project, but within a broader socio-cultural context. According to 

Chang (2008, p. 41), autoethnography offers the opportunity for the researcher to “learn about self 

and others, particularly in a cultural sense.” While autoethnographic research has been undertaken 

in sociology (Ellis, 2004; Ellis & Bochner, 1996), anthropology (Reed-Danahay, 1997; Bihar, 

1997), folklore (Lau, 2002), and other disciplines, the recent publication Music Autoethnographies 

(Bartleet & Ellis, 2009) demonstrates the potential of this approach for researchers in the 

performing arts who wish to examine their own practice and experience via a formal enquiry. 

Bendrups (2011, p. 13) notes the frequent use in music research of “first-person narrative voices 

and auto-ethnographic strategies in order to convey the discovery inherent in [a] performance 

process or product.”  

!
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Women’s voices have largely been ignored in both western art music and jazz scholarship until 

relatively recently (McClary 2002; Tucker 2000; Placksin 1985; Dahl 1984), and autoethnographic 

research can offer a way for them to be heard. Solie (1993, p. 62) suggests that traditional 

musicological research methods may not be adequate for telling women’s stories, simply because 

women’s stories are different from the men’s stories which are regarded as the “norm” in music 

research: 

 ... [I]f there do need to be methodological differences in the writing of men’s and  
 women’s lives, it is not because of essential differences between them or in their  works.  
 Rather, it is because of the ways in which women’s life experiences have necessarily  
 been radically  different from men’s just in order for them to get to the same place. !
In contrast to the traditional preoccupation of musicologists with “formal structures and objective 

information,” (McClary, 2002, p. xvii), autoethnography “brings us into lived experiences in a 

feeling and embodied way” (Ellis & Bochner, 2006, p. 439). Thus, it is significantly  

“methodologically different” from the musicological norm.  

!
Two works were particularly useful for understanding and developing an autoethnographic 

approach to my research. Ellis’s The ethnographic I (2004) guides the reader through the process of 

working in an autoethnographic mode, including guidelines for writing in an effective style. Chang 

(2008) uses examples from her own life to illustrate how a researcher can use personal artifacts and 

memory as data for a study. She includes writing exercises which enable the reader to understand 

how she can engage with the process. 

!
Chang (2008, p. 41) argues that autoethnography is a genre of self-narrative which “transcends 

mere narration” (p. 43), since the process of writing it “evokes self-reflection and self-analysis.” 

The next step is to engage in “cultural analysis and interpretation” (p. 41), with the intention of  

“understanding self and its connection to others” (p. 56). Ellis & Bochner (2006, p. 477) state that !
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“... personal stories are ... privileged ... [but] theoretical texts thread through autoethnographic 

texts ... foreground[ing] the dialogic relationship between the self and his or her tenuous and 

particular social/cultural/historical locations.” For example, Jones (2002, p. 51) interweaves 

evocative sketches of her own life with a discussion of the phenomenon of torch singing, in order to 

explore “how the body does and undoes the experience of unrequited love” for both the performer 

and the listener. !

!
The narrative is meant to invite readers “into the author’s world” and to “[stimulate them] to use 

what they learn there to reflect on, understand, and cope with their own lives” (Ellis, 2004, p. 46). 

They may find their own experiences reflected in the text, or conversely, their own experiences may 

not correspond with those of the narrator. Thus, the autoethnographic approach can guard against 

the tendency in some women’s studies to generalize and imply that all women have the same 

experiences. 

!
The data for an autoethnographic study is drawn principally from the researcher’s own life with  

personal memory constituting the primary source of information. Chang (2008, p. 52) suggests that 

this is an advantage, since the autoethnographer is “privileged with a holistic and intimate 

perspective on their ‘familiar data.’” This is supplemented with data from other external sources 

which could include interviews with others, photos, recordings, videos, texts or other artifacts, and 

relevant literature (Chang, 2008).  

!
The generation of data for my own research involved writing personal narratives and reflecting on 

various aspects of my musical life. Topics included my early training in western art music, 

exploration of popular music genres, my discovery of jazz, reflections on the development of my 
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musicianship and my musical identity, my life as a gigging musician in the jazz and Latin worlds in 

Montreal, and my experience of the Australian jazz scene. These were inspired and supplemented 

by searching through old journals, photo albums, composition notebooks and folders, and listening 

to recordings from earlier in my musical life. Much of my initial narrative writing has been 

integrated into the text of this exegesis. I have changed the names of many of the musicians and 

bands referred to in the text for the purposes of anonymity, but I have tried to recount incidents as 

exactly as I am able. I have many, very clear memories of my involvement with music from my 

childhood on, and the best and worst experiences of my musical life are as tangible to me now as if 

they had taken place yesterday.  

!
Analysis of these narratives revealed the themes articulated in the research questions above. These 

themes led to consultation of a broad range of relevant literature, including works on race theory, 

gender theory, jazz history and historiography, sociology of the jazz community, feminist 

musicology, autoethnography, women in jazz, women in music, and musical identity. This reading 

has served to deepen my knowledge of the discipline with which I have been involved for around  

twenty-five years, as well as supplying the theoretical foundations and tools for an 

autoethnographic analysis of my work and my story. In particular, it has helped me to explore 

gender as a marker of identity, and to find answers to the question of how my being a woman has 

affected my experience of jazz and the jazz community.  

!
Scope and Limitations!

This study seeks to answer the principal question of how my musical identity has been shaped by 

my experiences as a jazz practitioner, through composing music, personal writing and reflection, 

and examination of relevant literature. The historical participation of women in jazz is essential 

background to this study, as it establishes a pattern of neglect in the discourse which continues to !
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affect women jazz musicians in the present. However, a detailed recounting of the history of jazz, or 

of women’s participation in jazz, is not essential to the discussion of the key issues in this 

dissertation and will not be attempted. The discourse around race in jazz is relevant to my level of 

comfort in self-identifying as a jazz musician, but this exegesis will not attempt to present the 

history of this crucial and pervasive issue; nor does it purport to thoroughly examine racial or 

demographic issues in the various jazz communities in which I have lived. These are weighty and 

vast topics which merit focused and consistent attention in their own right, and the scope of this 

dissertation could not possibly do them justice.  

!
My compositional practice, by virtue of its hybrid nature, is situated somewhere along the ever 

blurrier boundaries between jazz and other genres. But I do not consider that my practice should be 

described as Third Stream, even though the hybrid characteristics of my compositions have evident 

commonality with those of the Third Stream school. The importance of my exposure to Third 

Stream thinking during my studies at the New England Conservatory is discussed in Chapter 3. 

However, I am reluctant at this point to describe myself as a representative of this movement. 

Firstly, this is a recent and fledgling aspect of my musical identity, and it would be premature to lay 

claim to such a designation. Certainly the largest part of my performance practice is still in small, 

conventional jazz settings and Latin dance orchestras, rather than in any ensemble which could be 

described as Third Stream. But more importantly, I have not heard the term Third Stream used in 

Australia to describe musicians’ practice: they seem disinclined to affix such labels. Trumpeter Phil 

Slater (2009, p. 54) doubtless speaks for many when he says : “... at the moment genre is dead. It’s 

multigenre - that’s [what’s] new ...”  I feel that at this point in my musical evolution, in the 

Australian context, defining myself as a Third Stream musician is both unnecessary, and 

unnecessarily limiting.  

!
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As my musical activities have principally been as a pianist and composer, this study does not 

consider the experiences of women jazz vocalists, focusing instead on women instrumentalists. 

Green (1997, p. 29) suggests that singing is the least threatening role that a woman can assume in 

music, because her instrument is embodied and “natural.” On the contrary, women instrumentalists 

and composers have been perceived as posing a threat to the established order, by challenging the 

normative masculinity of those pursuits. Thus, women instrumentalists face an additional set of 

obstacles as they negotiate their place in the jazz world.  

!
The musical analyses contained in this exegesis focus on compositional and contextual issues. 

Examination of performance practices in jazz, or the specific performances featured on the CDs are 

beyond the scope of my research. Investigation of these topics would require a different 

methodological approach from the one I have undertaken, and indeed would imply a completely 

different set of research questions. 

!
Chapter Summary!

This introduction will be followed by a Literature Review in Chapter 2. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present 

analyses of the relevant compositions, followed by discussion of my experiences within the socio-

cultural contexts which fostered their creation. Chapter 6 concludes this study, and is followed by a 

brief Coda which looks to my musical future. 

!
Chapter 3 traces the transition in my musical practice and reference points from western art music 

to jazz, culminating in my recent work which seeks to integrate elements from both these traditions.  

The first work presented is a cycle of art songs for baritone voice and piano, the sketches for which 

were created prior to my involvement with jazz. The second is a fully-scored octet setting of the 
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first composition I wrote after completing my undergraduate studies in jazz. They illustrate the 

extent to which western art music was part of my musical vocabulary, despite my determined efforts 

to explore and adopt alternative avenues of personal expression. The fact that these, and other 

projects started at this early stage in my development, were left unfinished, prompts a discussion 

centering on the important question of self-confidence among women musicians, a major 

determinant in their success, or lack thereof.  

!
An arrangement for jazz sextet with strings and a suite of three arrangements for saxophone quartet 

follow. These tunes have long been in the repertoire of my small jazz groups, but these recent 

arrangements illustrate the deliberate re-integration of elements of western art music into my 

compositional aesthetic, and reflect a more mature and integrated understanding of my musical 

identity. They underpin an extended discussion of my involvement with jazz. My discovery of jazz 

included coming to terms with the male-identified nature of the music and culture, and the lack of 

female role models. In Montreal, I discovered a jazz community characterized by a number of 

insular attitudes, similar to those described in sociological studies of American jazz communities in 

the 1950s and ‘60s (Becker, 1963; Merriam and Mack, 1960). There did not appear to be any overt 

hostility towards women jazz musicians, but the scene included few women instrumentalists, most 

of whom led their own ensembles. There were also a number of “girl bands” which came and went, 

exposing differing attitudes among women towards these sorts of initiatives. As will be discussed, 

the dilemma created by the appending of the label “woman” to one’s creative practice, is faced by 

women in every musical genre. 

!
Chapter 4 focuses on my involvement with Afro-Cuban music, and the influence it has had on my 

musical identity over the long term. Three Latin dance numbers - two descargas and a salsa 
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romántica - accompany an examination of the gender-related issues which arose as I assumed the 

roles of musical director and pianist in various salsa and merengue orchestras in Montreal. These 

included what I was expected to wear on stage, and how I was expected to behave and interact with 

colleagues and employers. This work outside of jazz also affected my ability to identify - and be 

identified - with jazz and the jazz community.  

!
The CD Flame Tree is the focus of Chapter 5. Features of the ten compositions illustrate the 

integration of jazz, Latin and western art music in my compositional practice. They serve as a point 

of departure for a discussion of the Australian approach to jazz, which places much less emphasis 

on “the jazz tradition” than would appear to be the norm in North America. Imitation of the 

mainstream, African-American, post-bebop jazz aesthetic tends to be de-emphasized by 

contemporary Australian jazz practitioners, allowing for a broad range of syncretic expression and 

loose boundaries around the definition of “jazz musician.” There are also several prominent and 

successful women jazz musicians who are at the heart of Australian jazz. The Australian music 

scene seems to be much less encumbered by ideological restrictions, with musicians freely 

embracing the “process” position, described in Chapter 2, in their artistic practice.  

!
Chapter 6 draws together the musical and contextual themes of the exegesis and presents 

conclusions. It is followed by a short Coda describing my current circumstances, forthcoming 

projects and directions for further research.  

!
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundations and Literature Review 

This chapter will present the theoretical foundations of this study, and a review of the literature 

which has served to contextualize my compositional practice and experiences. The theoretical 

foundations are drawn from contemporary scholarship across a range of areas, as necessitated by 

undertaking the examination of my compositional practice from a number of perspectives. As 

indicated in the introduction, these perspectives are race, the phenomenon of jazz itself, and gender. 

Radano & Bohlman (2000. p. xiii) advocate this kind of “direct conversation and exchange” 

between cultural studies and musical scholarship. Such conversation realizes the agenda of both 

cultural studies and “new” musicology, pioneered in the 1980s: that of giving a voice to those 

traditionally left out of mainstream sociological and musicological discourses. In jazz discourse, 

those who have frequently been left out are those who do not fit the canonic image of the African-

American, male practitioner.  

!
Solie (1993, p. 58) emphasizes the “... potential importance of looking beyond canonic subjects and 

canonic genres” in telling women’s stories. A recent biography of American jazz pioneer Peggy 

Gilbert is an example of this strategy. Gilbert enjoyed a long and successful career with her band 

the Dixiebelles, acting variously as a multi-instrumentalist, arranger, contractor, actor, dancer, radio 

broadcaster, union representative and advocate for women musicians (Pool, 2008, pp. iv-xii). She 

had access to many opportunities during her career in the music industry in Los Angeles, which 

were available only to white musicians. In this respect, she enjoyed a position of privilege in 

comparison to musicians of African-, Mexican- or Asian-American descent, both on the west coast, 

and indeed throughout the United States. But despite her success and visibility, her story, along with 

those of all but a very few women jazz musicians, is not told in mainstream jazz literature.  

!! !
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The discussion in this exegesis assumes a social constructionist approach to the issue of cultural 

identity, of which one’s ethnic, gender, and musical identities are all subsets. Negus (cited in 

Meadows, 2003, p. xxvii) states that “cultural identities are not fixed in any essential way but are 

actively created through particular communication processes [and] social practices ... within 

specific circumstances.” One’s identity is fluid and context-dependent, constructed through 

interaction, and evolving as a result of experience. Hargreaves et al (2002, p. 2) define it as 

“something which is constantly being reconstructed and renegotiated according to the experiences, 

situations and other people with whom we interact in everyday life.” 

!
Musical identity is part of one’s cultural identity, and compositional voice is an aspect of one’s 

overall musical identity, all of which are in constant flux. Meadows (2003, p. xxviii) states that “... 

musical identity can be reflected as the constant adaptation and application of new phenomena 

throughout a musical life.” In my case, the phenomena which I have “adapted and applied” and 

which have become part of my musical identity include the study of western art music, jazz and 

other genres, improvisation, participation in numerous musical genres and ensemble settings, public 

performance, recording, arranging, musical direction, teaching, curating of events, music criticism 

and commentary, and research. Not all of these phenomena are manifest at all times, with one or 

several taking precedence over others at different stages of my musical life. But they have 

ultimately combined as elements of my composite musical identity, which continues to change and 

evolve as a result of personal and professional circumstances.  

!
Key aspects of my cultural and musical identity are my race and ethnicity. Contemporary discourse 

defines race as a question of biological, hereditary reality, whereas ethnicity “is constructed through 

choice and the exercising of options ...” (Radano & Bohlman, 2000, p. 8). In my case, as far as I 
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know the family heritage is uniformly Anglo-Scottish, and I have always identified myself as a 

person of white Anglo-Canadian heritage.  

!
My Anglo-Canadian heritage has not always determined my musical interests and direction, 

however. Like many other musicians in the modern day, I have chosen to identify with and practice 

within musical cultures which are remote from my ethnic and cultural heritage. My principal 

involvement has been with jazz, a music which (DeVeaux 1991, p. 529): 

 ... [is] strongly identified with African-American culture, both in the narrow sense that its 
 particular techniques ultimately derive from black American folk traditions, and in the  
 broader sense that it is expressive of, and uniquely rooted in, the experience of black  
 Americans. !
And subsequently I exercised the option to study, perform and compose in Afro-Cuban, Dominican 

and Brazilian styles when I became professionally involved with Latin dance orchestras in 

Montreal. Thus, my musical identity incorporates influences from outside the cultural realm of my 

Anglo-Canadian ethnicity.  

!
Race!!
Race has long been a central theme in the discourse around jazz, which means that my whiteness 

has not been irrelevant, even though the jazz communities of which I have been a part have been 

predominantly white. Critical race theory has exposed the assumption inherent in the western 

intellectual tradition, that the notion of race applies only to the “Other” who is not white. Whiteness 

has been the assumed standard of normalcy against which the experiences of the “Other” are 

compared. Fiske (cited in Lewis, 2004, p. 140) theorizes:  

 The space of whiteness contains a limited but varied set of normalizing positions from  
 which that which is not white can be made into the abnormal; by such means whiteness  
 constitutes itself as a universal set of norms by which to make sense of the world. !
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This creates the illusion that white people do not have a racial identity: their whiteness is rendered 

invisible. In traditional musicology, the masterworks of (white) European art music have been 

established as the standard of normalcy against which the music of the “Other” might be measured. 

In Music and the Racial Imagination, Radano & Bohlman (2000, p. 4) assert that this focus on the 

western canon has resulted in “the invisibility of race in musical studies.” Even in the field of 

ethnomusicology, the “commitment to objective scientific analysis and to the collecting of ‘world 

music,’ largely uncomplicated by the new hermeneutical challenges of history, philosophy, and 

anthropology” (p. 4), have resulted in the avoidance of the political, racial and social debates which 

are central to contemporary cultural discourse. The failure to engage with these issues has resulted 

in musicology occupying a “place on the margins of contemporary scholarship” (p. 4), a situation 

which Radano & Bohlman have endeavored to address with this collection of essays which “call for 

engaged musicological reflection on the critical and historical study of race and culture” (p. 5).  

!
Radano & Bohlman’s (2000, p. 37) assertion that “[r]ace is everywhere in music” is certainly borne 

out in the field of jazz studies. Jazz evolved within the context of the racially segregated United 

States, pioneered by members of an African-American underclass who had no access to the social, 

political and economic powers which determined the structure of American society. The evolution 

of the music parallels the evolution of the human and civil rights of African-Americans in the face 

of implacable and often violent opposition from the white ruling class. Inevitably then, race has 

underpinned the discussion of every historical, political, sociological, aesthetic and economic aspect 

of jazz in the United States.  

!
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Historically, jazz, as a popular music, has not been considered to be a phenomenon worthy of 

academic study, with a few notable exceptions.   However, academic interest has flourished in the 5

past twenty years, largely from within cultural studies, but increasingly from musicology; and a 

number of studies which draw data from the large quantity of informal   jazz writing have resulted. 6

Several have focused on the role of race within jazz subcultures. For example, Kofsky (1998, pp. 

17-18) exposes the exploitative relationship between the white-owned music industry and black 

artists, chastising well-known jazz writer Nat Hentoff for his failure to discuss it, and excoriating 

recording executive/author John Hammond (pp. 28-35) for his participation in it. Panish (1997, p. 

20) examines the different ways that white and African-American cultures perceive and understand 

jazz. He argues that there is a fundamental difference in the way the phenomenon is interpreted, 

governed by differing sets of cultural values:  

 ... black texts ... almost always seek and establish connections, like jazz itself, by setting 
 individual desires, achievements, hardships, and genius in the context of the group ...  
 [whereas] the majority of white texts focus instead on discontinuities between the individual 
 and any sort of group.   !
Lewis (2004, p. 133) makes the question of race central to his examination of John Cage and his 

followers. He offers a trenchant exposé of the extent to which the influence of African-American 

musical practices on experimental, improvisational western music has been denied by composers, 

practitioners and commentators alike. He employs the terms “Afrological” and “Eurological” to 

describe “... musical belief systems and behavior that ... exemplify particular kinds of musical 

‘logic,’” and which are particular to the different cultural environments in which they developed. 

These terms are “... theorized ... as historically emergent rather than ethnically essential, thereby 
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sometimes dramatically at odds with the tropes propagated by white authors which have tended to dominate the 
discourse.  



accounting for the reality of transcultural and transracial communication among improvisers.” This 

makes them useful for describing and understanding the process which I and others like me have 

undergone: a transition from a Eurological musical background to an understanding of an 

Afrological approach, which has led to the creation of music which reflects, to a greater or lesser 

degree, both of these elements.  

!
If the influence of African-American improvisers on western experimental music has been denied 

and ignored, there are those who contend that the legitimate musical contributions made by non-

African-American jazz practitioners have been downplayed or ignored in the mainstream history of 

jazz. There is no argument about the overwhelming importance of the innovations of such African-

American artists as Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellingon, Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, or John Coltrane. 

But Harris (2000, p. 118) states that “[t]he image of jazz as exclusively black ... has never 

completely matched the reality ... jazz has, over time, also become part of the self-definition of 

many non-African Americans.” The important contributions of musicians of various ethnicities are 

eloquently described by Lees (1995) in Cats of Any Color. He strongly states the case that the 

essentialist black/white binary in jazz discourse is divisive and misleading. He forcefully expresses 

his objections to the desire of some jazz commentators to narrow the definition of jazz, whereby 

they lay claim to the music on behalf of a small and select number of “authentic,” i.e. African-

American, practitioners.  

!
With Lost Chords: White Musicians and Their Contribution to Jazz 1915 - 1945, Sudhalter (1999, 

p. xviii) offers a comprehensive account of a significant white presence in jazz. He states:  

 Mounting scholarly evidence indicates that a distinct, significant, and creative white  
 presence has existed in jazz from its first days; at almost every stage of the music’s history 
 the matter of “influence,” so highly valued by jazz scholars, has been incontrovertibly  
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 two-way; many white individuals and ensembles have had powerful and lasting effect on the 
 music, and on their black colleagues.  !
He also laments the divisive nature of the black/white binary, suggesting that a reading of jazz 

history which portrays African and white Americans working together, “... often defying the racial 

and social norms of their time” (p. xvii), delivers both a more accurate and a more positive message 

to up-coming generations. 

!
A recent addition to the literature on the racial discourse in jazz is Sandke’s (2010) Where the Dark 

and the Light Folks Meet: Race and the Mythology, Politics, and Business of Jazz. He presents 

evidence that some of the racialized tropes in jazz discourse not only distort the historical facts, but 

ignore them entirely. An issue which is particularly relevant to this study is his interrogation of the 

apparent divide between the musical practices of African-American musicians and those trained in 

western art music. This will be discussed in Chapter 3. This book has caused a storm of controversy 

in the blogosphere, with extensive reviews and discussions taking place at sites maintained by 

pianist Ethan Iverson   and lecturer/journalist David Adler.   7 8

!
Certainly, with this research I am not seeking to exacerbate what has often been an acrimonious 

racial divide within jazz scholarship. But it would be disingenuous to suggest that because I am not 

American, or because I have practiced mainly in jazz communities outside the United States, the 

racial discourses in jazz have not been relevant to the development of musical identity. I 

wholeheartedly embrace the contention that “[t]hroughout its history, jazz has been profoundly 

pluralist” (Sudhalter, 1999, p. 746), since the telling of such a history could include me. 

!
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Jazz!

The second facet of my compositional voice under discussion is the presence of identifiable jazz 

elements in my work, in combination with features characteristic of western art music and Latin 

music. Music journalist and researcher John Storm Roberts (1999) has long contended that elements 

of Central and South American music have been evident in jazz expression since its earliest days: 

hence, Latin music should not be considered as separate from jazz, nor from American popular 

music in general. Rather, it has been assimilated into the jazz language and is an integral part of the 

African-American musical aesthetic. This influence has in the main not been recognized by those 

who have documented the history of jazz. He notes that critics, jazz fans and even musicians have 

typically dismissed Latin music as “commercial” (Roberts, 1999, p. vii), and therefore not worthy 

of mention or study, with the result that the entire phenomenon of Latin music in the USA has 

remained under-acknowledged and under-explored.  

!
In my experience, however, the lack of integration between the jazz and Latin music communities 

in Montreal did not reflect the musical integration which Storm carefully and convincingly 

documents. It is for this reason that I am treating “jazz” and “Latin music” as separate entities and 

influences in my work: this is the way I experienced them.     9

!
As will become evident, the compositions at the centre of this study display many features 

associated with the African-American jazz tradition. In his essay “Jazz on the Global Stage,” Harris 

(2000, p. 120) describes two approaches to the on-going debate “over what constitutes a valid jazz 

aesthetic,” as jazz continues to expand as a global phenomenon. These are the “canon” position and 

the “process” position: 
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 The canon position ... extols the art’s continuity with past historical practice; consequently, 
 its concern is with the preservation, proper interpretation, and accurate transmission of this 
 practice. It also stresses the art form’s rootedness in a specific social context (often tied to a 
 regional, national, class, ethnic, or religious identity ...)  !
The “canon” position is currently most vociferously embraced by prominent jazz trumpeter and 

educator Wynton Marsalis in his capacity as Artistic Director of Jazz at Lincoln Centre in New York 

City. This position tends to look backwards and celebrate figures from the past, denying the validity 

of jazz created outside the United States, and jazz which incorporates aspects of musical cultures 

beyond the realm of traditional African-American forms of musical expression. As such, it is an 

exclusive position, one which denies jazz’s innate “tendency toward inclusion and assimilation ... 

[of] elements [from other musical cultures]” (Dobbins, 1980, p. 36).  

!
Conversely, the “process” position (Harris, 2000, pp. 120-121): 

 tends to valorize change, risk, surprise, and the development or discovery of fresh  
 varieties of expression and beauty. Often its proponents openly seek inspiration from  
 traditions, disciplines, or eras not their own. Distrustful of excessive codification, they are 
 willing to challenge dogmas and test the limits of widely accepted definitions and truths. 
  !
The “process” position is necessarily embraced by “musicians and audiences in non-American 

cultures ... because members of these communities naturally bring their own musical and cultural 

backgrounds to bear on the music they make, market, and listen to ...” (Harris, 2000, p. 121). It is an 

inclusive position which allows for growth and change, validating the contributions made by 

musicians practicing beyond the geographical boundaries of the United States, and from outside the 

African-American jazz “canon.” Harris (p. 122) states that the “African American jazz aesthetic is 

still strong ... it remains the prime determinant of how (by what processes) jazz is constructed. But 

the what of jazz - the set of elements utilized in this process of construction - often includes 

homegrown content.” 
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It should not be inferred from the locating of these examples in New York City and outside the 

United States respectively, that African-American musicians uniformly embrace the canon position 

on jazz. On the contrary, Marsalis’s position has been very controversial. His focus on early jazz, 

blues and swing excludes such visionary artists as Ornette Coleman, Anthony Braxton, Eric Dolphy 

and Cecil Taylor, not to mention contemporary figures such as Steve Coleman. These artists have 

dedicated their lives to risk, exploration and innovation, drawing on a vast array of sources for 

inspiration.    

!
For the purpose of discussing my compositions, I have taken a stance somewhere between the two 

positions outlined above. The characteristics of jazz cited in Chapter 1 - steady rhythm, swing feel, 

the use of song forms as a basis for improvisation, a common improvisational language, as well as 

blues inflections, and a repertoire of “standards” that constitute the “canon,” constitute a definition 

of jazz for those who embrace the “canon” position. As will be demonstrated in the following 

chapters, the majority of my compositions demonstrate some or all of these, and other 

characteristics which are typical of contemporary jazz language and practice. In Lewis’s (2004) 

words, these constitute the Afrological basis of my practice.  

  

However, as a non-African-American jazz musician who has practiced primarily in communities 

outside the United States, I subscribe to the “process” position: I do not accept that my musical 

practice - and that of countless other musicians around the world who have embraced jazz as an 

integral part of their musical identity - is an invalid, inauthentic, or irrelevant form of expression. I 

assert my right to contribute to the syncretic world of jazz expression, bringing my own cultural and 

musical knowledge and experience to the table.    

!
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The “process” position would seem to be universally embraced by the jazz community in Australia, 

where I am now permanently based. Sources such as Black Roots, White Flowers (Bissett, 1979) 

and Bodgie, Dada and the Cult of Cool (Clare, 1995) document the development of an Australian 

jazz scene which has looked to the United States for inspiration, but which has quite consciously 

avoided slavish imitation of American innovators. Whiteoak (1999, p. 168) notes that the 

“considerable isolation from overseas developments and performance culture” encouraged a certain 

independence of attitude and approach from the outset. The portraits in Jazz: The Australian Accent 

(Shand, 2009) and in the recent Extempore series (2008 - 2010) illustrate the range and depth of 

highly individual creative expression among contemporary Australian jazz artists. The 

manifestation of the “process” position is clear in this statement by trumpeter/composer Phil Slater 

(2009, p. 54) about how he understands the musical activity he hears around him. He mentions “the 

multi-streamed iPod-iTunes genre-shuffling method ... John Cage ... Charles Ives ...” and concludes: 

  ... it’s all of those elements that speak to the pan-genral (sic), ‘outside of the box’ -  
there’s the frame and then there’s [the] thing that happens outside of the frame being  
incorporated into the picture. And it’s an evolving thing, an organically changing thing ...   !
While the jazz community in Australia is characterized by a certain artistic and creative freedom, 

the literature on American jazz subculture and community suggests that jazz practitioners have not 

always enjoyed this kind of ethos. There is a paucity of scholarly literature on this subject; however, 

several sociological studies of jazz culture, and psychological studies of ordinary working jazz 

musicians were published in the 1960s. Although dated, they provided a useful context for me to 

interpret some of my experiences as a working musician in the 1990s, as will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. Becker (1963) included two chapters on dance musicians in his groundbreaking book 

Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance. He substantiates the common view of jazz 

musicians as inhabiting a sort of underworld at the margins of society. Other chapters in the book 
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deal with marijuana users and ex-prisoners, a clear indication that jazz musicians were considered 

to be living well outside the accepted societal norms in the United States at that time.  

!
An earlier article in the same vein, entitled “The Jazz Community,” (Merriam & Mack, 1960, p. 

211) discusses “the isolation of the group from society at large, ... which is at once psychological, 

social, and physical.” A study by Stebbins (1969), “Role Distance, Role Distance Behaviour and 

Jazz Musicians,” describes musicians’ efforts to adhere to the expected norms and codes of 

behaviour among their peers. These studies portray jazz culture as almost a cult, describing the 

extent to which musicians’ professional and personal lives centre around the music, and the 

numerous ways that their lives differ from the norm.   

!
 In a more contemporary psychological study entitled “(Re)voicing Tradition: Improvising 

Aesthetics and Identity on Local Jazz Scenes,” Hollerbach (2004, p. 155) writes about a working 

jazz musician who is not an A-list star. This study of a free-lance jazz guitarist examines “... his 

musical aesthetic and its influence upon his self-image as a jazz musician ...” Hollerbach asserts: 

 Conventional jazz histories ... are flawed by their reductionism; they ignore - and therefore 
 dismiss - the many musicians who labour in relative obscurity on jazz scenes worldwide and 
 thus maintain the music’s viability through a multidimensional act of commitment no less 
 intense than that of those documented, ‘real’ jazz musicians of jazz historiography. (p. 156) !
Hollerbach’s study offers us “... a more representative view of jazz than that of institutionalised 

histories, which promulgate a ‘Great Man’ narrative” (p. 155), something which this study also 

attempts to do.  

!
In a non-American context, “Musical Identities of Professional Jazz Musicians: A Focus Group 

Investigation’ (Wilson, 2005, p. 395) explores “[v]iews about jazz, and being a jazz musician” in a 
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group of Scottish jazz musicians, focusing on the relationship between the group aspect of jazz 

performance and individuals’ identities. Another UK study by MacDonald, Miell & Wilson (2005) 

deals with the concept of identity within a community of jazz practitioners. These studies serve to 

give a more complete picture of jazz as an international socio-cultural phenomenon, again 

underscoring the frequently under-reported plurality within jazz. It is noteworthy, however, that no 

women musicians are included in any of the studies cited above.  

!
Gender !
The third and most important facet of my musical identity is gender. Contemporary gender theory 

makes a distinction 

 between (biological) sex, on the one hand (a distinction between male and female, based on 
 differences in chromosomes and the genitals), and socially constructed gender on the other 
 (masculine and feminine, i.e. the characteristics and behaviour ascribed to each of the  
 sexes) ... (Dibben, 2002, p. 117)  !
Thus gender is another aspect of one’s cultural identity which is not fixed, but which can change 

over time and as a result of our experiences and interactions with other people. Dibben (2002, p. 

117) says, “[a] commonly accepted view is that biology and the environment interact and that it is 

this complex interaction which produces the phenomenon we experience ...” My biological sex has 

been an unaltered part of my life, and is inseparable from my identity both as a jazz musician and a 

person. But as a woman working in the male-dominated worlds of jazz and Latin music, in the 

male-identified role of instrumentalist rather than vocalist, I became keenly aware of the delineation 

between characteristics and behaviors deemed to be masculine or feminine.  

!
Gender in music itself is difficult to categorically define. Feminist musicologist Marcia Citron 

(1994) has done extensive analysis of the work of women composers of classical music, and she has 
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concluded that one “might be able to isolate certain tendencies that could be part of a female 

aesthetic,” but she has not been able to find  

 a specific language, style, or dynamic that every woman utilizes. Such tendencies depend on 
 variables of culture and individual disposition and could also be utilized by men. Moreover, 
 women are not raised in “pure” female culture and will tend to express, at least in part,  
 aspects of masculine culture that they have internalized. (Citron, 1994, p. 17) !
Similarly, women jazz musicians, myself included, employ the same style-specific jazz language as 

their male counterparts, with no apparent distinctive uses of melody, harmony, rhythm or form 

which allow the composer or improviser to be identified as female. 

!
A range of contemporary scholarship informs my understanding of the role gender has played in my 

experiences as a jazz musician. Debbin (2002) establishes that gender plays a role in musical 

experiences from childhood on. In Music, Gender, Education, Green (1997) notes that gender 

stereotyping in the classroom affects girls’ interest and success in various musical tasks, and their 

self-perception. Green (1997, p. 21) also theorizes the phenomenon of female musical performance 

in terms of masculine and feminine archetypes, suggesting that particular cultural meanings are 

communicated through what she describes as “delineated display.” This concept will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

!
Halstead’s (1997) study of six woman composers in the UK shows that, historically, women have 

been steered towards certain musical instruments and practices which have been deemed gender 

appropriate, and that these long-standing conventions have yet to be fully put to rest. Her research 

reveals that there are many parallels between women’s experiences in the classical and jazz music 

worlds, including the need to negotiate gender-based obstacles, and to deal with feelings of 

isolation and lack of self-confidence.  
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One obstacle which has stood in the path of women musicians in both the classical and jazz 

traditions, is lack of acknowledgment in the historical and critical literature. The invisibility of 

women in traditional musicology in general was identified and challenged by McClary (2002) and 

her contemporaries during the advent of the “new” musicology in the 1980s. Women have been 

similarly ignored in the recounting of the history of jazz. However, the 1980s saw the publication of 

two important histories of women jazz musicians: Jazz Women 1900 to the Present (Placksin, 

1985), and Stormy Weather (Dahl, 1984). They contain information sourced through interviews and 

archival research, and essays about American women in jazz. Their publication documented for the 

first time the fact that women had always participated in jazz as instrumentalists as well as 

vocalists, and that in at least some cases, it was overt discrimination and lack of opportunity which 

prevented them from having a more significant impact and public profile. They offered some 

insight as to why there were so few women mentioned in the mainstream histories of jazz. In a 

similar vein, Madame Jazz (Gourse, 1995) profiles women on the New York scene in the 1990s, 

establishing that there has been an ever increasing number of women involved in jazz. Jazzwomen 

(Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004) presents interviews with prominent women instrumentalists and 

vocalists, giving an important update on women’s experiences and attitudes in the 21st-century.  

!
While these four texts do not offer scholarly analysis of women’s experiences, they provide 

important evidence that women have always actively participated in jazz. Halstead (1997, p. 159) 

found that “the invisibility and lack of understanding of women’s work ... have left each generation 

of women to believe that they are ... the ‘first’ women composers.” The parallel invisibility of 

women in jazz means that aspiring young women musicians suffer from a lack of role models. 

Trombonist Deborah Weisz (cited in Stewart, 2007, p. 269) says: “All my peers when I was 

growing up were men ... We didn’t have that many role models that were women ...” Placksin 
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(1985) and Dahl (1984) were surprising and welcome discoveries for me at a point in my 

development when I was wondering whether I would find myself to be a virtual anomaly in the 

world of professional jazz. They served to dispel my erroneous impression that pianists Mary Lou 

Williams and Marian McPartland were the sole female representatives in an otherwise entirely male 

preserve. 

!
It is striking the extent to which women are ignored in the mainstream literature, even when they 

have played alongside the most famous men in jazz. A case in point is Lillian (Lil) Hardin 

Armstrong, first wife of Louis Armstrong, and pianist on the famous Hot Five recordings of 1926. 

This, and the fact that she was instrumental in launching Louis Armstrong’s solo career, is all the 

information to be gleaned about Lil in standard sources. But J. L. Dickerson’s (2002) biography 

Just for a Thrill: Lil Hardin Armstrong, First Lady of Jazz reveals that she had a 15-year recording 

career and wrote more than 150 popular songs. While there are numerous biographies of jazz 

vocalists,   Hardin Armstrong’s biography is one of few available about women jazz 10

instrumentalists: the lives of such key figures as trombonist/arranger Melba Liston who worked 

with Dizzy Gillespie’s big band, and pianist/composer Joanne Brackeen, alumna of Art Blakey’s 

Jazz Messengers, have not yet been documented.  

!
McClary (2002, p. ix) notes that musicology lagged behind literary and film studies in its adoption 

of feminist criticism in the 1970s and ‘80s. Jazz studies have in turn lagged behind western art 

music scholarship in broaching the issue of gender, such that in the year 2000, Heble and Siddall 

(2000, p. 141) observed that the issue of women in jazz was “surprisingly undertheorized.” Two 

anthologies which sought to broaden the discussion around jazz, including gender issues, are 
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Landing on the Wrong Note (Heble, Ed., 2000) and The Other Side of Nowhere (Fischlin & Heble, 

Eds., 2004). In their essay “Nice Work If You Can Get It,” Heble & Siddall (2000, p. 142) tackle the 

question of how “the very language of jazz ... [might] be said to be gendered,” and whether women 

who are performers in jazz and improvised music can “foster ... new models for thinking about 

gender.” They discuss the restriction of women to the roles of singing and piano playing in early 

jazz (pp. 148-151), Melba Liston’s carefully balanced relationship with the male musicians in Dizzy 

Gillespie’s band (pp. 152-153), and their experiences as administrative directors of the Guelph Jazz 

Festival when they proposed the theme “Women in Jazz” for the 1997 season (pp. 159-165). The 

resistance they encountered from sponsors, marketing agencies, and male musicians reminds one 

that the issue of women in jazz is not simply a theoretical construct of interest to ethnographers and 

cultural sociologists: it has real world implications for women who are striving to make a living as 

jazz musicians, and for the future of women in jazz. 

!
The Other Side of Nowhere contains feminist historian Sherrie Tucker’s (2004) article “Bordering 

on Community: Improvising Women Improvising Women-In-Jazz,” which examines the notion of a 

“jazz community,” and how women jazz musicians have or have not been able to define a space for 

themselves within it. It illuminates many contradictions, compromises and conundrums which I and 

other women continue to face as professional jazz musicians. 

!
Tucker’s essay is a continuation of her groundbreaking research in the area of women in jazz. Her 

meticulously documented book Swing Shift:“All-Girl” Bands of the 1940s (2000) reveals that there 

were in fact hundreds of all-women bands in the USA in the 1920s, ‘30s and ‘40s traveling the same 

local and national tour circuits as the all-male bands. This puts into perspective the fact that 

conventional jazz histories often mention only one, if any: the acclaimed International Sweethearts 
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of Rhythm. Swing Shift is an excellent example of the intersection between cultural studies and 

musicology. Based on extensive interviews and archival research, Tucker interrogates the 

representations of femininity found in the publicity and marketing for these bands and orchestras, 

contrasting it with the reality of life on the road for a woman jazz musician, and discussing the 

complex negotiations necessary to enable them to simply practise their profession. Jazz no longer 

has the commercial profile it enjoyed in the era of the great swing bands, a circumstance which has 

lessened the level of concern with images of femininity which Tucker describes. However, this was 

a significant issue in my professional experiences with Latin bands in Montreal, as will be 

discussed in Chapter 4.  

!
The “conjoining of racism and sexism” (Diamond & Moisala, 2000, p. 2) is examined in Tucker’s 

chapter on the Darlings of Rhythm, an African-American all women band which attained national 

acclaim, but remained unrecorded. Their life on the road was both complex and dangerous, subject 

as they were to the segregationist laws in the southern United States. Their story, as well as those of 

other pioneering African-American jazz women, illustrate the “interrelatedness of issues of gender, 

race, class, [and] age ...” (Diamond & Moisala, 2000, p. 3), and the fact that musical communities 

are responsive to the larger societies within which they are situated. 

!
A recent publication which incorporates gender analysis into the study of jazz is Big Ears: Listening 

for Gender in Jazz Studies (Rustin & Tucker, Eds., 2008). Among chapters on a wide range of 

topics is a rare autoethnographic essay called “Fitting the Part” by jazz researcher Ingrid Monson 

(2008). This is the only first-person account by a white, North-American-born woman jazz 

instrumentalist that I have found, apart from text from interviews. There are a number of echoes of 

my own experience in her narrative, including being captivated by jazz, completing the Masters of 
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Music at the New England Conservatory (Boston), and the slowly dawning realization that women 

constitute an awkward minority in the jazz community. However, the focus of her story is her 

delicate negotiation of race, given the “apparent mismatch between [her] white skin, blond hair, and 

blue eyes” (Monson, 2008, p. 267), and her position as a leading researcher in African-American 

Studies.   My experience of race issues in jazz has been entirely different from hers, since I have 11

spent my professional life in jazz communities dominated by non-African-American musicians.  

!
Studies in Latin music are also only recently beginning to address issues of gender. Aparicio (2002, 

p. 135) says:  

 Eliding the conceptualization of gender as a social construct, scholarship on Latino/a  
 popular music continues to ignore female participation in the salsa musical industry and  
 focuses only on male musicians, producers, and interpreters, naturalizing the unmarked  
 masculine privilege underlying the selection of their objects of study.  !
Her essay on the popularity of women vocalists in the 1990s suggests that “the associations that tie 

salsa romántica (romantic salsa) ... to women interpreters and to sentimental discourse is not 

altogether unconnected to the discursive and ideological subordination of this particular salsa 

style” (p. 136). This will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

!
Meanwhile in Australia, Sweethearts of Rhythm: The Story of Australia’s All-Girl Bands and 

Orchestras to the End of the Second World War (Dreyfus, 1999) reveals that all-woman ensembles 

were an established part of cultural life throughout the country prior to the advent of jazz dance 

orchestra in the 1920s. Jazz scholar Bruce Johnson (2003, pp. 63-68) advances the argument in 

Inaudible Music: Jazz, Technology and Australian Modernity, that in contrast to the United States, 

jazz was regarded as a “feminized” activity in Australia in the first decades of the 20th-century, due 
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to its close association with dancing. This was due to the urban setting of such entertainments, and 

their consequent remoteness from the outback experience which embodied the ultimate and 

incontrovertible expression of Australian masculinity. Nevertheless, as social dancing became the 

urban entertainment of choice after WWI, women found themselves excluded from the ranks of 

professional dance orchestra musicians, who found lucrative employment at the most popular dance 

palaces. As in the USA, they had no choice other than to band together in all-women ensembles 

(Dreyfus, 1999).  

!
Mainstream publications in both the United States and Australia are beginning to grudgingly 

acknowledge women’s contributions to jazz, although two recent examples demonstrate that they 

are still regarded as distantly secondary to those of men. The lavishly illustrated 553-page book 

Jazz (DeVeaux & Giddens, 2009, p. 203), intended for the classroom, devotes only half a page to 

the subject of women in jazz, where we are told: 

 A few women made names for themselves as instrumentalists in male bands ... But others 
 found it much simpler (my italics) to band together in an all-female group ... Ultimately the 
 pressures of the road proved too much for most women, whose careers were cut short by  
 family duties, marriage or social convention ...  !
There are quite a number of prominent women instrumentalists included in the lists of Musicians by 

Instrument (pp. A1-A5) at the back of the book, which shows at least some progress; but in the text 

there are countless missed opportunities to give women their due. 

!
The second disheartening example is Jazz: The Australian Accent (Shand, 2009). Inexplicably, 

saxophonist/composer Sandy Evans - awarded the Australian Order of Merit (2010), winner of the 

inaugural Bell Australian Jazz Award (2003), three Aria awards, two Mo awards, an APRA Award 

for Jazz Composition of the Year and a Young Australian Creative Fellowship, member of such 

pioneering Australian jazz groups as Clarion Fracture Zone and Ten Part Invention, recipient of 
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numerous commissions and grants, composer of Testimony which is arguably the most significant 

and ambitious extended work in the history of Australian jazz - is relegated to part of a page entitled 

Missing Women (p. 120) while her male colleagues are honored with multi-page profiles. I am 

loathe to celebrate the fact that she is there at all. On the contrary, I would argue that the author’s 

failure to adequately acknowledge the pivotal place that Evans occupies in Australian jazz 

perpetuates the bias inherent in jazz culture and commentary around the world: a bias which 

prioritizes the achievements of male musicians over those of female musicians, even when there is 

ample evidence of the quality and significance of a woman’s work.  

!
In summary, the literature consulted during this study covers a broad range of disciplines. The 

characterization of identity as socially constructed and fluid is drawn from sociological studies of 

identity. Contemporary race and gender theory inform the discussion of the factors which have 

influenced the development of my musical identity, including my practice of jazz and Latin music 

outside their countries of origin. Recent studies which apply feminist theory to the examination of 

jazz music and culture have illuminated the experiences that I and other women have had as we 

negotiate our roles within our communities of professional musical practice. And finally, literature 

on Australian jazz history and culture allows the contextualization of my current musical practice, 

which reflects a continuing evolution of my musical identity.  

!
!
!
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Chapter 3: From Western Art Music to Jazz and Back Again 

This chapter presents four works which reveal my involvement with western art music and jazz. 

The first two recall my early, tentative attempts at composition, which prompt a discussion 

centering on how a lack of self-confidence inhibited my early progress as a musician. The latter two 

demonstrate my recent interest in the integration of western art music and jazz, preceding an 

examination of my relationship to the idea of being a jazz musician, and my negotiations within the 

jazz community in Montreal.!

Figure 3: Four Songs for Baritone and Piano track information  !

!
I sketched the ideas for Four Songs for Baritone and Piano, the first compositions under 

examination in this study, prior to developing an awareness of jazz. They are settings of poems by 

Denis Supersac, my boyfriend during my post-university year working in France. I promised him 

that when I returned to Canada, I would put his poems to music. These recently completed 

compositions are based on my original sketches, which have languished in a faded red manuscript 

book since my bilingual clerking days in Regina, Saskatchewan, in the early 1980s. 

!
Hargreaves et al (2002, p. 16) observe that “... a growing body of research highlights the social 

features of musical creativity: a musician’s creative output is inextricably linked to a social and 

cultural milieu.” It is not at all surprising then, that some of my first attempts at composition should 

have been imitative of western art music, since this was the soundtrack of my white, Anglo-

Four Songs for Baritone and Piano Scores: Vol. 2, pp. 1-18

Son parfum CD1, tr 1

Quand le soleil s’éteind CD1, tr 2

Frémit mon coeur CD1, tr 3

La lune CD1, tr 4
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Scottish, middle-class milieu. My family felt no apparent sense of cultural identification with the 

folk music of the United Kingdom, much less western Canada: the European art music tradition was 

deemed to be “ours,” reflecting as it does the continental ideal of “high art” which my parents 

espoused. Our neighbour in Saskatoon, a good amateur pianist, was equally devoted to high art, in 

particular opera and art song. Our two families spent a lot of time together, and I spent a great deal 

of time with Cecil playing piano duets and listening to music. Although I was not overly fond of 

classical voice at the time, I was well acquainted with Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Richard 

Strauss, Wagner, and Puccini among others, thanks to Cecil’s extensive knowledge and record 

collection. Growing up in this particular milieu meant that western art music played a significant 

role in my early musical development, and the Four Songs reflect this formative musical exposure.  

!
The Four Songs demonstrate a number of the characteristics of European art songs. They constitute 

a song cycle, albeit a short one, featuring Denis’ evocative poetry in the spirit of the great 

impressionist wordsmiths such as Paul Éluard and Arthur Rimbaud. They utilize a “classical” 

approach to rhythm, including rallentandi, accelerandi, pauses, and rubato.   They are strophic in 12

form, as suggested by the structures of the poems; and they were written with the intention of 

matching the musical expression to the lyrics, with respect to both the rhythm of the language and 

the mood. These are love poems, full of images of nature and intense emotional expression.   

!
Of the original sketches, “Son parfum” (CD1, tr 1; Vol. 2, p. 2) and “La lune” (CD1, tr 4; Vol. 2, p. 

15) were the most developed, with the melody and harmony almost finished. The piano 

accompaniments in both needed elaboration, and the melody of “La lune” also needed extensive 

reworking. The sketches for “Frémit mon coeur” (CD1, tr 3; Vol. 2, p. 11) and “Quand le soleil 

s’éteind” (CD1, tr 2; Vol. 2, p. 8) consisted of melodic fragments, and only skeletal harmonic ideas. 
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These early scribblings reveal that I had already absorbed much of the extended, chromatic 

harmonic language of the Romantic composers via my sessions with Cecil, and my study of piano 

music by Chopin, Debussy, Ravel and Les Six. As I had attempted to write any “serious” music up 

to that point - in fact I had hardly attempted to write any music - I had no harmonic concept that I 

was aware of: I was just writing what I was hearing. My early affinity for this harmonic language 

explains why I found the music of Bill Evans, Miles Davis and Kenny Wheeler so appealing when I 

was introduced to it several years later. Although I did not know it at the time, I was already hearing 

the language of modern jazz, even as I was attempting to employ it in an “art music” context. 

Figure 4: Son parfum: Lyrics and translation

Son parfum

Son parfum sur ma peau 
sa voix dans ma tête 
le whisky dans ma peau 
son nom dans ma fête 
Les lumières sur la ville 
le noir à ma fenêtre !
C’est ma vie sans esprit 
l’amour sans la quéquète 
le vice sans espoir 
c’est le plan sans maquette 
Le monde à l’agonie 
la souffrance du poète !
Aujourd’hui je veux ta peau 
Sentir tes mains sur mon dos 
Tes seins - voiles de bateau 
Tes reins de soie !
Tu refuses, tu t’enfuis 
me rejettes et tu cries 
tu rougis tu maudis 
tu mens et tu souris 
tu pâlis, injuries 
tu haïs et tu gémis !
Tes yeux rouges et en pleurs 
tu sais je les envie 
Ton corps souple et en fleur 
je le vois bien aussi 
Sentiments - pourquoi faire? 
Je t’aime trop pour ceci! !
Tu t’accroches autour de moi 
là tu as besoin de moi 
Tu cherches à me dominer 
Moi, à te paralyser.

Her scent on my skin 
her voice in my head 
a skinful of whisky 
her name is my celebration 
Lights over the city 
darkness at my window !
It’s my life without spirit, 
love without sex 
vice without hope 
a plan without a model 
The world in agony 
a poet’s suffering !
Today I want your body 
To feel your hands on my back 
Your breasts, like sails 
Your silken loins !
You refuse, you flee 
you reject me and you shout 
you blush, you curse 
you lie and you smile 
you blanch, you wound 
you hate and you whimper !
Your teary red eyes 
you know I envy them 
Your body, supple and in bloom 
I see it well too 
These emotions - what use are they? 
I love you too much for all that! !
You wrap yourself around me 
now you need me 
You seek to dominate me 
And I, to paralyze you.
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In “Son parfum” (CD1, tr 1; Vol. 2, p. 2), the tonality is ambiguous: G major and E minor are 

implied simultaneously by the G triad with the added E. This represents the confusion caused by the 

powerful emotions of young love depicted in the sensuous text. The melody unfolds in a series of 

arc shapes, always returning to the staring note, B. Based on G major scale, it utilizes chromatic 

passing tones.  

Figure 5: Son parfum: Bars 17-21, melody  

 

The melody in the B section features chromatic parallelism at bars 31-32 and 65-66, and is 

harmonized with augmented triad,s which highlight the most passionate and intense lyrics in the 

text. “Jazzy” sonorities are heard throughout, sonorities which abound in the piano music of 

Debussy and Ravel. 

Figure 6: Son parfum: Bars 30-37, chromaticism 

 

!
!
!
!
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Figure 7: Quand le soleil s’éteind: Lyrics and translation 

!
In “Quand le soleil s’éteind” (CD1, tr 2; Vol. 2, p. 8), the singer describes his lover coming to him 

in the sweet softness of the evening; but the next morning when he awakens, he finds no trace of 

her. The song is set in a languid Bb lydian tonality, reflecting the transcendent beauty of his 

romantic vision. In the second half, the mood darkens as Bb minor sounds in bar 20.  

Figure 8: Quand le soleil s’éteind: Bars 19-22, Bb Lydian to Bb minor 

 

Dissonant polychords dramatically underscore the conclusion that he has imagined it all in a state of 

either inebriation or insomnia. The arc-shaped melodic phrases begin and end on F, gradually 

climbing the short distance to a D in the first half, and Eb in the second. The singer has ended as he 

began, alone in his bed. 

!

Quand le soleil s’éteind

Quand le soleil s’éteind 
la douceur apparaît 
Quand la nuit vient, là,  
je devine près de moi 
ton ombre balbutiante 
qui apporte le frais et, 
m’endors un instant 
en ne pensant qu’à toi. !
Quand je me lêve 
la nuit a disparu 
Aucune trace, là, sur le lit 
aucun passage 
J’ai trop bu hier au soir 
ou je n’ai pas dormi...

When the sun sets 
the softness begins 
When the night comes 
I sense, there, near me, 
your stumbling shadow 
which brings a freshness 
and I fall asleep for an instant 
thinking only of you. !
When I rise,  
the night has disappeared 
No trace, there, on the bed 
of your passage 
I drank too much last night 
Or perhaps I didn’t sleep at all...
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Figure 9: Quand le soleil s’éteind: Bar 23, polychords 

 

Figure 10: Frémit mon coeur: Lyrics and translation

!

Frémit mon coeur

Frémit mon coeur 
sous l’archet du violon 
comme une caresse de ta main fragile 
Symphonie délicieuse 
où se mêlent les sons 
fringant de tendresse: 
la naissance d’une idylle !
Testament spirituel  
gravé en mémoire 
résistant à l’érosion  
des idées du temps 
tel un fantôme dans son manoir !
Passent les saisons 
les modes surannées 
les chemins caillouteux  
où le lierre gravit 
les pentes abruptes et les falaises 
sans se soucier si elles sont infinies !
s’accommodant plutôt  
à un léger malaise 
celui de rester seul 
chassé par l’oubli 
des vents et des murmures 
pianotant sa vie !
Plane la menace 
de la mort du jour 
négation de la vie 
fête mélancolique 
achevant la fiction engendrée par l’amour

Flutter my heart 
under the violin bow 
Like a caress from your fragile hand 
A delicious symphony 
where the sounds blend 
fringed with tenderness: 
the birth of an idyll !
A spiritual testament 
etched in memory 
resisting the erosion  
of ideas by time 
like a phantom in his manor !
The seasons pass 
outdated fashions 
the stoney pathways  
where the ivy climbs 
the steep slopes and cliffs 
never worrying if they’re infinite  !
becoming accustomed instead 
to the slight uneasiness 
of being alone, 
hunted by forgetting 
winds and murmurs 
lightly playing your life !
The threat of  
the death of day hovers 
the negation of life 
a melancholy feast 
ending the fiction engendered by love 
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“Frémit mon coeur” (CD1, tr 3; Vol. 2 p. 11) conjures visions of a gaunt, haunted, Miss Havisham-

like narrator, remembering a long-lost love. Seasons pass, the ivy grows, the singer’s memories 

resist the erosion of time. But at nightfall, the melancholy feast eaten alone reveals the self-negating 

fiction built around love. The piano accompaniment imitates the trembling of the heart in the title, 

and the key of D minor soon gives way to F major, G7, Bb major, and then a series of lydian 

polychords in bars 10-11 and 18-19 as the lyrics tell of happier times.  

Figure 11: Frémit mon coeur: Bars 10-11, Lydian polychords 

 

From bar 21 on, the dissonant harmony betrays the unpleasant truth, with augmented triads and 

altered dominant 7 chords finally resolving to a mournful B minor.  

Figure 12: Frémit mon coeur: Bars 22-24, augmented and altered dominant 7 harmonization 
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Figure 13: La lune: Lyrics and translation

!
The final song in the cycle, “La lune” (CD1, tr 4; Vol. 2, p. 15) is in C minor, as befits the 

anguished tone of the lyrics. The poem describes the torment endured when lovers desperately want 

to be together, but they cause each other so much pain that it is impossible. Revision of the melody 

was necessary because some of the lyrics did not scan well with the melodic rhythms I had written, 

and the anguish expressed in the second half of the poem was not adequately illustrated by the 

music. The revision involved a simplification of the meter, originally utilizing bars of 7/4, 6/4, 5/4 

and 4/4, with the final version alternating between 4/4 and 6/4. Certain melodic lines were changed 

from quavers to semi-quavers, which solved the problem of it seeming to drag.  

!
!
!
!

La lune

La lune, triste comme une étoile 
disparaît de ma vue, de ma toile, 
et pendule mon coeur  
où languit la rancoeur !
Sans un souffle, sans un cri 
je meurs sous la grand’ voile 
face à la mer et la misère 
pour laquelle se dévoile 
mon infinie médiorcrité !
La lune, soleil de ces rêves 
disparaît de mon âme qui crève 
et explose en un sanglot de poudre 
très loin perdue au fond de sa vie !
Son appel, mon appel, nos rappels 
ma vie, ta vie 
nos survies se crient 
à pleins poumons 
à pleine vie 
à pleine envie !
et même ces soirs de cauchemars 
tantôt maudits, parfois bénis 
Ils s’enterrent d’eux mêmes 
tu t’enterres toi-même

The moon, sad as a star 
disappears from my sight, from my canvas 
and suspends my heart 
where rancor lingers !
Without a breath, without a cry 
I die under the great sail 
facing the sea, facing misery 
before which is reveals 
my infinite mediocrity !
The moon, sun of these dreams 
disappears from my soul which bursts, 
exploding in a powdery sob 
very far away, lost in the depths of her life !
Her cry, my cry, our memories 
my life, your life 
our survivals cry out to one another 
in full voice 
full of life 
full of desire !
and even these nightmarish evenings 
sometimes damned, sometimes blessed 
they bury themselves 
you bury yourself
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Figure 14: La lune: Bars 10-11, semi-quavers 

 

The melody consists of phrases which gradually descend from the highest pitches in the song to the 

lowest, communicating the singer’s misery and the impossibility of the relationship. The short motif 

at bar 22 and rising tessitura reflect the heightened emotion of the lyrics, which suggest that the 

lovers’ very lives are crying out to be together. 

Figure 15: La lune: Bars 22-23, motif 

 

These songs were modeled on art songs, a genre with which I was familiar due to my involvement 

with western art music throughout my youth. As such, they reflect the intellectual and cultural 

values to which my parents subscribed, and which informed the milieu in which I grew up. They 

demonstrate that two key characteristics of my current musical language were already present in my 

earliest attempts at composition, these being a primary concern with melody, and use of the 

harmonic vocabulary of late 19th- and early 20th-century European art music. As will become clear 
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in the course of this exegesis, these two features are fundamental to all the music I write, regardless 

of genre.  

!
The sketches for the Four Songs date from a period when I was feeling a great deal of confusion 

and ambivalence about my musical identity. The fact that I completed very few compositions at this 

stage is evidence of a lack of self confidence, an issue which will be explored in greater depth later 

in this chapter. However, my ambivalence was exacerbated by the fact that, having turned my back 

on western art music, I had not yet found an alternative avenue of musical expression which I could 

whole-heartedly embrace. All the music I was listening to and attempting to play came from 

elsewhere. It seemed to me that English Canada was a cultural void, nowhere more so than 

Saskatchewan, and that my family in particular did not have a musical heritage which I “owned” in 

any fundamental way. I enjoyed some of the music I was playing, and the camaraderie; but could I 

ever be convincing playing old time folk music? Or French-Canadian pop? I didn’t feel I properly 

belonged to either of those musical worlds. And I found most of it very easy - would it hold my 

interest?  

!
When I started listening to jazz, I immediately felt that it was a music which would not only hold 

my interest, but present a long-term challenge. I worked hard to develop some basic skills, and 

within a year I left my government job and entered an undergraduate program in Jazz Studies at St. 

Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, Nova Scotia. The next composition under consideration is a 

recent arrangement of one of the first tunes I composed, about a year after completing my studies.  

!
!
!
!
! !
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Figure 16: Radisson track information 

!
“Radisson” marks the transition in my musical reference points from western art music to jazz. 

While this octet arrangement was completed in 2009, the tune itself dates from the northern autumn 

of 1990. My studies at St. Francis Xavier University had made me aware that, contrary to my 

impression of the western art music tradition at that point of my development, jazz was a music 

which was very much alive. In addition to studying the American Songbook - the “standards” which 

are the core jazz repertoire - I had discovered Pat Metheny, Keith Jarrett, Kenny Wheeler, David 

Liebman and many other contemporary artists. More importantly, piano and saxophone tutors Bruce 

Dudley and Andy Weinzler regularly performed their own material with the staff band. This 

knowledge, coupled with the experience of actually completing a few acceptable (if not memorable) 

compositions for various classes, opened up new musical avenues for me. While I do not recall 

having the inkling, much less the conviction, that I would eventually come to consider myself a 

composer, I felt confident enough to try my hand at writing something that was not an assignment, 

something that reflected my life experience.  

  

Radisson is a small town 45 minutes northwest of Saskatoon where my parents have a summer 

house. From the verandah, one can enjoy an uncommonly beautiful view of the North 

Saskatchewan River valley, which inspired this this composition. “Radisson” was meant to be a jazz 

“tune” which would act as a vehicle for improvisation, in accordance with the conventions of 

mainstream jazz practice: after playing the “head” or melody of the tune, members of the ensemble 

were to “solo over the form” (i.e. using the harmonic and rhythmic structure of the tune), prior to 

restating the melody and bringing the number to a close. It was written as a melody-and-chords lead 

Radisson Vol. 2, pp. 19-27

CD1, tr 5
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sheet, a format typically found in jazz repertoire “fake books.” However, an examination of the lead 

sheet (Vol. 2, p. 19) reveals that there are few features of “Radisson” which reference the African-

American jazz tradition: in fact, many of its features are strongly based in western art music. 

!
Firstly, the 43-bar form consists of five phrases of irregular lengths, in contrast to the evenly-

phrased, 12-, 16- and 32-bar forms commonly found in standard jazz repertoire. The flowing, 

through-composed melody contains no exact repetition, whereas repetition is a key feature of both 

riff-based jazz compositions, and standard song forms such as AABA and ABAC. The time 

signature is 6/8, still an uncommon meter in jazz, but frequently found in the kind of folk music I 

played prior to my jazz studies. Evidently I did not intend for it to “swing,” since the melodic 

rhythms do not lend themselves easily to this feel. Finally, the melody does not contain any 

syncopation, a ubiquitous feature in jazz-influenced music. 

!
On the other hand, the harmonic language in “Radisson” is entirely rooted in contemporary jazz, 

with its references to Romantic and Impressionist western art music. It is tonal but not diatonic, 

moving through a number of tonal centers rather than defining any one key. The harmonic motion is 

not based on standard diatonic relationships, frequently making use of common tone and modal 

relationships instead. While this approach to harmony is not typical of the songs in the American 

Songbook, it has become common practice since the harmonic explorations of the Miles Davis 

Quintet, John Coltrane, Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea and many others since the early 1960s. My 

facility with it reflects the knowledge I had recently acquired through formal jazz studies. I was also 

able to use jazz chordal nomenclature to specify the sounds I wanted to accompany the melody, 

including references to the modal implications of chords.  

!
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Ultimately, I considered “Radisson” to be unsuccessful as a jazz vehicle. The lack of clarity in my 

concept for the tune, and limited rehearsal time, meant that it never had a successful performance in 

a jazz setting. But with the wisdom of hindsight, it is evident that its many unconventional features 

made it difficult for the musicians to follow, chief among them the form, the irregular phrasing and 

harmonic rhythm, the non-diatonic harmonic structure, and the progressions themselves which were 

well outside the diatonic norm found in standard jazz repertoire. I did not yet understand the 

conventions of jazz composition which govern the creation of tunes which serve as comfortable 

improvisational vehicles, so “Radisson” was put aside. I didn’t really know what to do with it at the 

time. Its recent setting as a fully scored chamber piece is a much more comfortable one: it 

acknowledges the influences of western art and folk music, which I was keen to repudiate in my  

attempts to develop a jazz identity.  

!
The melody of “Radisson,” shared between trombone and flugelhorn in the octet arrangement, is of 

prime importance. It is meant to communicate the feeling of being out on the Canadian prairie on a 

late summer day. It unfolds in undulating phrases with pauses of irregular lengths in between, 

making the progress of the melody unpredictable, like the wind. None of the phrases starts on the 

first beat of the bar, with the prevailing harmony sounding first. It is as though the wind has started 

elsewhere (the harmony) before you notice it on your skin (the melody). There is always motion 

somewhere, even if the prairie appears to be empty and still.  

!
The melody starts and finishes on the same note: we come back to where we started, and yet all is 

changed. The range is two full octaves, with the highest and lowest notes both contained in the long 

middle phrase, the climax of the tune. It descends majestically from its highest point to its lowest, 
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communicating the ecstatic yet peaceful feeling that the prairie environment has the power to 

invoke. 

!
The intermingling of musical influences in “Radisson” is evidence of the confusion which 

surrounded my earliest attempts at composition. But it also represents a genuine attempt to use the 

new musical tools I had discovered to express myself in my own voice - a voice which was shaped 

by the circumstances of my upbringing, and which continues to be informed by my indelible 

connection to the Canadian prairie.  

  

Discussion 

The sketches for the Four Songs were started prior to my having any knowledge of jazz, while 

“Radisson” dates from just one year after I completed my undergraduate jazz studies. Together they 

represent the beginning of my journey away from western art music towards jazz, and of the 

development of my voice as a composer. They share my enduring concern with melody and 

preference for rich, tonal harmony, in addition to a number of formal and aesthetic features common 

to western art music. They also share a similar story. Each project was started long ago, and 

abandoned without a satisfactory outcome. The Four Songs were never completed, while 

“Radisson” was not suited to the purpose I hoped it would serve. Both have finally been fully 

realized as a result of this study, and are among a small number of works I have written which fall 

outside the very broad definition of jazz.   

!
One question inevitably arises: why did literally decades elapse before these projects were finally 

completed? The answer to this, while peculiar to me as an individual, is reflected in the literature on 

women’s involvement in music. When I started writing the Four Songs, I had a confused sense of 
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myself as a musician, and no concept of myself as a composer at all. I knew that in the world of 

western art music, the roles of “composer” and “performer” were quite separate, and that it was 

very rare to find a musician who fulfilled both. None of my training had suggested anything 

different: my lessons focused on learning to play the piano, clarinet or cello. They did not include 

any improvisation, or any suggestion that I could or should attempt to write music. The repertoire I 

studied until my teens was almost exclusively from the western art music canon, dominated as it is 

by European males. My experience is echoed in Green (1997, p. 216) when she observes: 

 ... a masculine meaning, or delineation, specifically related to the notion of   
 composition imbues all Western music. The masculine delineation of music is articulated 
 through ... historical precedence, which dictates that most music known in the public sphere 
 has been understood to be composed or improvised by men.  !
Another strong impression was that all composers - at least any composers who mattered - were 

long dead. I remember a feeling of disbelief when the Western Board of Music updated the 

repertoire in their graded collections of studies to include both Canadian and Australian composers. 

The dates would say, for example, (1942 - ), and I remember thinking, “there must be some mistake 

...” 

!
In fact, there were two composers in Saskatoon that I was aware of, one of whom had a national 

reputation. But since my parents’ taste in music lay entirely in the classical and romantic eras, for 

them the notion that a person could seriously attempt to be a composer in the modern day, which 

entailed competing with the masterpieces of the past, was entirely absurd. They felt the same way 

about modern dance, and probably about modern art, although they discussed art much less 

frequently than music. When contemporary Canadian content was included in symphony and 

chamber music programs, my parents were always highly critical and often mocking, complaining 

about the lack of a good singable melody, and the general discordance. The responses of my parents 
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to contemporary composition clearly communicated to me that this was a phenomenon without 

musical value. I adopted this attitude and the implicit bias towards the apparent intrinsic superiority 

of the European tradition, up until I found myself losing interest in the idea of becoming a concert 

pianist. Borthwick & Davidson (2002, p. 76) state that “[a] child’s musical identity is shaped 

primarily by the responses and values given by his/her immediate family.” They continue:  

 ... children’s musical identities are influenced by a combination of relational factors,  
 connected with how their parents regard them in the role of musician ... the musical  
 beliefs and experiences of the parents are of central importance here, as they shape the way 
 in which the subsequent generation experience and value music for themselves within the 
 family ...  !
By the time I sketched the art songs, I was testing the musical waters in folk, country, blues and 

popular music, without feeling particularly comfortable in any of them. But I was sure that my 

future did not lie in the composition of contemporary art music. Despite my promise to Denis, 

considering the role of “contemporary classical composer” to be completely outside the realm of 

possibilities most certainly contributed to my abandoning the writing of the art songs. Besides, I 

wasn’t connected - no longer wanted to be connected - to the western art music world, so who 

would sing them? What would be the point of finishing them if they were never going to be 

performed? Who would be interested in my flawed and amateurish settings of an unknown poet’s 

words?  

!
Indeed, who would be interested? These remembered thoughts and feelings illuminate another part 

of the answer to the question of why the art songs remained unfinished for so long. In the red 

manuscript book, hardly anything was finished, a symptom, I now recognize, of my severe lack of 

self-confidence. This would seem to be a trait common to many women, especially in their 

formative years, since it comes up repeatedly in discussions of women’s psychology (Pallier 2003; 

Wohlford, Lochman, & Barry, 2004; Orenstein, 1995; McCarty, 1986). 
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Gilligan (1982, p. 16), in her pioneering work In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and 

Women’s Development, identifies “[t]he difficulty women experience in finding or speaking 

publicly in their own voices [which] emerges repeatedly in the form of qualification and self-

doubt.” In so far as composition and improvisation require finding and speaking publicly in one’s 

own musical voice, it is not surprising to find this same issue frequently mentioned in the literature 

on women’s participation in music.  

!
Green (1997, p. 114) states that these feelings of uncertainty are the inevitable result of women 

trying to function and succeed in an environment which has sought to exclude and denigrate them 

for so long. She says: “Music delineates masculinity, a male mind, a man behind the music …,” and 

because of the normalization of a male delineation in music in general, it is difficult “for women to 

find themselves celebrated in music in such a way as to assert or project a positive image of 

themselves as musicians ...” (p. 138). As a result, they must overcome an internalized sense of 

inferiority which results from “[taking] on board the consequences of the masculine delineation, not 

only in listening to other people’s music but moreover, in listening to their own music” (p. 218).  

!
In other words, once women have internalized the hegemonic values and practices of the 

masculinized world around them, they are unable to objectively measure or appreciate the merits of 

their own creations. I was utterly unable to assess the quality of my work. Music mattered enough 

for me to keep a notebook of sketches and ideas; but I didn’t show them to anyone, finding them to 

be without merit, and therefore not even worth finishing. This experience reflects the ambiguity that 

many women feel about themselves as composers: the desire, on one hand, to create and express 

themselves, and dissatisfaction with the results on the other. Green says that this ambiguity, due in 

large part to the mere fact of having to function within a male-dominated environment and value 
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scheme, “will affect not just her approach to the possibility of composing but also the delineations 

which her own product then carries for her” (p. 136). Feelings of self-doubt did indeed affect the 

very possibility of my composing anything, and caused me to drastically underestimate my musical 

abilities. 

!
Green suggests that women’s feelings of inadequacy arise through a combination of personal 

experiences and societal influences: “... we can [understand women’s] lack of confidence not only 

as a part of the gendered social organisation of musical production or of gendered musical meaning, 

but also as a product of their gendered musical experience itself” (p. 136). Halstead (1997, p. 165) 

agrees, finding in her study of six woman composers in the UK, that their gendered musical 

experiences included facing many obstacles and discrimination, resulting in a general lack of 

confidence in their own abilities. 

!
I do not recall that my early musical experiences involved overt gender-based discrimination. I was 

not ever discouraged from following any particular path because of my gender, nor do I recall 

facing any unusual obstacles or difficulties. I was not steered towards singing, or playing the violin 

or flute, which are the most common musical activities undertaken by girls.   I successfully 13

participated in mixed gender ensembles, orchestra camps and competitions. (Unlike our neighbour 

Cecil’s daughters, I did not play clarinet in the Lions’ marching band, but this was because my 

parents disapproved of the military overtones, not because they deemed it inappropriate for a girl). I 

always enjoyed “strong support systems” in the form of the encouragement and approval of my 

parents and teachers, an essential ingredient in the success of young women musicians (Evans, cited 

in Shand, 2009, p. 21). As noted, however, this support steered me in the direction of western art 
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music in preference to other genres, and did not include any encouragement towards composition or 

improvisation.   

!
In view of the many opportunities I enjoyed and the positive environment in which I received my 

early musical training, I would attribute my lack of self-confidence to an internal obstacle rather 

than external ones. My psychological tendency towards self-doubt was due to a combination of 

factors ranging from relationships within my family, to gender-specific education and socialisation 

in 1960s/70s Saskatoon, to internalised ideas about appropriate roles for women in music acquired 

through observation of, and participation in, our local music community.  

!
Self-doubt followed me throughout my undergraduate jazz studies. The transition from playing 

notated music to improvising from a lead sheet was confronting, and the cause of considerable 

anxiety. Would I be up to the challenge? Would I have any ideas? Would they be any good? Could I 

learn to swing? Would anyone want to play with me? I tried to maintain an emotional distance from 

my studies, telling myself that I could always return to work clerking for the federal government if I 

proved to be unemployable as a musician.  

!
Despite my relentless self-criticism, I worked consistently and developed a reasonable foundation in 

jazz performance practice in the course of my three years in Nova Scotia. Upon graduation, I 

moved to Montreal and embarked on years of professional practice and study which helped to 

develop my self-confidence. I also completed a Masters of Music at the New England Conservatory 

in Boston which enabled me to greatly develop my musicianship. And most importantly, I began my 

compositional practice in earnest as a result of the guidance and encouragement I received from my 

lecturers and fellow musicians. 
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Integrating Jazz and Western Art Music!

I now turn to these formative years in Montreal and Boston, focusing on the compositions I have 

revised and rewritten for this dissertation.  

Figure 17: Maybe Tomorrow, Three Pieces for Saxophone Quartet track information!

!
As previously observed, when I composed “Radisson,” I did not yet understand the conventions of 

writing a good jazz tune. However, I was able to develop my craft in a jazz composition class at 

Concordia University, Montreal, during the autumn of 1991. This class was a turning point in the 

development of my compositional voice, both with regard to my skills and my self-concept. My 

understanding of the defining musical characteristics of jazz such as steady rhythm, swing feel, the 

use of song forms, blues inflections and the concept of jazz melody writing, increased rapidly as I 

rose to the challenge of writing forty tunes in one semester. I was well satisfied when my efforts 

produced some respectable, playable tunes, and good marks.  

!
Together, the four tunes under discussion in this section illustrate the extent to which I had adopted 

jazz as my musical lingua franca. They have all, with the exception of “Star of,” been recorded in 

jazz settings by various incarnations of the Louise Denson Group. However, these recent 

arrangements for jazz group plus strings, and saxophone quartet, illustrate that ultimately my work 

is underpinned by a belief in the “process” position regarding the jazz aesthetic. They exhibit a 

Maybe Tomorrow Vol. 2, pp. 29-45

CD1 tr 6

Three Pieces for Saxophone 
Quartet (Vale George Russell)

Vol 2, pp. 42-68

Pondside CD1, tr 7

Green Tristano CD1, tr 8

Star of CD1, tr 9
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number of African-American derived elements, including the improvisatory process which I employ 

to create and develop ideas; but there are other elements utilized as well, elements which Harris 

(2000, p. 122) refers to as “homegrown content.” The “homegrown content” for me is western art 

music. 

!
The first example, “Maybe Tomorrow” (CD1, tr 6), started life as “Sanctuary” (Vol. 2, p. 28), 

written during the northern winter of 1992. It is a waltz, employing formal and structural devices 

commonly found in jazz repertoire. It has a 36-bar form describable as A-B-A-C, consisting of three 

eight-bar sections, and a final 12-bar one. There is exact repetition of melodic and harmonic 

material in the A sections; the first four bars of the C section repeat the melodic material heard in 

the B section, but then new material is presented which extends the form and brings the tune to a 

close. The melody employs a “call and response” device whereby the eight-bar sections consist of 

two four-bar phrases (or four-bar and eight-bar in the final section).   

!
“Sanctuary” once again shows my preference for complex and rich harmony. It is in F minor, but 

the tonic chord is not sounded until the seventh bar. The harmony is rarely at rest, moving through a 

number of tonal centers. Utilizing altered dom7 chords, chromatic motion and tritone substitutions, 

it creates a rich foundation for the melody.  

Figure 18: Sanctuary: Bars 1-8, harmony 
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The melody is diatonic to F minor in the A sections, with a modulation into F# minor in the first 

four bars of the B and C sections. In the last half of B, the melody returns to F minor while the 

harmony cadences in Db major.  

Figure 19: Sanctuary: Bars 9-15, modulation, cadence in Dbmaj 

 

In the last half of C, the harmony acknowledges Gb major and Cb major before a cadential 

progression returns to the home key of F minor. 

Figure 20: Sanctuary: Bars 29-34, cadential progression to Fminor 

 

The elements of jazz form have been retained in the structure of the arrangement: it consists 

essentially of “head-solos-head,” with an introduction and coda. The form of “Sanctuary” was used 

exactly in the arrangement which has become “Maybe Tomorrow” (CD1, tr 6; Vol. 2, p. 29), albeit 

in C minor rather than F minor, to suit the vocalist’s range. After the introduction which presents 

ideas that recur throughout the arrangement, the vocal statement of the melody is fully orchestrated 

with counter lines carried by various instruments in the ensemble. A written, orchestrated solo for 

the vocalist follows, and then a flugelhorn solo. Both solos utilize the form and harmonic structure 

of the tune; more than one instrument could potentially take a solo. Finally, there is the closing 

statement of the melody, given a fuller orchestration than in the opening statement. The coda 

utilizes ideas from the introduction to bring the piece to a conclusion.  
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By the time I undertook Masters level studies in 1993, composition had become an important part 

of my identity as a musician. The three tunes which have become the Three Pieces for Saxophone 

Quartet were sketched as exercises for George Russell’s course on the Lydian Chromatic Concept 

of Tonal Organization, at the New England Conservatory, Boston. While still demonstrating strong 

connections to jazz, the arrangements of “Pondside,” “Green Tristano” and “Star of” make use of 

the materials in the original tunes in a less strict way than did “Maybe Tomorrow.”  

!
“Pondside” (CD1, tr 7; Vol. 2, p. 48) is another jazz waltz. It was written about Jamaica Pond, a 

natural landmark in Jamaica Plain - my neighbourhood during my studies in Boston. About two 

miles in circumference, the pond is popular for dog walking, strolling and running. Surrounded by 

trees, frequented by swans and ducks, it was an oasis of beauty and calm in a large and violent 

American city.  

!
“Pondside” is also an A-B-A-C form, a total of 50 bars long. A four-bar vamp between Ebsus7 and 

F6 in the introduction establishes the lilting rhythmic feel and the key, F major.  

Figure 21: Pondside: Bars 1-4, alto, tenor and baritone saxes, concert pitch  

 

The A sections consist of two six-bar phrases, followed by a ten-bar B section in the first instance, 

and then a twelve-bar C section. There is a four-bar interlude between the B and the reprise of the 

A, using the same material as the introduction.  !
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The pacing of the melody is reminiscent of “Radisson.” The melodic phrases come to an end before 

the harmonic phrase, creating pauses where motion seems to come to a standstill. This is probably 

not a coincidence as both these tunes are meant to be descriptive of the wind. Suddenly the grass 

stops waving, or the water is still like glass. The wind hasn’t stopped: it has just moved on, but there 

is a suspension for a moment until the next gust sets things in motion again.  

!
As with “Sanctuary,” a number of tonal centers are visited in the course of the melodic journey. Db 

major resolves via step-wise motion to B major at the end of the A sections. The B section starts in 

Ab minor, passes through D major and cadences in E lydian. The C section also starts in Ab minor, 

then visits G lydian, F lydian and E lydian before returning to the opening vamp. The lydian sounds 

represent the glint of sunlight on the water, the crispness of the autumn air, the feeling, at least for 

the duration of your walk around the lake, that all is right with the world.  

!
The development section of “Pondside” follows the form of the tune, but with some variations. The 

A sections are ten bars long rather than twelve. In the first A, the vamp figure occurs over eight bars 

rather than six. The Db major chord in the original is then by-passed, and B major are replaced with 

two bars of Gb major. The second A follows the harmonic scheme of the original with 6 bars of the 

vamp and two bars of Db major. The four bars of B major are again replaced, but with only two 

bars of Gb major. The B and C sections follow exactly the structure of the original tune, except that 

there are four extra bars of the vamp at the end of C. Thus the “head-solos-head” structure is 

utilized, but without exact adherence to the original form of the tune.  

!
The third example, “Green Tristano” (CD1, tr 8; Vol. 2, p. 55) is a contrafact based on the jazz 

standard “Green Dolphin Street” (Kaper/Washington). It was inspired by the composition “Line 
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Up” by pianist/composer Lennie Tristano, which is based on the standard “All of Me” (Marks/

Simons). “Line Up” is a brilliant illustration of Tristano’s innovative use of triadic patterns and 

rhythmic displacement in his improvisational language.  

!
The 32-bar form of “Green Tristano” is A-B-A-C, following its model. The tonal centre is 

unambiguously Eb, but the tonality is ambiguous due to the nature of the melodic line which cites 

both G natural and Gb. The melody makes use of chromatically related sequences and patterns, 

creating non-diatonic relationships with the roots of the chords which follow the harmonic structure 

of “Green Dolphin Street.” 

Figure 22: Green Tristano: Bars 1-5, melody, alto sax, concert pitch. 

 

The middle section does not contain any composed melodic material. Rather, the tenor, alto and 

soprano saxophones play a rhythmic background figure which accompanies a baritone solo. The 

harmony does not follow either “Green Dolphin Street” or “Green Tristano,” and neither does the 

form: the solo section has an A-A-B-A form, with the A sections in Eb7, and the B section in Gb7. 

This harmonic simplicity creates a contrast with the more complex harmonic implications of the 

melody. It also makes the chart more accessible, since playing a solo at speed over the harmony of 

the tune could present a considerable challenge to the baritone player.  

!
“Green Tristano” demonstrates that I was expanding my harmonic vocabulary under George 

Russell’s guidance. The Lydian Chromatic Concept provides a method whereby a composer or 

improviser can gradually increase the degree of dissonance employed. In the world of the Lydian 

Chromatic Concept, each parent lydian mode contains its own tonal world, and is related to other !
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modes which are generated through modifying the parent, leading to increasingly complex chords 

and modes. This can ultimate lead to a fully chromatic, atonal language. “Green Tristano” is far 

from atonal, but it demonstrates that my exploration of these concepts was at least allowing me to 

move away from a strictly diatonic musical language, towards a greater understanding of the 

possibilities for melodic and harmonic expression in the jazz idiom. 

!
The final piece for saxophone quartet, “Star of” (CD1, tr 9; Vol. 2, p. 61) is a walking tempo ballad 

with a straight quaver subdivision. The 23-bar form is not typical of standard jazz repertoire, 

although its organization into an A-A1-B structure is not entirely unheard of.   The phrasing is 14

irregular. The first A section is nine bars long, consisting of a five-bar and a four-bar phrase. The 

second A section contains two five-bar phrases, while the B section, which features a 6:4 

polyrhythm as the melody descends from its highest pitch back to its starting point, is only four bars 

long.   

Figure 23: Star of: Bars 20-23, soprano, alto, tenor and baritone saxes, concert pitch 

 

While arguably the key of “Star of” is E minor, it acknowledges a number of tonal centers as it 

unfolds. In fact, the structure underlying its harmonic organization is a star shape superimposed on 
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the circle of fourths, with chords drawn from the modal worlds of  G major/E minor, A major/

F#minor, Cb major/Ab minor, Eb major/C minor, and F major/D minor. 

!
The development section utilizes the tonal centers presented in the head, but it also introduces some 

new ones, such as Ab lydian and C lydian. It consists of a series of passages where the harmony is 

relatively static, alternating between two chords. These passages are linked by short transitions with 

faster harmonic rhythm. This creates the feeling of interrupted forward motion - of landing 

somewhere and staying for a while before moving on - in contrast to the constantly shifting 

harmonies in the head. Again, the phrasing is irregular, with the static passages lasting five, three, 

nine, seven and then five bars. The development section is almost twice as long as the tune itself, at 

40 bars.  

!
Unlike the other two selections in Three Pieces, “Star of” does not end with a repetition of the 

entire head. Instead, the last three bars of the development section repeat the ascension to the 

highest point of the tune which occurs at the end of the A1 section. The coda reprises the B section, 

and the song finishes with a restatement of the first melodic and harmonic motif of the tune, 

cadencing in E minor. 

!
Of the four original tunes, “Star of” displays the fewest “jazzy” elements. It has an unusual form, 

irregular phrasing, and harmonic rhythm which, while it unfolds very naturally with the melody, 

pauses and resolves in unusual places, making it challenging to improvise over. It shares these 

characteristics with “Radisson” (CD1, tr 5), which was also not very well suited to interpretation 

within a jazz ensemble. The other three have served well as jazz vehicles, displaying characteristics 

which are firmly rooted in African-American derived conventions of jazz composition. These 
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include the use of steady rhythm, swing feel, song forms which include repetition of melodic and 

harmonic material, (“Green Tristano” uses a well-known standard with an A-B-A-C form), and the 

expectation that improvised solos will be created over the song forms.     15

!
Discussion!!
The setting of these tunes for jazz ensemble with a string trio or saxophone quartet removes them 

from the mainstream of jazz ensemble practice, demanding as it does the integration of elements of 

western art music with jazz. Most obviously, string trios and saxophone quartets are more 

commonly associated with chamber music than with jazz. Secondly, the preponderance of notation 

causes a concomitant reduction of the amount of freedom the musicians have to interpret the 

material. Their parts include dynamic markings and articulations, and the imperative is to phrase 

together rather than as individuals. This integration of both Afrological and Eurological elements is 

emblematic of the “process” approach to jazz.  

!
The issue of the cross-pollination between western art music and jazz is a controversial one, fraught 

with racial overtones. Proponents of the aforementioned canon position have at times displayed 

overt hostility to what they see as the contamination of an authentic African-American musical 

tradition with European ideas. Limiting the definition of jazz to “developments found in 1920s 

Louis Armstrong, 1930s swing, and the “classic” period of the 1940s and 1950s with artists such as 

Tadd Dameron, Dizzy Gillespie, and early Miles Davis and John Coltrane” (McMullen, 2008, p. 

142), they appear to rule out of the jazz canon virtually any music which does not swing, or contain 

references to the blues, or which was not created by African-American musicians for whom these 

devices are presumed to be second nature. Perhaps the most virulent expression of distaste for this 
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phenomenon is the notorious criticism of Miles Davis, penned by jazz journalist Stanley Crouch. 

Now a close associate of Wynton Marsalis at Jazz at Lincoln Centre, the heart of canon position 

thinking, Crouch (cited in Gottlieb, 1996, pp. 900-901) wrote: 

 Then came The Birth of the Cool. Davis’ nonet of 1948-50 played little in public and  
 recorded only enough to fill an album, but it largely inspired what became known as 
 “cool” or “West Coast” jazz, a light-sounding music, low-keyed and smooth, that  
 disavowed the Afro-American approach to sound and swing ... Heard now, the nonet  
 recordings seem little more than primers for television writing. What the  recordings show 
 us, though is that Davis, like many other jazzmen, was not above the academic temptation of 
 Western music. Davis turns out to have been overly impressed by the lessons he received at 
 Julliard when he arrived in New York in 1944. The pursuit of a soft sound, the uses of  
 polyphony that were far from idiomatic, the nearly coy understatement, the lines that had 
 little internal propulsion: all amount to another failed attempt to marry jazz to European  
 devices … !
Crouch’s assessment of these recordings as “little more than primers for television writing” is at 

odds with their immense popularity and their enduring influence on composers and arrangers in the 

60 years since they were released. His dismissal of “failed attempts to marry jazz to European 

devices” doubtless refers to the work of “Third Stream” composers in the late 1950s. “Third 

Stream” is a term coined by composer/musicologist Gunther Schuller, which referred to music 

which deliberately attempted to blend elements of the first “stream” - western art music, with the 

second - jazz (Shadwick, 2002, p. 60). The results were uneven, but this initiative also produced 

such masterpieces as George Russell’s “Concerto for Billy the Kid,” “All About Rosie” and “New 

York, New York.”  

!
It is no coincidence that these three works all featured pianist/composer Bill Evans (1929 - 1980). 

He is a much venerated figure, admired for his sensitive interpretation, musical intelligence and 

technical brilliance. He is credited with introducing a pronounced classical sensibility into the jazz 
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aesthetic, a result of his extensive study of, and enduring interest in, western art music  . No doubt 16

this is what attracted me to his work: a comfortable feeling of familiarity with his tone and the 

elegance of his melodic phrasing, although I wouldn’t have been able to articulate this at the time. 

Evans has had a strong influence on my musical identity, most obviously in my penchant for the 

jazz waltz. He was celebrated for his own compositions in 3/4 time such as “Waltz for Debby” and 

“Very Early,” as well as his definitive interpretations of standards such as “Alice in 

Wonderland” (Fain/Hilliard), which I tried to decipher in my early days of studying jazz.  

!
Certainly when I first started exploring jazz, the message I was receiving was that western art music 

and jazz were entirely unrelated traditions, entirely unrelated musics, and learning jazz would 

essentially involve “unlearning” some of what I already knew.   But contrary to Crouch’s never-the-17

twain-shall-meet stand on the jazz aesthetic, Sandke (2010, pp. 87-88) points out, citing many 

examples, that jazz musicians are frequently well acquainted with classical music through either 

practical training or listening. Piano players in particular, since the days of ragtime composer Scott 

Joplin, have acquired classical technique through lessons with European masters. Sandke also 

suggests that the influence classical music has had on jazz musicians has frequently been 

underplayed in the literature. He states that “the ... demonstrable link between jazz and the 

European classical tradition has been largely ignored” (p. 87), often in the well-intentioned interests 

of emphasizing the significance of the African-American origins of the music. It is not hard to 

detect such interests in Crouch’s polemical opinion piece.  

!
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These four tunes were written during formative periods of study, in Montreal and Boston. I was 

determined to distance myself from my background in western art music and forge a new musical 

identity in jazz. However, New England Conservatory is the home of Third Stream thinking: under 

the directorship of Gunther Schuller, the Third Stream department was established in 1973, 

fostering a progressive, open ethos and encouraging experimentation in cross-genre improvisational 

music. With the concept broadening to include musics from other traditions in addition to classical 

music and jazz, it is the very expression of the process position. There were many examples around 

me of jazz students who were listening to Mahler, studying Bartók, playing Schoenberg and Ives, or 

using Debussy preludes as vehicles for improvisation. This openness contrasted dramatically with 

the narrower attitudes of my fellow musicians in Montreal, which will be explored in Chapter 4. 

But this experience made me realize that my background in western art music was not a liability 

after all. I was not interested in exploiting it for the time being, but neither did I feel that I should 

have to try to conceal or suppress it, as I pursued my goal or playing and composing in the jazz 

idiom.  

!
As these arrangements indicate, I am becoming more and more comfortable exploiting my 

background in western art music in order to continue developing a mode of personal musical 

expression. The ethos of openness in the jazz community in Australia, to be discussed in Chapter 5, 

has given me the psychological space to express this side of my musical personality, without feeling 

that it will cause me to be socially or musically marginalized.  

!
The next section will trace my growing awareness of the issues which dominate the discourse 

around gender in jazz, focusing on my experiences trying to make a living as a jazz musician in 

Montreal in the 1990s. 
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!
When I was first introduced to jazz, I was drawn by both its emotional intensity and beauty, and its 

evident manifold musical challenges. But deciding to become part of this musical world which was 

completely foreign to my background and experience, brought up many questions and issues. I set 

about learning everything I could through listening, practicing, and reading whatever I could find at 

the Regina Public Library. I soon found that stories from “the jazz life”- stories of courage and 

success, but also defeat and humiliation - were just as appealing to me as the music. DeVeaux 

(1991, pp. 532-533), citing the work of Hayden White in his article “Constructing the Jazz 

Tradition,” suggests that there are two modes in the telling of the story of jazz: Tragedy and 

Romance. Of the two, Romance, as exemplified in the many tales of triumph over adversity, “has 

become the dominant mode of storytelling for jazz, both for individuals and for the idiom as a 

whole.” Tucker (2004, p. 245) describes the allure of this romantic and nostalgic view of the jazz 

world as “seductive,” confessing that thinking critically about the nature of this seduction is a 

difficult task. It was arguably even more difficult for me, located as I was at such a great actual and 

metaphorical distance from the jazz tradition.  

!
I was indeed seduced by the romance of jazz, and jazz photography played a significant part in it. 

Classic portraits by photographer Herman Leonard and others fired my imagination as I strove to 

master my first jazz chords. I frequently knew artists by face and name before knowing any of their 

music.   Renowned trumpeter Ingrid Jensen describes how photographs of her idols also had a 18

powerful influence on her in her early years (cited in Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p. 158):  

 Most people who I thought played the trumpet were black men, and so I thought  that I  
 looked as cool as they did in pictures. Then I got pictures of me playing from some concerts 
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 and I freaked out. It was, like, “That’s disgusting”... I just thought I looked absolutely  
 horrible. My face was all swollen up, everything was puffy, and I was all serious.” !
She goes on to say that looking back on these photos as a mature player, she can see the beauty of 

her total absorption in the music. But for Jensen and me, the photos of our idols helped us to 

imagine ourselves as part of the the jazz world. 

!
Imagining is easy: reality is much more complex, and the reality is that there are very few women, 

regardless of race, ethnicity or background, who have enjoyed a high level, visible, economically 

sustainable career in jazz. Certainly I did not resemble the jazz celebrities I was coming to know 

through my listening and reading. The vast majority were African-American men, some from 

professional musical families. Most played in bands of various sorts during their schooling, and all 

described hearing live jazz throughout their early lives at public events of every sort.   I was a white 19

woman on the Canadian prairies, where there was no “jazz culture” at all, the few local amateurs 

notwithstanding. My musical background was in western art music, I had not yet played with a 

drummer, and with its eight month winter, Saskatchewan had far fewer public outdoor events than 

New Orleans.  

!
A recurrent theme in jazz literature is the location of jazz - practitioners and fans - on the fringe of 

mainstream society. Merriam and Mack (1960, p. 211) describe the “jazz community” as “... a 

number of people who share an occupational ideology and participate in a set of expected behaviors 

...” which constitute “... a community of interest ...” as opposed to a community defined by 

geographical location. In a study by MacDonald, Miell & Wilson (2005, p. 329) jazz musicians in 

the UK “affirmed the idea of a musical community linked to the music they played.” They continue 

(p. 331): “[T]he musical identities revealed in these interviews also tended to be based on the idea 
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of belonging to a community of musicians with common practices (rather than membership of a 

particular band ...) 

!
The community of interest and common practice around jazz seemed to be populated by outsiders 

and misfits, and I saw myself as a misfit, both musically and socially. Although I had grown up 

solidly in the middle class mainstream, my rarified family environment had tended to set me apart 

from my contemporaries. The idea of finding not only a music which I loved, but also a community 

of non-conformists to be part of, was very appealing to me. Lau (2002, p. 7) describes this as 

wanting to belong to an “imagined community of one’s own, a group of people who are somehow 

‘really’ [jazz musicians].” I imagined that I would fit into that imagined community: I was an 

outsider too, and surely if I became a good enough musician, there would be a place for me. 

!
Looking back now, my idealistic and naive notions are both amusing and embarrassing, and could 

only have been formulated by someone who had no experience whatsoever of the complex and 

fraught race and class issues in American society, not to mention the entrenched gender bias in the 

jazz world. Monson (2008), on the other hand, was well aware of such issues; but by the time she 

was starting her Masters degree, she still had faith that musical excellence would overcome all 

obstacles (p. 275): “If I just got good enough, I thought, maybe people would not notice that I 

played a gender-inappropriate instrument [trumpet] and that I was a white Mid-westerner with very 

blond hair and blue eyes ... I really wanted to believe the rhetoric that in music the only thing that 

mattered was the music.”  

!
It gradually dawned on me as I listened and read, that while the great jazz instrumentalists were 

overwhelmingly men, the great women of jazz were virtually all vocalists, with Bessie Smith, Billie 
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Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughan at the top of the list. Pianists Lil Hardin Armstrong and 

Mary Lou Williams, and occasionally Marian McPartland, were the only women instrumentalists 

ever mentioned or depicted. The “accepted historical narrative for jazz” (DeVeaux, 1991, p. 526) 

seemed to be clearly divided along gender lines, with few exceptions.  

!
Green (1997) associates the preponderance of female vocalists in all genres of music with the 

pervasive archetypes of masculinity and femininity underpinning gender dynamics in western 

patriarchal society. The (admittedly reductive) binary she describes is summed up in the table 

below. 

Figure 24: Masculine and feminine archetypes, drawn from Green (1997)!

!
She asserts that musical performance necessarily involves “an element of display” (p. 21), and the 

display is “delineated” in the sense that the performer communicates a set of cultural and social 

values which attach to the music. Singing, the role most often ascribed to women throughout the 

ages, “affirms patriarchal definitions of femininity” (p. 28) by delineating the feminine 

characteristics outlined above. Most importantly, a woman’s voice - her instrument - is embodied: 

because “the musical sound-source ... remains locked in the body” (pp. 28-29), it occurs naturally, 

without recourse to technology. Conversely, a female instrumentalist employs technology (an 

Female Male

Body (reproduction, nurturing) Mind (pursuit of knowledge, scientific, 
technological)

Feeling Reason

Bound to, controlled by nature Controlling nature, producing culture

Contrary (embodying contradiction of “the 
comfort of the wife or mother, and the 
temptation of the sexual object or whore” (p. 
14)

Stoical
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instrument), allowing her to assume the role of the controller rather than the controlled, and 

disrupting patriarchal definitions of femininity (p. 53). 

!
Secondly, as Green suggests, a singer’s display evokes the classic contradictory imagery of the 

madonna and whore. It presents the dangerous possibility of sexual temptation while 

simultaneously representing the universal practice of a mother singing to her child (p. 29). For an 

instrumentalist, the “interruptive power of the instrument” - the fact that she is not singing - renders 

her display “less susceptible to interpretation as a sexual invitation,” and equally unlikely to be 

interpreted as the “idealization of maternal perfection” (p. 53). Thus women jazz instrumentalists 

have traditionally been seen as an anomaly and a threat to the established order, whereas singers are 

seen to be assuming their natural role in the genre.  

!
It is surely due to my parents’ attitudes towards these sorts of unspoken gender stereotypes that I 

ended up playing instruments rather than singing in the first place. My mother worked as a 

veterinary research technician and employed technology every day in the pursuit of scientific 

knowledge. I was given to understand that with proper guidance and practice, I would be fully 

capable of mastering any technology, musical or otherwise.  

!
This sort of progressive thinking on my parents part was coupled with a pronounced social 

conservatism which was offended by “vulgar” public display; and clearly, popular music and 

musicians were vulgar. According to Green, in contrast to singers, women instrumentalists “appear 

less locked into the vicissitudes of their bodies ... [and] less sexually available...” (p. 53). My 

parents no doubt deemed playing instruments to be the most appropriate - and safe - way for me to 

be involved in music.  
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At any rate, when I moved to Montreal to live the jazz life after completing my Bachelor’s degree, I 

was perfectly content not to fit the “chick singer” stereotype. I had become a reasonable jazz 

pianist, but had no professional experience, and no realistic notion about how I was going to make a 

living. But I was determined to take a job outside of music only as a last resort.  

!
During that first summer, I met a number of jazz musicians who would become part of my social 

and musical circle, and discovered that the Montreal scene did not resemble very closely my fantasy 

jazz community of elder statesmen. Stebbins (1966, p. 199) describes the structure of a 

representative North American jazz community, in Minneapolis: “1. Institutions of socialization - 

cliques; 2. Institutions of the mastery of nature - jazz jobs; 3. Institutions of social control - cliques, 

jazz jobs, jam sessions, after-hours social life, and the musicians’ union.” 

!
There was certainly a jazz community in Montreal, and a mutual respect and common empathy 

among all of the city’s jazz musicians. There were social and professional cliques, and there were 

jobs at various levels, from the corner cafe to concert series, to functions and the celebrated summer 

Festival international de jazz de Montréal. There were jam sessions - notably the long running 

Monday night session at Biddles Jazz ‘n’ Ribs; and an active social life which centered on going out 

to hear each other play and hanging out at each others’ houses. (There was no involvement with the 

union, however: it had ceased to be relevant in the professional activities of free-lance musicians in 

the city).  

!
The predominantly white jazz community was amicably divided along linguistic and musical lines. 

Generally speaking, the Anglophone jazz scene reflected the musical culture and priorities of the 

McGill University jazz department - post bebop, straight ahead jazz. On the other hand, many 
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Francophone musicians had studied at College St. Laurent, where the orientation was towards 

fusion. While there were many exceptions, it was generally true that Francophones worked with 

other Francophones, and Anglophones with other Anglophones. Although I was fluently bilingual, 

as it turned out, my jazz circle in Montreal consisted overwhelmingly of Anglophones, most of 

whom had been drawn to the city for the same reasons as I had.  

!
Unsurprisingly, my jazz friends and colleagues were predominantly men. However, I knew, or knew 

of, women who played piano, saxophone, bass, drums, trumpet, trombone, guitar, and percussion, 

as well as a number of vocalists. They were at varying standards of development and 

professionalism, with the most accomplished being pianist Lorraine Desmarais, a recording artist 

and university lecturer who did not appear frequently on the gigging scene. Some were still 

studying, some had graduated from McGill or College St. Laurent, some had migrated to the city 

after training elsewhere, like myself.  

!
There were far fewer women than men, but there was very little overt discrimination that I was 

aware of. My only unpleasant experience with a blatantly chauvinist attitude happened at a jam 

session. As I sat down, I overheard the session leader saying, “Don’t worry man, she can play,” to a 

guitarist “from New York,” a young guy getting up at the same time as me. I gave him what I hoped 

was a steely glare. As it turned out, it was his musicianship which was sadly lacking, which was 

ironic and (only) in retrospect, hilarious. Afterwards I was kicking myself for being too timid to say 

in passing, “Man, if I sounded like you, I wouldn’t be worried about anyone else’s playing ...” In 

the main, women were treated respectfully at jam sessions, invited to play, and acknowledged by 

the audience; but it is unlikely that any male musician sitting in would have been met with a 

presumption of incompetence. 
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I noticed early on that many women on the jazz scene led their own groups. It occurred to me later, 

as a result of my own experience, that this was likely because they did not get called to be 

“sidemen” with the frequency that their male colleagues did. Although I had regular work in salsa 

and merengue dance bands, the majority of my jazz gigs were ones I organized for the Louise 

Denson Group, and later, my Latin jazz combo, ¡A Comer! While it’s true that every jazz musician 

needs to “hustle,” it was very clear to me and my female colleagues that if we wanted to play, we 

would have to create the opportunities ourselves.  

!
The experience of hiring male sidemen and never having the favour returned is one that is described 

repeatedly in interviews with women jazz musicians (see Gourse 1995; Enstice & Stockhouse 

2004). Even the most celebrated women musicians are not immune to being overlooked: pianist 

Renee Rosnes says (cited in Pellegrinelli, 2000, p. 9), “[w]hen a male musician is looking for a 

substitute ... it’s a natural impulse for him to call a friend first, most likely someone who is also a 

man.” 

!
Overt discrimination is out of fashion; but saxophonist Jane Ira Bloom says (cited in Enstice & 

Stockhouse, 2004 p. 9):  

 It’s a matter of covert discrimination. It’s not spoken. That’s what’s so insidious about it.  
 It’s the phone calls that you don’t get. It’s the things that are never spoken in front of you, 
 but you wonder why you never got the opportunities, or why you’re never thought of among 
 the list of musicians in a promoter’s mind when a festival is being prepared. It’s the sin of 
 omission, and that’s what’s so deadly about it. That’s why you have to talk about it and why 
 you have to keep reminding people, “Why not?” !
The “sin of omission” makes if difficult for women to make a living in their local job markets. But 

as Bloom suggests, this marginalization takes place at all levels, such that women are also denied 

access to the “most valued spheres of the industry” (Tucker, 2004, p. 245), such as festivals and 
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high profile performance events. The most prominent jazz organization in the world, Jazz at Lincoln 

Center (J@LC) in New York City, would appear to have a very exclusive, opaque hiring policy, 

which all but completely excludes women. It reflects the views of artistic director Wynton Marsalis 

regarding what sort of music is authentically jazz, and most critically, who can authentically play it. 

J@LC has never undertaken a competitive hiring process for musicians. Despite being supported by 

millions of public dollars, there are no auditions for the Lincoln Centre Jazz Orchestra, with 

positions being filled on the basis of personal recommendation (Pellegrinelli, 2000). This has 

always been standard practice in the North American jazz world where there has never been a 

formal “job market” (Becker, 1963; Gourse, 1995; Stewart, 2007). The recommendation process 

inevitably results in the exclusion of women, given their marginalization in the jazz community. In 

a controversial article published in the Village Voice, Pellegrinelli (2000, p. 8) exposed these 

dubious hiring practices, noting the unsurprising result: “[t]he Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra... has 

never had a female member; and “...of the hundreds of musicians hired by J@LC as guest artists, as 

concert headliners, or as part of their educational programming for young people, not one has been 

a female saxophonist, trumpeter, trombonist, bassist or drummer” (p. 10).  

!
New York-based trumpet player Ingrid Jensen offers her perspective on the inequality of 

opportunity for women in that city (cited in Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p. 157):  

 I think certain musicians don’t get the experience and the mentorships that they  deserve  
 because of the politics ... as a white woman, there are many gigs that I would never, ever  
 even be called to audition for ... I think a white male would have a better chance because,  
 you know, it’s the male bonding thing. They have a friend  who knows a friend ... why is it 
 so unbalanced? I honestly don’t know. I’m open to  playing with anybody. !
A recent email enquiry to J@LC reveals that “female instrumentalists and vocalists have performed 

on tour and in New York concerts with the JLCO” (personal communication, Jan. 12, 2012). But 

this is very different from having a secure, salaried position with the Lincoln Centre Jazz Orchestra. 
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McMullen (2008, p. 144) states that “[b]ecause of its national status, J@LC ...  is somewhat ‘forced’ 

to deal with women, to incorporate them into a message that otherwise is oblivious to their 

existence.” She offers a damning discussion of the annual J@LC Diet Coke Women in Jazz 

Festival, which lays bare the implicit message of this women-focused jazz event. After a trenchant 

analysis of the exclusionary race and gender politics of the J@LC program, noting that Wynton 

Marsalis’s “face of jazz has coalesced around the visage of the sophisticated, upper-class black 

man” (p. 142), she notes that women who aspire to play at the Lincoln Centre are virtually confined 

to this single opportunity. She continues (p. 144):  

 Therefore, the only way JALC can work the fact of women instrumentalists into its   
 fiercely manufactured masculine image is by ritualizing women’s status as second-class, 
 “lite” versions of jazz that serve to reinforce the boundary of “real jazz.” ... Indeed, it is hard 
 to think of a single other product that bears its marked, attenuated, “feminized,” and   
 shadow-self image more precisely than Diet Coke ... Could there be a more masterful way to 
 “allow” women onto the jazz stage while simultaneously writing them off of it, or a better 
 way to patently signify women-in-jazz as the continued margin of jazz?  !
Historically, women have been confined to “all-girl” spheres of jazz activity at the “margin of jazz.” 

Although they continue to make progress with integration into the “real” jazz community of male 

musicians, The Diet Coke Festival is just one example of a great number of women’s events which 

take place throughout the jazz world. McMullen suggests that in view of the politics of the 

sponsoring organization, this festival exploits and denigrates women rather than celebrating them. 

However, the majority of alternative strategies which have responded to chronic discrimination, 

neglect and lack of access, have been put in place with the positive objective of promoting and 

supporting women jazz musicians. These include “... women’s jazz festivals, women-in-jazz panels, 

women-in-jazz presentations, talks, books, films and concerts” (Tucker, 2004, p. 245). The first of 

these was the Kansas City Women's Jazz Festival in 1978, followed by the first annual New York 

Women's Jazz Festival. Many initiatives have come and gone since the 1970s, but their continuing 
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existence in the present day serves as a reminder that women are still far from experiencing parity 

with their fellow male jazz musicians.  

!
There were no official women-specific jazz festivals, educational initiatives or colloquia in the 

1990s in Montreal, and certainly no equivalent of J@LC; but there was a “Jazz au féminin” concert 

included in a series of performances in 1993 or ’94,   at the newly renovated Salle de Gésu concert 20

hall. This may have been the first ever such concert - it was certainly the first one that I was aware 

of. As there were no all-women groups in Montreal, women were brought together specifically for 

the event. I did not attend the performance, which was probably due in equal parts to wanting to 

protest the tokenism of it, and jealousy that I had not been invited to participate: such are the sorts 

of conflicting emotions, in a microcosm, that ‘women-in-jazz’ events can provoke. I remember 

hearing from a friend who went, that the crowd reaction was, in her opinion, disproportionate to the 

musical quality of the show, which was good but not excellent. She felt that the standing ovation 

was in some way patronizing, evoking Samuel Johnson’s infamous comparison of a woman 

preaching and a dog walking on its hind legs: “It is not done well; but you are surprised to find it 

done at all.”    I don’t recall that this became a regular part of seasonal programming at the Salle de 21

Gésu, but notices on the internet indicate that Montreal has had numerous more recent women’s 

jazz events and series, including, Elles jazzent, Jazz au Féminin, and Jazz en Rafale au Féminin.    22

!
Women’s jazz events have always been - and continue to be - controversial, with opinion divided 

between those women who see them as welcome opportunities to be seen and heard, and those who 
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resent being marginalized in the ‘women-in-jazz’ category. Pianist/composer/band leader Toshiko 

Akiyoshi stresses the importance these events can have for women (cited in Farmer, 2005): "The 

main thing is to get the chance to play ... Otherwise, some women may not have the opportunity to 

play in the limelight.” Multi-wind player Leigh Pilzer concurs (cited in Stokes, 2000, p. 65):  

 I think [women’s jazz festivals, magazine issues devoted to women in jazz, all- 
 female bands, and the like] are of great importance in giving more women exposure ... even 
 feeling that it would be best if women were not singled out because of their sex, I think the 
 benefits gained by giving women any kind of exposure outweigh the detriments, as things 
 currently stand. !
She adds that women need to take advantage of such events and programs (cited in Stokes, 2000, p. 

66):  

 We need to use all the options open to us to meet and exchange ideas ... Magazine columns, 
 the Kennedy Center’s Mary Lou Williams Women in Jazz Festival and other women’s jazz 
 festivals, Cobi Narita’s International Women in Jazz, and the International Association of  
 Jazz Educator’s Sisters in Jazz programs are examples of resources that should be used and 
 shared with other women. With solidarity and increased visibility we can get beyond the  
 stage of being known as women who are musicians and become known as musicians who 
 happen to be women. !
While many women are happy to perform with their own groups in women-in-jazz events, they 

resent being artificially forced into a playing situation on the basis of their gender, such as was the 

case in the “Jazz au féminin” concert described above. They may well choose to work with other 

women, but they want it to be their choice, not imposed from without.  

!
Organist Barbara Dennerlein sums this up (cited in Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p.108): “... it 

doesn’t make sense to choose your musicians just on the basis of sex ... it’s more important to 

choose the musicians on how they play.”  

!
!
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Gourse (1995, p. 14) observes that neither situation is acceptable for some:  

 Some women never agree to play in all-women’s groups or all-women’s festivals out of an 
 unwillingness to be ghettoized ... several musicians ... have taken a firm anti-women’s group 
 stand. If the forum has sexism and not music as its raison d’être, all women jazz musicians 
 like to avoid it.”  !
One of my earlier jazz projects in Montreal was an (almost) all-women band directed by a male 

drummer. It was a mixed Francophone/Anglophone group which was somewhat of a rarity, and he 

assembled us to play his fusion-influenced originals. I came to suspect that he had chosen to work 

with young women because his (male) contemporaries no longer wanted to work with him: he had a 

rather erratic personality and was not very versatile or musical as a drummer. His motivation did not 

seem to be ideological. As an inexperienced, unknown newcomer on the scene, I welcomed it as an 

opportunity to play and did not ponder the possible implications of playing in a “girl group” run by 

a man. Others were more ambivalent about the project. A few women came and went before the 

personnel stabilized, although it was not clear whether this was on political or musical grounds.  

!
It’s likely that without Martin’s initiative, the women in the band would not have worked together 

since we came from different linguistic, musical and social cliques. It took us quite a while to feel 

comfortable together, which was as much due to the difficulty of the repertoire as it was to our 

differing personalities and playing styles. But we persevered, eventually performing at the 

prestigious Festival International de Jazz de Montréal, and making a studio recording.  

!
My friends Caroline and Heather were both not at all interested in such ventures, asking me not to 

pass on their names to Martin if vacancies occurred. I believe their attitude was more representative 

of the general feeling on the question of “women’s” projects: this was the only one that I was aware 

of in Montreal, and after all, it had been organized by a man. There wasn’t any noticeable feeling of 
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solidarity among women jazz musicians: in fact I hardly knew many of them, and we didn’t make 

any particular efforts to seek each other out. Ultimately, when I decided to put together my own 

bands, I asked musicians who were in my social circle and whose playing I admired, all of them 

men.  

!
Tucker’s (2004, p. 246) research into “all-girl” bands of the 1940s has led her to interrogate what 

she calls a “... sometimes voluntary, sometimes reluctant, set of imagined jazz communities which 

we may awkwardly call ‘women-in-jazz.’” She remarks upon the complexity and contradictory 

nature of the stories she heard (Tucker, 2000, pp. 1-3), which caused her to quickly re-evaluate her 

“second wave feminist hopes for unearthing historical utopian women’s communities” (p. 3). Then, 

as now, there was tremendous ambivalence among women about belonging to this separate and 

clearly unequal subset of the jazz community.  

!
The reasons for this lack of willingness to be associated with the label “women-in-jazz” revolve 

around its devaluative delineations. Throughout the 20th century, “all-girl” bands were most 

frequently treated as novelties, which by definition could not have any serious musical quality or 

value. Women were assumed to be filling in time, having a little fun before they got married and 

settled down (p. 3). Their skills were denigrated as inferior to men’s, regardless of their level of 

training or experience  . Their playing has always been assessed against “a masculinity which is 23

invisible, implicit, unexamined and ubiquitous” (Green, 1997, p. 216), and it inevitably was found 

to be wanting. It is little wonder that professional musicians did not want to be associated with such 

delineations of frivolity and mediocrity. 

!
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An incident recounted by Hennessey (2007) involving the celebrated all-women New York big band 

Diva, illustrates that this kind of assessment of women’s abilities has not changed. After creating a 

sensation at a showcase for European festival promoters who promised them many gigs, only one 

transpired. Their contact said (p. 13): “‘I think they really did like you. But in the morning they 

figured they must have been drunk. You couldn’t have been that good. You’re only women.’”  

!
As this incident and the situation at J@LC illustrate, one of the reasons for the glacial pace of 

change on gender issues in jazz is entrenched discriminatory attitudes within the organizational 

infrastructure. But Stokes (2000, p. 64) remarks that “as we enter the twenty-first century ... the all-

woman band [remains] virtually the only source of regular employment for female horn, string, and 

percussion players,” because “[men] maintain a virtual lockout of women instrumentalists from 

their ranks.” Ingrid Jensen describes her personal experience with this lockout, making it very clear 

that women are still not accepted as a legitimate and equal part of the jazz community (cited in 

Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p. 158):  

 The negative experiences I’ve had in my life - and I don’t mind if it goes on record - are  
 when musicians of both colors, but unfortunately more black, will refuse to acknowledge  
 my presence because [an accomplished, white, female trumpet player] is such an unnatural 
 thing for them to accept in their world. So I’ll play and it’ll be strong, and the audience will 
 go nuts, and I won’t get as much as an eye contact, let alone “Hey, yeah, that was   
 cool.” !
Jane Ira Bloom laments the present day situation (cited in Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p. 10):   

 ... [I]f you’d asked me this question in 1976 when I embarked on my career - if we   
 would hit the year 2000 and I would still be getting interviews about the state of women in 
 jazz - I would have said, “No way.” ... It’s a sad comment on the state of sexism in our   
 society right now that we’re still having this conversation.   !
Women musicians want their gender to be irrelevant in the assessment of their work. They want to 

be judged by the same criteria as men, and to be competitive in the main game, not only in the 

margins. As baritone saxophonist Claire Daly has said (cited in Enstice & Stockhouse, 2004, p. 
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270), “I didn’t go into music to have a cause. I didn’t go in to be a woman in music.” But according 

to Green (1997, p. 114), women’s music is never separable from their gender, for the reason that the 

masculine delineation of music is “so normal and acceptable that we do not even notice its 

presence, until something happens to break it.” Women improvising, composing and working as 

professional musicians “break” the masculine delineation of music, and inevitably their gender 

becomes the focus of attention. 

!
Halstead (1997, p. 156) reveals that these issues are also faced by women composers of western art 

music, and their attitudes are very similar. She reports: “Most women composers do not want their 

music to be branded as carrying a ‘political’ message: they simply want their music to be judged as 

music, to be accepted as part of the established musical tradition.” They also resent the constant 

emphasis on their gender (p. 160): 

 Many believe passionately that the whole issue of a gendered qualification to the  
 term ‘composer’ acts only to confirm women’s marginalization and perpetuates their  
 place outside the mainstream ... The fear of being categorized outside the  mainstream, or of 
 being part of a special interest group, makes many composers very wary of attempts to class 
 them by gender.  !
But despite this, Halstead makes a convincing argument that it is important to continue calling 

attention to the fact that there are composers who do not conform to the “white, male ... middle 

class” norm of the British musical establishment (pp. 161-162). Otherwise the invisibility of such 

outsiders, in particular women, will be perpetuated, and the delineations of the word “composer” 

will never evolve. She concludes: “Not recognizing women composers as a group actually denies 

their present existence, their exclusion and their potential future inclusion” (p. 162).  

!
Bartleet’s (2008) research shows that women conductors face the same issues in their chosen 

profession. One of her respondents reported being “... lumped in a group because of your 
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gender...” (p. 10), a group which constitutes a “separate, and inferior, category” (p. 9) reserved for 

those who do not conform to the prevailing masculine norms. Bartleet suggests that “... if women 

are kept contained within this devalued group they cannot break through the dominant discourses of 

the field. So long as they are restricted to the category of Other, their disruption of the male norm 

can be controlled” (p. 10).  

  

As do “composer” and “conductor,” the words “jazz musician” (as opposed to “jazz singer”) 

overwhelmingly have masculine delineations as a result of the eclipsing of women’s contributions 

to the genre. My experience, and that of every woman jazz instrumentalist I have ever met, is that 

when I tell someone I am a jazz musician, I am immediately asked if I am a singer. When I say no, 

actually I’m a pianist and composer, there is frequently surprise, sometimes bordering on disbelief. 

Many women still report that audience members are surprised to see them playing instruments, as 

this comment indicates: “... I still hear that I’m the first woman saxophonist someone has ever seen” 

(Leigh Pilzer, cited in Stokes, 2000, p. 65). The images used to promote jazz events commonly 

perpetuate gender stereotypes, featuring female singers and Miles Davis-like figures playing the 

trumpet.   The masculine gendering of jazz is still so acute that Halstead’s assessment equally 24

applies: not drawing attention to a woman jazz musician’s gender risks, as she suggests, the 

perpetuation of their invisibility.  

!
Women have made great strides since the strictly gender-segregated days of the 1930s and ‘40s; and 

certainly there are different dynamics at play in jazz communities outside the United States, than 

there are in the United States, or New York City. However, women jazz musicians are drastically 
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outnumbered by men all around the world, and they all face the same issues to a greater or lesser 

degree. Pilzer says (cited in Stokes, 2000, p. 66): “Ideally, the subject of a musician’s gender should 

arise no more often than questions of race or ethnicity. But we are not yet at that point.” Indeed, we 

are not. 

!
In light of the complex and on-going race and gender issues in jazz, my idea that excellent 

musicianship would be sufficient to overcome any prejudicial barriers seems charmingly naive. It 

was an idea formed without any first hand knowledge of either the American or Canadian jazz 

milieu. As my knowledge and experience increased, my feelings changed from excitement and 

confidence that I had found the music I wanted to play, and a community which would embrace me, 

to uncertainty about whether there actually could be a place for me in the jazz world. The rarity of 

successful, visible women jazz musicians meant that I had few role models that I could realistically 

identify with, about whom I could say to myself: “If she did it, so can I ...” Pianist Marian 

McPartland was important in this regard. As a white, English woman, the unlikeliness of her 

success over many decades on the American jazz scene made it all the more remarkable.   Pilzer 25

says (cited in Stokes, 2000, p. 66): “[Marian McPartland has avoided] being pigeonholed as ‘just’ a 

female musician. [She] has elegantly managed to remain involved with and supportive of female 

musicians while still maintaining her identity as a pianist irrespective of gender.” I still have several 

of McPartland’s albums which were recommended by my first jazz piano teacher, and which I 

studied in detail.  

!
While growing awareness of the gender issues in jazz made me realize that I would likely encounter 

obstacles because I was a woman, my growing understanding of race issues caused me to question 
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whether I should be trying to play jazz at all - whether I had a “right” to play a music which not 

only did not properly “belong” to me, but which quite explicitly, discursively belonged to African-

Americans. Despite their innovative leadership, the unequal power relationships in the American 

music industry had often led to inadequate support and recognition, if not gross exploitation. 

African-American jazz musicians saw white musicians promoted and rewarded by an industry and 

media dominated by white men, leading them to feel great resentment and anger. I wanted to see 

such enduring injustices come to an end; but I began to wonder if I would always be regarded as an 

imitator, an interloper, and simply by virtue of my race and background, part of the problem.  

!
The Canadian jazz demographic is, of course, drastically different from the American one, a 

reflection of the very different social histories of the two nations. I discovered during my 

undergraduate studies in Nova Scotia, and then in Montreal, that unsurprisingly, the majority of 

Canadian jazz musicians are white Anglo- and Franco-Canadians. There were African-American 

and African-Canadian jazz musicians in Montreal, but there were no apparent racial issues arising 

from their interaction with the much more numerous white musicians on the scene. Racially 

integrated bands appeared regularly without attracting comment, and elder statesmen such as bassist 

Skip Bey, guitarist Nelson Symonds, and pianist Wray Downes were highly valued and respected in 

the community. My (white male) musician friends did not seem concerned about this issue: at least, 

it never came up in conversation. They were committed to the music, to study and personal 

development, and any anxieties they felt seemed to arise from artistic or personal issues, rather than 

social ones.   

!
The combination of the lack of racial tension, and the example of so many other white jazz 

musicians, allayed my anxiety about my “right” as a white person to play jazz. As it turns out, other 
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white women jazz musicians have also expressed these sorts of misgivings. Jane Bunnett described 

feelings of uncertainty early on: “How am I ever going to learn how to play jazz, this white girl, 

from a middle class background ... I’m supposed to have a certain ... historical background to play 

jazz ...”   In Australia, pianist/composer Andrea Keller has had similar feelings (cited in O’Connor, 26

2010, p. 44): 

 Keller notes that many Australian musicians struggle to understand what it means to be an 
 Australian playing a jazz language that is largely a construct of male, African American  
 musicians. As a white, female, Australian musician, Keller “felt very far removed from what 
 [she] thought was jazz.” !
Bunnett and Keller would appear to have resolved their misgivings, having developed distinctive 

personal voices as composers and improvisers in their respective environments. 

!
While aspects of the jazz culture and community in Montreal gave me reason to question my choice 

of career and potential for success, I also benefited from some important sources of encouragement. 

The first were equitable treatment by lecturers and teachers, and good results in my formal studies. 

These factors enabled me to assess my abilities more objectively and grow in self-confidence, 

ultimately allowing me to think of myself as a jazz performer and composer. The second was the 

fact that I was able to make a living as a musician - a subsistence living, but a living nonetheless. I 

took these as indications that I should carry on and see where music would take me. My main 

source of income in Montreal was the salsa and merengue dance orchestras for which I played 

piano, wrote arrangements and acted as musical director. Whereas my relationship to the Montreal 

jazz community was somewhat fraught and ambivalent, I found myself welcomed and appreciated 

by the Latin music community. My extended involvement with that world both enriched and 

complicated my life in Montreal, and had a far-reaching influence on my musical identity, as will 

become evident in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4: Tocando la música latina 

This chapter presents three pieces written for Latin ensemble, intended for social dancing. They 

utilize the structures and conventions of commercial salsa music, at the same time that they reveal 

my knowledge of jazz harmony. They prompt an examination of the gender issues which I found 

myself negotiating as a result of my work with the Latin orchestras in Montreal. My problematic 

relationship to the jazz community is contrasted with the acceptance I felt among my Latino 

colleagues. !

Figure 25: Afro-Cuban Dance Music track information 

!
My involvement with salsa and merengue orchestras started almost as soon as I arrived in Montreal 

in 1989, after I realized that it was going to be impossible for me to make a living playing jazz. 

There were very few jazz gigs and the pay was abysmal, despite Montreal’s reputation as a jazz 

mecca. I remember my shock at learning that Jeff Johnston, one of Canada’s premier pianists, was 

earning only $30 for a gig in Old Montreal, at a lovely but not very well attended restaurant. Where 

did that leave me?  

!
Towards the end of my first summer, a friend suggested that I audition for the piano chair in a salsa 

band which was soon to begin a residency at a new Latin discotheque. I had heard Tito Puente’s 

group at a jazz festival several years before, but that was the extent of my acquaintance with Afro-

Cuban music. Somehow I got the job, despite playing an F natural instead of an F sharp in the 

montuno pattern I was asked to read, and clearly not knowing anything about appropriate rhythmic 

Afro-Cuban Dance Music Vol. 2, pp. 75-118

Azucarero CD1, tr 10 

Brillante está la luna CD1, tr 11 

Hot Mambo Descarga CD1, tr 12 
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phrasing for salsa. Soon I was earning my keep playing three nights a week with La Fiesta Sabrosa. 

Eventually, my activities included musical direction and chart-writing with a number of salsa and 

merengue orchestras, occasional gigs playing calypso, Haitian or other island musics, and gigs with 

the Louise Denson Group and my Latin jazz combo, ¡A Comer!  

!
A factor which contributed to my having the opportunity to work in the world of Latin music, was 

the size of the diasporic Spanish-speaking community in Montreal. It was large enough to support 

several live music clubs, and bands of various sizes playing a variety of Latin styles. But it was 

small enough that bands were unable to staff all positions from within the Latin community. This 

created the opportunity for English- and French-Canadians to participate. Band leaders were 

enthusiastic and grateful for the contributions that non-Latino musicians made to their musical 

projects. In a larger city, in particular a larger American city, it’s possible that I would not have had 

the chance to discover the music through paid work; and perhaps the music would not have come to 

my attention at all. 

!
Having felt a great deal of consternation in my earlier musical life, that as a western Anglo-

Canadian I did not have an inherited musical identity, it became apparent to me that perhaps this 

wasn’t such a disadvantage. My lack of cultural or emotional attachment to familial or traditional 

music practices meant that I was open to the possibility of building my own musical identity, an 

identity which was taking shape through study and work in the jazz and Latin genres. 

!
Before I left Montreal, I started writing some material with the singer in ¡A Comer! He was an 

ebullient, natural musician, and I had the music literacy necessary to transcribe and arrange our 

ideas. We didn’t get a chance to finish anything - not enough time together, no music software to 
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make a demo, it all just seemed too hard. But I was inspired to eventually try my hand at writing 

some Latin dance numbers. Working with the salsa group Hot Mambo in Brisbane gave me the 

impetus to undertake several projects, three of which have been completed for this study.  

!
These compositions are all examples of one approach I take to composition - that of setting myself a 

specific task. For each of them, I decided in advance what kind of tune I wished to attempt before 

sitting at the piano, or developing the ideas in my head. This is necessitated by having to be aware 

of the rhythmic framework which is an essential starting point for writing in Afro-Cuban styles. All 

three of these are underpinned by son clave in either its 2:3 or 3:2 configuration:  

Figure 26: Son clave in 2:3 and 3:2 configurations 

!   !  

     

Since phrasing is governed by the clave, every idea, from the shortest background figure to the 

main melody, requires careful working out.  

!
This is one reason why writing in an Afro-Cuban style is a greater challenge for me than writing a 

jazz “tune.” A second is writing lyrics in Spanish; and a third is the structure of the arrangement. A 

salsa dance arrangement typically begins with a short introduction, followed by the song itself, and 

then a series of call and response chorus sections (coros), and contrapuntal horn interludes 

(mambos). The repetitive nature of the coros and mambos allows the rhythm to flow freely, building 

energy for the dancers. In contrast to the head-solos-head format common to jazz arrangements, the 

song is not repeated after the coros and mambos, although the introduction is frequently heard again 

by way of bringing the number to a close.  
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The greater complexity of the task at hand meant that “Azucarero” and “Hot Mambo Descarga” 

were each several months in the writing. “Brillante está la luna” took about seven years to reach 

completion, which was nonetheless an improvement upon the long delayed realization of Four 

Songs and “Radisson.”   

!
All three of these compositions fall into the salsa genre. Salsa (which means “sauce”), is a term 

which refers to the spiciness or flavour of Latin music, rather than to any specific rhythm or style. 

Ospina (1995, p. 77) suggests that to most listeners, it encompasses virtually every Latin dance 

rhythm: “a pachanga, a son, a rumba, plena or a guaguancó ... the chachacha, the guajira, the 

mambo, the bomba, the bolero and the boogaloo are all salsa too.” The term came into widespread 

use in the 1970s when the New York-based Fania record label promoted it as a marketing tool for 

their catalogue of Latin recording artists (Ospina, 1995, p. 75). Although the rhythmic roots of salsa 

are indisputably Afro-Cuban, it is a “hybrid, urban music” (Morales, 2003, p. 93), which drew on 

American styles such as jazz and rhythm and blues in order to create the modern salsa sound. Such 

a fusion could only have evolved within the mixed, diasporic communities of New York City, since 

the social conditions and demographics of post-revolutionary Cuba were not conducive to such 

developments (Ospina, 1995). Morales (2003, p. 93) observes that salsa “evokes a special time and 

place ... salsa belongs to a moment when Latin American identity in the United States crystallized, 

and it created a ripple effect felt everywhere in the world.” Certainly the ripple continues to affect 

Australia. Hot Mambo was one of only two or three Latin ensembles in Brisbane for many years, 

but a recent survey of the club scene reveals that there are at least six groups currently in rotation. 

Hot Mambo remains one of only two which perform original repertoire, however.  
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The first piece in this set of three is “Azucarero” (CD1, tr 10; Vol. 2, p. 76), inspired by Tito 

Puente’s 1949 classic recording, “Ran Kan Kan.” It is a descarga,   a simple vehicle for 27

improvisation - a sort of Latin equivalent of the blues. Like blues, descargas are harmonically 

simple, consisting of a repeating progression such as I - IV - V, or Imi7 - IV7. At its simplest, the 

harmony is only one chord, as is the case with “Azucarero” - D7. The harmonic interest is created 

through the continual tension and release of Dsus7 resolving to D7.  

!
The content of a descarga frequently consists of alternating coros and solos, similar in concept to 

playing a blues head before the solos in a jazz group. However, as with the blues, descarga 

arrangements of varying degrees of complexity can be devised, containing a number of different 

coros and mambos, percussion breaks and so on. This arrangement contains only one coro and one 

extended solo, but four different mambos.    

!
“Azucarero,” which means “sugar bowl,” is a trumpet feature. It starts with a four-bar introduction 

in which the 2:3 clave is clearly established. This is followed by the first three repetitions of the 

coro, and the first mambo. The second statement of the coro is cut short by the second mambo 

which features “call and response”: the singers respond to the horn line with “Azucar, que rico!” - 

“Sugar, how tasty!” After this exchange, there is an open trumpet solo, ending when the soloist cues 

the third mambo. The tessitura is now higher than in the previous mambos as the excitement has 

intensified during the trumpet solo. There is another call and response between the horns and 

percussion (timbales or drumkit, depending on how the ensemble is constituted). The fourth mambo 

immediately follows, featuring an exchange between the horns and singers. After three repeats, the 

singers’ reply, “A-zu-car,” carries into the next section which is a cross-rhythmic call and response 
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between the rhythm instruments and the singers. This exchange lasts for six beats and is repeated 

four times over six bars. Finally, the coro is heard again, and the piece finishes with the figure from 

the introduction.  

Figure 27: Azucarero: Bars 40-44, cross rhythmic call and response 

 

The melodic and harmonic content are in D Mixolydian mode, which corresponds with the Dsus7 

and D7 chords found throughout the piece. Whereas in traditional harmony, the simultaneous 

sounding of the major mediant and the fourth degree of the scale (F# and G) would be avoided, 

there are many places in “Azucarero” where I intend for these to be juxtaposed. The most obvious 

of these is the chord in the right hand of the piano in bars 40 - 44 which contains G as the lowest 

note and F# in the next octave (Figure 27).  

!
In contrast to “Azucarero,” “Brillante está la luna” is a salsa romántica, a style which became 

popular in the 1980s. Many of the artists who recorded for the aforementioned Fania record label in 

the 1970s, focused on social issues affecting the disaporic Latin communities in the USA.   But 28

with the demise of Fania and the rise of a more conservative political climate in the 1980s, salsa 

romántica came to the fore. It is a more commercial style of salsa, with slower tempos, smoother 
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orchestral arrangements, “lyrics about love, not struggle,” and “... vocals ... sung in a smooth, 

crooning style” (Morales, 2003, p. 83).  

!
Aparicio (2002, p. 142) observes that several women have risen to prominence as interpreters of 

salsa romántica, notably La India, Brenda K. Starr, Corrine and Lisette Meléndez. Their “exclusive 

[identification] with the affective issues of the heterosexual couple” (p. 140), as opposed to the 

masculinized political engagement of the 1970s, “perpetuates a sexist discourse,” and causes 

“female salsa singers [to] continue to be dismissed as unimportant” (p. 140) by many male salsa 

musicians and commentators. However, salsa romántica helped to bring new audiences to Latin 

music (p. 139), especially “women listeners who were interpellated by the romantic discourse of 

heterosexual love” (p. 141); and Waxer (cited in Aparicio, p. 141) found that it created a climate 

which allowed all-women bands to flourish. 

!
The repertoires of the Latin bands I worked with in Montreal included a number of songs in this 

vein, such as “Ven, devorame otra vez” (Hernández), “Conciencia” (Alfanno), and “De qué callada 

manera” (Guillen/Milanes). I was new to the world of Latin music, and still unaware of either the 

history of the music, or the socio-cultural implications of the style. While I found some of the lyrics 

and arrangements overly sentimental, there were aspects of the style which attracted me, chiefly the 

emphasis on melody and the jazz inflected harmony. These two features are evident in “Brillante 

está la luna.”  

!
The main melody of “Brillante” (CD1, tr 11; Vol. 2, p. 85) was written in the summer of 2003, but I 

did not make time to develop the arrangement, or sit with the dictionary and write lyrics until 

relatively recently. “Brillante” is about lost love: a sleepless night, longing and confusion, the lying 
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moon talks of love, but it is only an illusion. The coros repeat: “Without you, I wander lost and 

alone,” and “My heart is disillusioned ...” It is a typical salsa arrangement with coros and mambos 

following the actual song. It begins over 3:2 clave, but the introduction is nine bars long with a 

three-bar percussion fill in bars 8 - 10. This has the effect of turning the clave around, so to speak, 

so that the rest of the arrangement is in 2:3 clave.  

Figure 28: Brillante está la luna: Bars 8-11, 30-bar phrase 

 

The 42-bar song form consists of two eight-bar A sections, a fourteen bar B (the bridge), and a 

twelve-bar C comprised of a ten-bar vocal phrase and a two-bar interlude leading to the first coro. 

The coro is a typical call and response, with four bars of the coro followed by four bars of reply 

sung by a solo voice, called an estribillo. Traditionally, the estribillo is improvised by the vocalist, 

but these have been composed. This section is followed by the first mambo. The second coro, 

structured like the first, is followed by the second mambo, and then the coda. Avoiding the standard 
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device of returning to the introduction to finish, the coda introduces new material, repeating “My 

heart is disillusioned ...” 

!
The melody is closely related to the lyrics. It centers around D, the fifth of the tonic key (G minor) 

in the first sixteen bars of the melody, as the scene is established: the sleepless unfortunate gets up 

and opens the window. In the bridge, the melody gradually rises to a high point of A as she begs to 

be shown the way out of her misery. But by the final melodic statement, we are back at the D as she 

realizes that the day will be as cold as the night. “Without you,  I am lost,” she cries as the melody 

rises and leads into the coro. 

!
The jazz-inflected harmonic structure and language in this arrangement are typical of commercial 

Latin dance music, which has traditionally had close ties to the American jazz and popular music 

idioms. The key is G minor, which is appropriate for the theme of lost love. The bridge modulates 

to Db major, a tritone away, where it stays for six bars before modulating to F major. The eight-bar 

phrase ends with a modulation back to G minor for the final section of the melody. The coros and 

mambos are all in G minor, but the arrangement ends with the final Gsus9 chord resolving to an 

Ebmaj9, which suggests the possibility of a brighter future for our heroine.  

!
Writing lyrics for my Latin dance compositions has been both a reason why they take a long time to 

come to fruition, and an extremely enjoyable challenge. I do not regard myself as a poet of any 

merit and am happy to leave English lyrics to someone more skilled. However, I have written 

Spanish or French lyrics for a number of my compositions. As these are my second and third 

languages, the mechanics are more difficult for me than writing in English: the grammar needs to be 

correct, and the words need to rhyme and scan comfortably with the music.   But from a different 29
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perspective, my lack of familiarity with current colloquialisms typical of French and Spanish 

popular song, makes it feel strangely safer than writing in my mother tongue: I don’t worry about 

recycling time-worn song-writing cliches in French and Spanish because I don’t know what they 

are. Therefore it’s possible to write with less self-censorship. The lyrics of “Brillante” are 

unashamedly poetic and emotional, describing the singer’s despair at finding herself alone.  

Figure 29: Brillante está la luna: Lyrics and translation

!

Brillante está la luna

Brillante está la luna 
Noche sin dormir 
Abro la ventana 
Puedo oír  
el silencio vacio 
Dulce susurro 
El aire tan frio 
Sola, espero... !
Ven, la madrugada 
Ven, la luz, y meuestrame el camino 
Ven, l’esperanza 
Lleneme el corazon illusionado !
Noche como el dia 
Frio está el sol 
Cual está mi camino? 
Sin tí, camino yo perdida! !
Coro: 
Sin tí, perdida, sola, ando yo, sin tí perdida.. 
Perdida, perdida estoy, perdido mi corazon 
Sin tí, perdida, sola, ando yo, sin tí perdida.. 
Oigo a las hojas susurrando, perdida, perdida 
Sin tí, perdida, sola, ando yo, sin tí perdida.. 
Sola, tan sola, mi corazon latiendo solo, solo 
Sin tí, perdida, sola, ando yo, sin tí perdida.. 
Sola ando yo, sola canto yo, la luna fria no me está 
escuchando... !
Coro: 
Ilusionado está mi corazon, ilusionado 
Que ilusion está el amor, que ilusion está el amor 
Ilusionado está mi corazon, ilusionado 
Creyendo encontrar el amor, caer sin encontrar el 
fondo 
Ilusionado está mi corazon, ilusionado 
La luna habla de amor, mentira luna – ilusiones! !
Ilusionado, mi corazon (x4) 

Brightly shines the moon 
A sleepless night 
I open the window 
I can hear the empty silence 
A sweet murmur 
The air is so cold 
I am alone, waiting... !!
May the dawn arrive 
May the light show me the way 
May hope come and fill my disillusioned heart !!
The night is like the day 
The sun is cold 
Which is my path? 
Without you, I wander and I am lost! !
Chorus: 
Without you, lost and alone I wander 
I am lost, lost, my heart is lost 
Without you, lost and alone I wander 
I hear the leaves whispering - lost, lost 
Without you, lost and alone I wander 
Alone, so alone, my heart is beating alone, alone 
Without you, lost and alone I wander 
I wander alone, I sing alone, the cold moon doesn’t 
listen to me... !
Chorus: 
My heart is disillusioned 
What an illusion love is! 
My heart is disillusioned 
Believing you’ve found love, you fall without finding 
the bottom 
My heart is disillusioned 
The moon talks of love - the lying moon - illusion! !
My heart is disillusioned (x4)
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“Hot Mambo Descarga” (CD1, tr 12; Vol. 2, p. 100) has become a signature tune for Hot Mambo, 

with the lyrics inviting the listener to come dance and party with the band. It is another descarga, as 

its title suggests; but it has a more elaborate arrangement than “Azucarero” with two sets of chord 

changes, stop time figures, and phrases with odd numbers of bars. This causes the clave to change 

direction from 3:2 to 2:3, and back again in different sections. The rhythmic flow is never 

interrupted: the clave begins as 3:2 and continues that way, but phrases with an odd number of bars 

cause the melody to be phrased differently against it.  

!
A more common use of this device whereby the clave changes direction, is that which occurs at the 

beginning of “Brillante”: a 3-bar break causes the phrasing in the next section of the song to change 

from 3:2 to 2:3 (see Mauleón, 1993, p. 197). I have not come across an example in my listening of 

the rapid changing back and forth found at the beginning of “Hot Mambo Descarga,” described 

below. However, as it does not ever cause an interruption to the rhythmic flow, it does not break 

with standard practice in salsa composition and arranging;   and the repeated elision of the two 30

opening phrases creates energy and excitement right from the beginning. 

  

The introductory piano figure in 3:2 clave sets the upbeat mood with its driving rhythm. The final 

of four repetitions is cut short by one bar, which causes the entry of the first coro to occur over a 2:3 

clave. The introductory piano figure enters again after seven bars, over the 3:2 configuration of the 

clave, with the second entry of the coro occurring as did the first. The rhythm then stays in 2:3 

through the first mambo, the third repeat of the coro and the second mambo, at which point there is 

a stop time figure. The voices enter with an anacrucis in the “2” bar of the clave in bar 47, causing 
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the second half of the piece to be governed by the 3:2 configuration again. This second coro is a call 

and response with the horns, followed by an alto saxophone solo. The coro comes in again as the 

saxophone solo finishes, engaging in a call and response with the percussion. The piano has a short 

solo, followed by a drum (or timbale) solo backed by percussive backgrounds in the trumpet and 

saxophone. Finally the second coro enters for the third and final time, repeating the call and 

response figure with the horns. After a final stop time, the words “Veng’ guarachar con Hot 

Mambo” (“Come and party with Hot Mambo”) are sung once more accompanied by the two horns, 

slowing down and coming to the last chord. 

!
“Hot Mambo Descarga” uses harmonic language characteristic of the descarga style of Latin music 

but in a more sophisticated way than “Azucarero.” The sus7 chords are drawn from Mixolydian 

modes, but rather than occurring over a single tonic, they move in a sequence: Isus7 - bVIIsus7 - 

bVIsus7 - Vsus7 and back to the tonic. Again we hear the major mediant and the fourth degree of 

the Mixolydian mode juxtaposed at various parts of the tune, notably in the piano montuno behind 

the second mambo.  

!
Most of the second half of the tune utilizes Vmi7 - I7 in a repeating pattern. This is a variation on 

the Isus7 - I7 pattern of “Azucarero” and dozens of other descargas, since Dmi7 contains the same 

notes as Gsus9: D - F - A - C. The alternation of the two chord roots creates the impression of more 

harmonic motion than does the Gsus9 - G7 option, and so is better matched to the first half of the 

piece which contains a lot of harmonic motion.  

!
The eight-bar melody of the first coro consists of a two-bar phrase, containing an ascending minor 

triad, which is heard three times as the sus7 chords descend. This pattern ends when the melody 
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returns to the tonic, also via an ascending minor triad. The three-part vocal harmonies are derived 

from pentatonic scales which correspond with the sus7 chords. The melody of the second coro 

circles the tonic G, using parallel triadic constructions from G Mixolydian mode for the harmonies.  

!
The first mambo has the trumpet playing a melody which is diatonic to G Mixolydian, while the 

alto saxophone has a highly chromatic second part.  

Figure 30: Hot Mambo Descarga: Bars 26-29, mambo 1, trumpet and alto sax, concert pitch  

 

The second mambo is diatonic to the Mixolydian modes which are implied by the sus7 chords. 

Figure 31: Hot Mambo Descarga: Bars 38-45, mambo 2, trumpet and alto sax, concert pitch  

 

The horn replies to the second coro in the second half of the tune include sly references to the blues.  

Figure 32: Hot Mambo Descarga: Bars 49-51, mambo 3, trumpet and alto sax, concert pitch  
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Thus the horn lines show a mix of Latin and jazz influences, referencing both typical descarga 

vocabulary and the chromatic and bluesy language of jazz.  

!
These three compositions illustrate the profound effect my apprenticeship in the Latin dance clubs 

in Montreal had on my future musical pursuits. My continued involvement with Latin music in 

Australia is evidence that playing salsa, merengue, cumbia and other island music in Montreal had a 

far greater significance for me than simply paying my rent. The rhythmic conventions of Afro-

Cuban music in particular, have become an integral part of my compositional voice: I have actively 

sought to write not only in popular Latin dance genres, but also to integrate these rhythmic concepts 

with my knowledge of contemporary jazz harmony, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 5.   

!
Just as my decision to become a jazz musician raised a number of issues regarding my musical 

identity and relationship to the jazz community, so did choosing to work on the Latin dance music 

scene in Montreal. The next section describes the tensions I experienced while living and working 

between these two musical communities.  

!
Discussion 

As observed earlier, women jazz musicians in Montreal were not numerous, and not particularly 

inclined towards affiliation and self-identification based on gender. Although overtly sexist 

treatment was very rare, it would be hard to argue that they were fully integrated into the “real” jazz 

community of male instrumentalists. I myself did not feel fully integrated and accepted as a 

member of the jazz community; but I would not single out gender as being the sole - or even the 

main - cause of my discomfort. My decision to become involved in the Latin music scene was a 

much more significant cause of the feelings of isolation which I often experienced. Sociological 
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studies of jazz musicians and jazz community dating back to the 1940s can shed some light on the 

reasons why my professional activities in the Latin world became an obstacle in my quest to fully 

participate in the community. It is remarkable the extent to which the attitudes and behaviors 

observed a half century prior were still extant among my colleagues in Montreal in the 1990s. 

A strong interest in jazz as a socio-cultural phenomenon was demonstrated throughout the 1940s 

and ‘50s in both the popular and academic press (see the numersous citations in Merriam & Mack, 

1960; Becker, 1963, 1966; Stebbins, 1966, 1969). Becker’s (1963) groundbreaking book Outsiders: 

Studies in the Sociology of Deviance situates jazz musicians well outside the mainstream of 

American culture. In chapters entitled “The Culture of a Deviant Group” and “Careers in a Deviant 

Occupational Group,”   Becker builds his argument that jazz musicians constitute a “deviant 31

culture” by suggesting that (p. 81): 

 ... people who engage in deviant activities have the opportunity to interact with one  
 another ... [and] are likely to develop a culture built around the problems rising out of the 
 differences between their definition of what they do and the definition held by other  
 members of the society.   !
The main difference, according to Becker, is that other members of society regard musicians as 

members of a “service occupation” (p. 82), who are engaged to perform said service for a client 

who expects to “[be] able to direct or attempt to direct the worker at his task ...” (p. 82). The 

musician, on the other hand, sees himself as “... an artist who possesses a mysterious artistic gift 

setting him apart from all other people ... [who] should be free from control by outsiders who lack 

it” (pp. 85-86). This is the signal problem around which jazz culture has developed, and which was 

still a central concern among the jazz musicians in Montreal.  

!

!
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!  Discovering these articles has served to put into perspective my parents’ distress when I told them I had decided to 31

become a jazz musician.



My anglophone jazz friends were all university-educated, intelligent and highly skilled people, 

some of whom had come from middle-class families. But they were leading an existence which was 

far from middle-class in material comfort. A number of political, economic and social forces in the 

1970s and ‘80s had combined to radically impair Montreal’s economy. The upside of this was that 

in the 1990s, the cost of living was quite astonishingly low in comparison to cities of comparable 

size elsewhere in the world. But unemployment was high, and very little money was circulating. 

And since jazz musicians live on the fringes of the economy even at the best of times, I saw my 

friends living through some very lean times. Virtually every one of them received social welfare, 

and a number of them held the view that state support via social welfare constituted a legitimate 

artist’s wage, albeit a much less generous one than European musicians were rumored to enjoy.  

However, as an educated person of sound mind and body, the idea of collecting social welfare 

benefits did not sit well with me. After all, I had come to Montreal to play music professionally, not 

to sit at home playing the role of “misunderstood artiste.” Incredibly, with the meagre annual 

income of $8000 - $10,000 which I earned from regular work in the Latin world, I was better off 

than almost all of my friends. But in spite of their sometimes grinding poverty, they maintained an 

implacable opposition to taking any work other than jazz gigs. This refusal to compromise their 

principles echoed Becker’s observations in his seminal studies in the 1940s and ‘50s. He gathered 

his data through “participant observation” (p. 83), having worked as a professional piano player in 

Chicago. It is worth quoting in full a paragraph in which he describes the background of his 

subsequent discussion, as it describes exactly the attitudes which were manifest in Montreal in the 

early 1990s (Becker, 1963, pp. 82-83): 

 Musicians feel that the only music worth playing is what they call ‘jazz,’ a term which can 
 be partially defined as that music which is produced without reference to the demands of 
 outsiders. Yet they must endure unceasing interference with their playing by employers and 
 audience. The most distressing problem in the career of the average musician ... is the  
 necessity of choosing between conventional success and his artistic standards. In order to 
 achieve success he finds it necessary to “go  commercial,” that is, to play in accord with the 
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 wishes of the non-musicians for whom he works; in doing so he sacrifices the respect of 
 other musicians and thus, in most cases, his self-respect. If he remains true to his standards, 
 he is usually doomed to failure in the larger society. Musicians classify themselves  
 according to the degree to which they give in to outsiders; the continuum ranges from the 
 extreme “jazz” musician to the “commercial” musician.  !
The tendency to look down on those who do not (or cannot) commit fully to playing only jazz was 

observed by MacDonald, Miell & Wilson (2005, p. 337) in a study of jazz musicians in the UK: 

“[The jazz musicians] shape a particular identity as positive and claim it for themselves, while 

positioning others as non-jazz musicians and assigning them more negative identities ...” 

!
I started to become aware that I was being viewed as only peripherally a jazz musician, having 

made the fateful decision to cross over into the commercial, non-jazz world of Latin dance music. 

As with the covert discrimination against women jazz musicians described by Jane Ira Bloom in 

Chapter 3, nothing was ever directly said. Rather, the lack of interest shown by my jazz friends in 

my professional and social activities in the Latin world effectively communicated their disapproval. 

My friend Sam, a bass player, McGill graduate and regular on the Latin scene, suffered the same 

subtle condescension. But when saxophonist Tom Pickford actually started his own cumbia 

orchestra and became the musical director for a local star of Haitian music, he was openly viewed 

as having gone right off the rails, all but lost to the jazz world. Tom had been a rising star at McGill, 

learning Charlie Parker solos by ear rather than from the ubiquitous Charlie Parker Omnibook of 

transcriptions, so his defection to the world of popular Caribbean dance music was 

incomprehensible to my committed jazz artist friends. 

!
While Tom didn’t seem to particularly care how his professional choices were regarded by his 

peers, the subtle sidelining caused conflicting emotions for me. I wanted to be taken seriously as a 

jazz musician, to belong to a community of musicians who embodied and epitomized “jazz.” But 
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Sam and I shared the conviction that working was better than not working, and we both enjoyed the 

fun and challenge of playing Latin music. Furthermore, I was becoming a better musician as a result 

of continually learning new music, rehearsing and performing, even though the repertoire was not 

jazz. I decided that the positive results of my choice outweighed the negatives and carried on.  

My friend Roberta, another pianist, found herself agonizing over whether to take non-jazz work of a 

different sort. She was asked to be musical director for two reviews - one of Joni Mitchell’s work, 

and one of Leonard Cohen’s. These were good, professional gigs with decent money attached to 

them, but I remember her outlining all the possible negatives: it wasn’t jazz - it was folk music, it 

would eat up precious practice time and interrupt her routine, it would make her unavailable for jazz 

gigs for several weeks in a row, and what would our cooler than cool jazz friends say? Given her 

extreme poverty and the rarity of jazz gigs in the winter season, this line of reasoning seemed to me 

to border on insanity; but her fear of losing the respect of our peers and damaging her growing 

reputation as a “jazzer” was very real. Ultimately she took the contracts - and didn’t regret it, when 

it led to further lucrative and enjoyable work.    

!
Even within the realm of jazz, the tension created by the demands placed on musicians to play 

commercial styles, as opposed to harmonically and rhythmically challenging or original repertoire, 

was evident. Towards the end of my years in Montreal, three male jazz musicians formed a bass/

guitar/voice trio which started to get a number of higher profile, more commercial gigs. Their 

promotional photo showed them to be well-groomed and smartly dressed in suits and ties, and their 

repertoire covered the usual well-known standards suitable for their target market of weddings and 

functions. I recall that they were the subject of a great deal of dismissive, derisive comment among 

jazz musicians I knew, even though their playing was at a respectable, professional standard. Their 
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clean-cut image and crowd-pleasing repertoire was evidence of “the degree to which they [had 

given] in to outsiders” (Becker, 1963, p. 83). Jazz musicians describe it as “selling out.”  

!
In this persistent and narrow reading of the definition of a “jazz musician,” an artist who 

participates in a commercially successful kind of music, or capitulates to commercial demands 

either within or outside the jazz genre, risks losing their credibility and status as a jazz artist. 

DeVeaux (1991, p. 529) demonstrates that the “stigmatization of ‘commercialism’ as a disruptive or 

corrupting influence ... has a long history in writings on jazz,” such that jazz has been conceived of 

“as a music independent of commercial demands.” He points out that this attitude denies the 

historical fact that jazz developed “largely within the framework of modern mass market 

capitalism” (p. 530) as part of the music industry, so it has never in reality been separate from the 

marketplace. He also notes that this attitude is completely at odds with the economic demands of 

modern life, notably the necessity for musicians to survive somehow. Certainly my friends and 

colleagues who limited themselves to jazz engagements had a great deal of difficulty negotiating 

the economic demands of modern life, but it was de rigueur to be seen to be making such sacrifices 

for their art.   

!
The oppositional stance which jazz musicians take towards musicians who are involved with non-

jazz musical pursuits is, of course, extended to all outsiders: “[the word] ‘square’ ... refers to the 

kind of person who is the opposite of all the musician is, or should be, and a way of thinking, 

feeling, and behaving ... which is the opposite of that valued by musicians” (Becker, 1963, p. 85). 

Merriam & Mack (1960, p. 211) concur with Becker, that the “distinctive behaviour patterns [of 

jazz musicians], almost without exception ... tend to cluster around one central theme - the isolation 
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of the group from society at large, an isolation which is at once psychological, social, and physical,” 

and self-initiated.  

!
One example of behavior among jazz musicians which illustrates their lack of regard for ‘squares’, 

as well as their rejection of any trappings of commercialism in their performance practice, is the 

fact that they frequently do not address the audience at a gig. Repertoire can remain unannounced, 

and fellow musicians unacknowledged. They can appear to have no desire to establish a 

“connection” with the audience, preferring to maintain a cool distance. In fact, this coolness is very 

much part of the jazz musician persona, reflecting the isolation observed by Becker, Merriam & 

Mack and others. This is in direct contrast with the deliberate engagement with the audience 

cultivated in Latin music and other commercial genres.  

!
While the word “square” doesn’t have the currency it once did, the feelings of isolation among my 

jazz musician friends were certainly real. The reasons for their isolation from the social mainstream 

included those that have plagued professional musicians throughout the 20th century: poverty; the 

difficulty of maintaining relationships and a domestic life with irregular work, irregular income, and 

working hours which are the opposite to the majority; recreational use of drugs and alcohol; the 

tendency to socialize with other jazz musicians, in jazz venues listening to jazz music; and a feeling 

of detached superiority borne of the idea that no one outside the jazz world is able to understand 

them.  

!
A further serious issue affecting my social and professional circle in Montreal, was depression. The 

winter is long and severe with months of relentlessly grey skies. Gigs were few and far between in 

January and February, exactly when the monthly heating bills were at their steepest. It was a 
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common occurrence for my friends to fall quite deeply in debt over the winter, and we were all 

aware that the idea of saving for a holiday, or the purchase of a flat - or even a car - was pure 

fantasy. It was depressing. It felt as though we were stuck, as though we would never be able to 

escape. Depression leads to social isolation, and isolation leads to deeper depression. Most of the 

worst ravages of this were mitigated by the strength of friendships and the social network among 

jazz musicians. My weekly outings to the bright, loud, exotic world of the Latin discotheques to 

play high energy dance music helped to keep my spirits up. Many of my friends eventually escaped 

the poverty vortex which trapped us in the 1990s: we have ended up in Toronto, Halifax, 

Philadelphia, New York, Iceland, Finland ... and Australia. But some literally did not survive the 

Montreal years. 

!
What Should I wear? 

The Latin music community in Montreal was, in many ways, the complete opposite to what I was 

observing and experiencing in the jazz community, and the relationships I formed through my work 

in the dance orchestras were among the most important I had while I lived there.  

!
In contrast to the jazz community, which was divided along linguistic, musical and cultural lines, I 

was pleased to discover that Montreal’s Latin bands were a veritable United Nations, centered 

around the significant Spanish-speaking diaspora from Central and South America. The brass and 

wind players were typically French- and English-Canadians, while the percussionists, vocalists and 

dancers were Dominican, Salvadoran, Cuban, Columbian, Mexican, or Peruvian. There were a few 

strays, such as a trumpet player who had recently arrived from Georgia (on the Black Sea), and a 

Haitian bass player. Bands formed, fell apart, reformed, calling on a pool of regulars and offering 

work to musicians who were newly arrived. Everyone was bilingual in some measure, with many 
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speaking Spanish, French and English. I revived my travelers’-phrase-book Spanish and soon was 

able to understand band room jokes and converse.  

!
There were also a few other women working in the Latin bands, notably two other pianists, two 

young saxophonists, and a trumpet player who had the demanding lead chair in a merengue band. 

Steward (1995, p. 55) graphically describes women’s usual role in Latin music, which is 

overwhelmingly dominated by male performers: 

 On a typical salsa stage, anywhere in Latin America, lines of men in shiny suits and  
 flamboyant shirts parody and exaggerate the postures of macho manhood. Women are  
 conjured up through song lyrics as adoring or rejecting characters, and appear on record  
 sleeves in bikinis and cutaway dresses, draped around the musicians’ waists like limp  
 accessories.  !
But she then mentions a “micro-phenomenon of classically trained non-Hispanic women standing 

in the back line horn sections” of Latin bands in New York in the 1980s (p. 55). This phenomenon 

was also observed by Ospina (1995, p. 91) in the New York charanga   ensembles in the 1970s, in 32

which “North American” women played flute and violin, both essential to the charanga sound. The 

inclusion of women as instrumentalists in Latin bands would seem to be a feature of contemporary 

musical practice in diasporic Latin communities. Ospina (1995, p. 90) notes, however, that “[at] 

every stage in the history of Afro-Cuban and Latin music, women have been striking by their 

absence, especially as instrumentalists.” He adds that in pre-revolutionary Cuba, women were given 

“the opportunity to work autonomously” as the tourist industry searched for more entertainment 

variety: “Despite difficulties, women managed to break down the social barriers which prevented 

them from taking part in rehearsals or working at night” (p. 90). Certainly in the 1990s in Montreal, 

women musicians did not feel restricted by such social barriers, and the Latin music community 

was open to anyone who was interested and able to play the music.  
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!  In a charanga ensemble, the continuo pattern supplied by a piano montuno in a salsa group, is played by violins. The 32

lead solo voice is the flute, giving the charanga a lighter, more classical sound than a contemporary salsa ensemble. 



Whereas my status in the jazz community seemed to be in question, I was warmly welcomed into 

the Latin world as someone who had useful skills such as improvising, transcribing and arranging. 

Becker (1963, p. 83) suggests that a jazz musician’s self-respect is another frequent casualty when 

s/he accepts work playing commercial music. But I found that my work in the Latin world had the 

opposite effect: my self-confidence and self-respect increased with the realization that my skills 

were in demand, and that there was a place for me in the professional music world in Montreal. 

!
As is inevitable for every woman involved in genres of popular music, gender issues arose around 

my work. Chief among them was the vexed question of what I should wear to perform. While it is 

rare nowadays for even a jazz big band to have a uniform (the cost of outfitting eighteen musicians 

being but one of the factors in play), it is still quite common in the world of Latin music. Women in 

the horn section in the back row are able to wear black trousers and the band shirt or jacket. 

However, women in the front line would not be expected to dress that way: they would instead be 

expected to make the most of their feminine attributes in order to present a sexually charged, 

attractive image of femininity on the bandstand. As I was always visible at the front of the stage 

beside the singers and dancers, this issue required careful negotiation.  

!
This is a dilemma with a long history, one which encapsulates the difficulties women have faced 

and continue to face, as public performers in a patriarchal society. A Latin band is expected to put 

on a show and entertain its public, and in this respect, they are similar to the swing bands of the 

1930s and ‘40s. In Swing Shift: “All-Girl” Bands of the 1940s, Tucker (2000) examines the kinds of 

images of femininity available to both white and black professional women musicians in the swing 

industry. These women engaged in career-long negotiations within their professional and public 

milieus in order to pursue their chosen careers. Tucker discusses the different ways that images of 
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femininity were constructed in performances and band publicity. One such image was that of 

“feminine leisure and domesticity” (p. 96), communicated by Phil Spitalny’s Hour of Charm, an 

orchestra of white women under the direction of a man, which played sweet, light music involving 

strings and a harp. Another was that of the “charming young ... international ambassadors” (p. 184) 

who filled the ranks of the International Sweethearts of Rhythm. These images are seen to 

“affirm ... [the] dominant gender constructions” (p. 7) of patriarchal American society, emphasizing 

the difference between female and male musicians. They are deemed to pose no threat to the status 

quo in so far as they reflect and reinforce societal norms of American womanhood.  

!
Tucker makes the point that the presentation of these images amounted to an “additional labor 

requirement for women musicians that did not apply to men”: no matter how exhausted they were, 

they were required to appear in gowns, high heels, makeup and elaborate hairdos which frequently 

made playing their instruments awkward and uncomfortable (p. 63). A man, on the other hand, “‘... 

puts on a suit. The face he doesn’t bother with ...’” (bandleader Ada Leonard, cited in Tucker, 2000, 

p. 63). 

!
The image of femininity expected in the Latin music world is overwhelmingly that of “sex kitten.” 

Steward (1995, p. 55) mentions “the lack of sexual reserve, and the explicit nature of [the] live 

shows” of the Dominican band Las Chicas del Can (The Party Girls), whose costumes included  “... 

lacy tops, ruffly micro-skirts, clinging jeans and stilettos, and big hairdos …” As with the swing 

bands, this kind of presentation takes hours to carefully prepare, adding to the demands on women 

musicians. These images equally “affirm ... [the] dominant gender constructions” (Tucker, 2000, p. 

7) in the Latin world by emphasizing the difference between female and male musicians. 
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Tucker goes on to say that ( p. 63) “these same [visual] trappings would signify to audiences and 

critics (and ...  to an alarming percentage of historians as well) that women’s bands were less 

serious about their music than were men’s.” This has also been the case with women’s Latin 

orchestras such as Las Chicas del Can who “were adored but never taken seriously,” and the Cuban 

group Anacaona who “... never really achieved a status beyond that of unthreatening 

novelty ...” (Steward, 1995, p. 55).   

!
These examples illustrate a conundrum described by Green (1997) in her book Music, Gender, 

Education. Green bases her analysis of the gender dynamics active in musical performance on 

archetypal characteristics of femininity and masculinity (see Figure 24, p. 91). “Delineated 

meaning” which pertains to the “plethora of contextualising, symbolic factors” which music 

“metaphorically sketches” (p. 7), is one of two kinds of meaning in musical performance. The other 

involves the “inherent meanings” of the music, which “arise from the conventional 

interrelationships of musical materials” (p. 6). Green stresses that both kinds of musical meaning 

are determined by the subject-position of the listener and are never absolute. She contrasts the 

emphasis on these two factors in western art music and popular music. The discourse in western art 

music holds that the work itself has an intrinsic, eternal value. The performer’s role is to 

communicate these inherent meanings, a role which is secondary in value to that of the work itself, 

and which requires that the delineated display of the performer interfere as little as possible in the 

process. 

!
On the other hand, in popular music, a great emphasis is placed on the performer and his or her 

delineated display. In fact, much discussion of popular music in both public and academic forums 

focuses on the delineated display of the performers, rather than the music itself. Green suggests that 
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the prioritizing of display has an important impact on the way the meanings of the music are 

understood (p. 39):  

 ... [T]he overt forefronting of display leads listeners to assume that the inherent meanings of 
 the music are of relatively little importance or value. Listeners then hear the inherent  
 meanings in a way which is influenced by their understanding of the delineated display.  !
This offers another perspective on the resistance among jazz musicians to playing commercial 

styles of music: the music is deemed to be less important than the image, a construct which is in 

complete opposition to the centrality of the music in a jazz musician’s world view. 

!
Not only does this influence the listener’s judgment of the music’s intrinsic value, it affects the 

listener’s assessment of the competence of the performer. In her discussion of the delineated display 

of singers in popular music, for whom the emphasis on appearing attractive on stage is inescapable, 

she asserts (p. 39):  

 [T]he mere fact of the delineated attractiveness of the female singer causes listeners to  
 downplay her ability and commitment with respect to the execution of inherent meanings. 
 The more she goes in for displaying her body, the less likely it is that she is a ‘good’  
 musician. !
Therein lay the dilemma for the professional woman musician in the swing bands of the 1940s, and 

therein still lies her dilemma in the modern day. She is expected to delineate an image of femininity 

which will satisfy societal norms, cultural norms, the sartorial norms of that particular musical 

genre, the band leader or manager, perhaps her fellow musicians, perhaps the club owner, perhaps 

even her partner or family, at the same time as being comfortable on stage and able to actually play 

her instrument or sing. If she chooses, or is required, to emphasize sexual attractiveness, she risks 

communicating the message that she is not competent as a musician, and not serious about music.  

!
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This issue comes up time and again in the historical literature on women in jazz, but it is not only an 

historical issue: all-women big bands are still trying to negotiate their way through it. In the 1990s, 

Kit McClure, leader of the Kit McClure Big Band, opted for a band uniform of black mini-skirts 

and high heels for her musicians. Hennessey (2007, p. 13) sums up her ambivalence about this 

decision:  

 [McClure acknowledged that] there would seem to be a contradiction between her concern 
 that the members of band (sic) be taken seriously ... and ... the sexy presentation which  
 might well be seen as a means of distracting people from the fact that maybe women 
 musicians are not quite in the same league as men.  !
McClure saw it as a means of marketing the band, and counted on eliciting a positive response from 

the audience because of the quality of the music rather than the outfits (p. 14). Many former 

members of the group resented the emphasis on appearance, however, expressing the opinion that 

exploitation is still exploitation, whether it be perpetrated by a man or another woman (Stewart, 

2007, pp. 264-265). 

!
Even jazz superstar Diana Krall has found herself caught in the same trap. Her multi-million selling 

CD The Look of Love (2001) featured her wearing a low cut black gown and stilettos. While her 

award-winning talents had by then been well established, Rodriguez (2011, p. A.12) discusses the 

controversy in the jazz world about whether she had “gone pop,” with her “aggressive market[ing] 

as a sex symbol” evidence of her possible betrayal of jazz “purity.” Krall herself commented (cited 

in Enstice and Stockhouse, 2004, p. 188):  

 Lately, I’ve had a problem ... because you’re not supposed to be attractive ... I’m  frustrated 
 because my photographs in some instances are too glamorous for  certain publications. I 
 can’t be a serious artist because of my looks; or I’m only successful because of my looks. 
   !
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As with the Kit McClure Big Band, attention to display causes Krall to be accused of “selling out” 

to commercial concerns, and her seriousness and expertise come into question because she has 

chosen to project a glamorous image of femininity.  

!
If a woman in a prominent position on stage wants to communicate to the audience that she is no 

different from her male colleagues, she may also pay a price. Vocalist Anita O’Day famously 

insisted on wearing a band jacket and shirt on stage with the Gene Krupa orchestra because: “‘I 

want them to listen to me, not look at me, I want to be treated like another musician’” (cited in 

O’Brien, 1995, p. 76). The presumably unintended delineation of her egalitarian display was that of 

“a ‘mannish’ lesbian, because she refused to be mere bandstand decoration” (p. 76).  

!
I tried the Anita O’Day approach in the first Latin combo I worked with. I have never fussed over 

my appearance: dressing modestly is a result of my socially conservative upbringing, and I don’t do 

hair and makeup every day as I’m convinced there are more productive ways to spend the time. 

These parts of my personality, coupled with my strong desire to be accepted in the professional 

music world on the basis of my musicianship rather than as a token “chick,” led me to insist that I 

should wear the same uniform as the other band members when La Fiesta Sabrosa started its 

residency at the newly opened discotheque that we came to not-so-affectionately call Salsa Hell. 

For the first few weeks this was black trousers and a white shirt; then it was black trousers and the 

shiny band shirt that we were all obliged to purchase. The bandleader frequently suggested that I 

should wear a skirt, but as I was seated behind the piano, I maintained that it wouldn’t make any 

difference to the look of the band on stage. He didn’t insist, although it was a real bone of 

contention with our employer. My (male Latino) band mates also found it completely perplexing 
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that I wouldn’t want to show myself off to my “best advantage.” For them, there was no inherent 

contradiction in wearing a flashy outfit and being a good musician.   

!
After the residency at Salsa Hell ended, I became the musical director/pianist for a merengue band, 

Orquesta Tambora. It aspired to be a real show band, with a front line of three female singers and 

three male dancers. When we were ready to make our debut, the leader, Ramón, bought uniforms 

for everyone, and two outfits for me. Again, I argued that since I was a musician, not a singer or 

dancer, I should wear what everyone else was wearing. He countered that since I would be standing 

at the keyboard at the front of the stage, what I was wearing made a big difference to the visuals, 

and that it was not going to be the band uniform. Ramón was what the Latinos called a “gran’ 

personalidad,” and he was not used to being argued with, certainly not used to not getting his own 

way. This was only one of many disagreements I had with him over musical and other issues, and I 

deeply resented being told what to do. I felt I was being asked to compromise my principles by 

having to present myself on stage as a “woman musician,” and a sexy one at that, rather than just a 

musician. But in the end, Ramón was paying my wages. I didn’t want to lose my position, which I 

hoped would pay my living expenses over the winter. I acquiesced.  

!
The notion of the female performer enacting an idea or version of femininity is theorized in various 

ways in the literature. The idea that ‘femininity’ or ‘masculinity’ is a performance, (as opposed to 

‘sex’ which is biologically determined at birth), is a key construct of gender studies itself. Green 

(1997, p. 21) likens what she terms the display in musical performance to wearing a mask, whereby 

“the displayer can be seen as both presenting and protecting himself or herself.” Both the performer 

and the observer are conscious of the mask and participate in its metaphorical construction (p. 21), 

just as performer and observer conspire together in the theatre to maintain the illusion of a play.  
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Ceraso (2006, p. 49) takes the  idea of the mask or costume one step further by suggesting that 

“female jazz musicians’ highly stylized performances of ... gender can be likened to drag.” She cites 

feminist theorist Debra Silverman’s assertion that “drag need not only apply to cross-dressers; 

rather drag can describe the performances of a woman or man exaggerating (or downplaying) their 

own femininity/masculinity” (p. 49). The Latin music world is full of highly stylized performances 

of femininity and masculinity, and I was keen to avoid its absurdly exaggerated extremes. 

!
As it turned out, the outfits Ramón bought me were in excellent taste, fitting me perfectly and 

looking elegantly, rather than overtly, sexy. I bought some high heels and some lipstick. Getting 

ready for work with Orquesta Tambora involved dressing up, and I remember very clearly saying to 

my partner that it was like dressing for a regularly occurring costume party. I have always enjoyed 

costume parties - Hallowe’en was my favorite date on the North American calendar - and soon I 

found myself enjoying getting ready for work with Tambora. It was exciting and put me in the right 

frame of mind for an evening of high energy dance music. Since my daily habit of dress tended to 

de-emphasize my femininity, donning my costumes and doing my hair and make-up for work in the 

merengue orchestra was very much, as Ceraso (2006) suggests, like dressing in drag.  

If I had refused to undertake this regular performance of femininity on stage, it is possible that 

Ramón would have looked for another pianist/MD for the band. As it was, my tenure with Orquesta 

Tambora served not only to pay my rent: it gave me valuable professional performance and band 

direction experience; an understanding of the piano as a percussion instrument in a Latin rhythm 

section; experience transcribing and arranging music for Latin ensemble; a profile in the music 

community in Montreal; an opportunity to learn conversational Spanish; a network of musicians 

and friends across many genres; and a great deal of badly needed self-confidence as I found my 

work appreciated and admired by my colleagues.  
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Interestingly, the most gender-exploitative situation I experienced in Montreal was under the 

direction of a woman. Barbara, a newly-arrived Cuban, started a women’s salsa band, which did a 

few gigs before disintegrating due to poor management and a lack of interested and available 

women to fill its ranks. Barbara wanted us to wear outfits which were much less acceptable than the 

ones Ramón had bought for me: in fact, not acceptable to me at all. They were black and red 

spandex mini-dresses and shorts-body suits, with gold fringes, tassels and flowers sewn on in 

carefully chosen locations, accentuating our busts and hips. There was a general revolt against the 

costumes, and I recall threatening to walk out on a gig rather than wear the red body suit without 

the accessories designed to mitigate its worst excesses that I had brought with me. Barbara was 

mystified: a large woman, she was perfectly comfortable displaying her considerable assets on 

stage, a phenomenon which is completely unremarkable in Cuba, but which made some of the 

North American women in the band very uncomfortable. I had mixed feelings when this project 

foundered. At the same time that it was a worthwhile initiative, recognizing women musicians in 

Montreal and creating work for them, I much preferred working in a mixed-gender situation to 

being sequestered into a “women’s” project, particularly one which appeared to emphasize sexual 

display over musical quality and credibility. 

!
My years of playing Latin dance music in Montreal were in the main very enjoyable and 

productive, and they inevitably led to my spending more time socially in the Latin community. 

When I started running my Latin jazz combo, ¡A Comer!, I spent easily as much time speaking 

Spanish as English, and lived with a foot in each world. Krebs (1999, p. xiii) has called people who 

are strongly connected to two communities “edgewalkers”: “people who see themselves as part of 

mainstream life, but who also have a strong connection with some cultural, spiritual or 

“counterculture” group.” She continues (p. 1): 
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 [Edgewalkers are] people of assorted ethnic, spiritual or cultural backgrounds who  
 [have] 1) comfort, if not identification, with a particular ethnic, spiritual or cultural  
 group, 2) competence thriving in mainstream culture, 3) the capacity to move between  
 cultures in a way the individual can discuss with some clarity, 4) the ability to generalize 
 from personal experience to that of people from other groups without being trapped in the 
 uniqueness of a particular culture.  !
She gives examples of people who are of mixed race or ethnicity, or who have married into another 

culture. I was firmly part of mainstream culture by virtue of my background and ethnicity, and my 

friendships and professional associations with English- and French-Canadians. Although my 

immersion in Latino life in Montreal was initially for professional reasons, it eventually became 

personal as well, as my fellow musicians became my friends.  

!
But despite these close relationships with my Latino colleagues, I remained a bit of a curiosity for 

them. I was frequently asked why my partner didn’t come with me to the clubs where we worked. 

(And why weren’t we married? And why didn’t we have any children?) The husbands and 

boyfriends of the vocalists and dancers were always there, to keep an eye on them. I heard more 

than once: “I wouldn’t let my wife come to a place like this by herself!” “But I’m working,” I’d 

reply. Working or not working, they clearly thought he was egregiously negligent, or that he didn’t 

care about me. Superstar Gloria Estefan comments about her own experience (cited in Steward, 

1995, p. 58): “The Latin community can’t fathom a marriage where the woman goes out and works 

and the man is at home ...” 

!
My curious habits of unfeminine offstage dress and comportment were also a mystery to my Latino 

friends. Why didn’t I wear makeup? Why did I wear jeans and hiking boots (sensible attire in a 

Canadian winter)? Wasn’t I afraid of accidents when I rode my bike everywhere in the summer? I 

was also aware that the concept of a “female friend” was an unfamiliar one in Latin culture, and I 
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was frequently walking a fine line between being friendly and being misinterpreted. I was always 

careful to identify myself as “a work colleague calling about work matters,” if I had occasion to 

speak to members of  their families on the phone.  

!
Steward (1995, pp. 55-56) offers this description of a woman working with the New York based 

merengue band La Gran Manzana, which echoes my experiences in Montreal: “With her music 

degree, faltering Spanish and an obvious passion for the music which kept her constantly in work, 

she was clearly loved and respected by those same men who treated other women with predictably 

macho-blokish comedy.” I too felt loved and respected, being adopted as an honorary Latina and 

given the nickname “la negra blanca.” I also encountered plenty of machismo, which ranged from 

flattering and endearingly comic flirting, to Ramón’s intransigent expectation that his word would 

be law. Overwhelmingly, the Latin community offered me enthusiastic acceptance and support, 

which is something I needed and appreciated at that point in my musical development. 

!
My years in Montreal were enormously important to my development as a musician, and as a 

person. Studying improvisation and composition at Concordia University and New England 

Conservatory deepened my knowledge of music and gave me the confidence to regard myself as a 

jazz performer and composer. Making a living as a player, arranger and musical director primarily 

in the Latin world, gave me the valuable real world skills required of a professional musician.  

!
My relationship to the jazz community was fraught, due in part to the deeply entrenched gender 

issues which plague the genre, and in part to the insular, purist attitudes which prevailed among my 

anglophone jazz musician colleagues and friends. In contrast, I was welcomed and celebrated in the 

Latin music community, so much so that it became a significant and meaningful part of my 
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personal, as well as professional, life in Montreal. The gender issues I encountered in the Latin 

world were of an entirely different nature to those in the jazz world, centering on the expectation of 

stereotypically feminine grooming, dress and comportment which were foreign to my usual modus 

operandi, and which contradicted principles I held about gender equality. But the interest in, and 

love for, the music of Central and South America that I developed as a result of my experiences in 

Montreal, have had a permanent effect on my compositional identity.  

!
When I left Montreal for Brisbane in 1999, I had ten years of experience as a professional musician, 

a portfolio of over fifty tunes, a Masters degree, and a Louise Denson Group CD featuring five of 

my original compositions, recorded with four of Montreal’s finest jazz musicians. I did not know 

what I would find in Australia, but that is the subject of the next chapter. 

!!!!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter 5: Flame Tree 

This chapter focuses on the evolution in my compositional practice which has resulted from my 

migration to Australia in 1999, and my experiences within the Australian jazz community. I moved 

to Brisbane in order to take up a post as a lecturer at Griffith University, a move which signaled the 

end of my life as a full-time gigging musician. I sought to establish ways to continue my musical 

practice in my new home, forming an Australian incarnation of the Louise Denson Group, and co-

founding Hot Mambo. I have continued to write tunes as frequently as time has allowed, and in 

recent years, opportunities to expand my compositional horizons have presented themselves. One 

such opportunity arose recently when Brisbane became home to a number of musicians who are 

well-versed in Latin percussion. I was able to undertake the recording of Flame Tree (CD2), the 

focus of this chapter, with the collaboration of these musical colleagues.  

Figure 33: CD2 Flame Tree track information 

!

!

Flame Tree Vol. 2, pp. 119-205

Mercurio CD2, tr 1

Sparring, Sparing CD2, tr 2

I’ll Ask You One More Time CD2, tr 3

Bolero for Wendy CD2, tr 4

Life Itself CD2, tr 5

Flame Tree CD2, tr 6

Wild December Wind CD2, tr 7

Another Cup CD2, tr 8

Cha Cha Che CD2, tr 9

Itty Bitty Boogaloo CD2, tr 10
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Flame Tree is the third CD I have recorded in Australia. It is the realization of a long-held musical 

ambition: to issue a recording of original Latin jazz compositions. It features both arrangements of 

tunes I initially wrote in Montreal for ¡A Comer!, as well as several newly composed tunes.  

!
While the three compositions presented in Chapter 4 can be described as commercial Latin dance 

music and display comparatively few references to jazz, the compositions on Flame Tree have 

resulted from a deliberate attempt to combine and blend harmonic and formal elements of jazz with 

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian rhythmic concepts. The repertoire on Flame Tree consists of 2:3 and 3:2 

clave salsa, cha-cha-cha, Afro-Cuban 6/8, bolero, bossa nova, samba and boogaloo. These rhythms 

are all “danceable,” in that they are built around repeating clave-based patterns which correspond 

with dance steps. Beyond the rhythm, however, other features of a composition suggest to a listener 

whether or not the repertoire is intended for dancing, including the clarity or obscurity of the 

statement of the rhythm, the presence or absence of vocals, the instrumentation, or the complexity 

of the melody and harmony. These are the same characteristics which would suggest to a listener 

whether a particular jazz number is suitable for swing dancing or not.  

!
The rhythmic statements on Flame Tree are not obscure. However, the absence of vocals on the 

majority of numbers, as well as the relative melodic and harmonic complexity of some of the 

compositions, suggest that they are more properly described as “Latin jazz” than as dance music.   

!
The discussion below will highlight various characteristics of these compositions, demonstrating 

the ways in which they embody a conceptual blending of the jazz and Latin music genres which 

have been examined in Chapters 3 and 4. The influence of western art music will be shown to be 

evident in arranging techniques and melodies, in particular. The preliminary discussion of form, 
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both of the songs themselves and the arrangements, will involve all ten compositions. This will be 

followed by an in depth look at four of them, which will reveal more fully the ways that these three 

musical genres have been integrated.  

!
Song and Arrangement Form!

The song forms on Flame Tree are summarized in the table below.  

Figure 34: Flame Tree: Song forms 

!
Some of these forms are common in popular song, whether in the jazz or Latin genres. At 32-bars, 

“Mercurio” (CD2, tr 1; Vol.2, p. 120) and “Wild December Wind” (CD2, tr 7; Vol. 2 p. 172) are the 

most ordinary, with the A-A-B-A, 4 x 8 bars of “Mercurio” being typical of innumerable other 

songs. The phrasing of the melody in “Wild” is less typical, being two times 10 + 6 bars, rather than 

Title Song Form Phrases

Mercurio A - A - B - A 32 bars 4 x 8 bars

Sparring, Sparing A - A1 - B - A2 56 bars A = 8 + 4, A1 = 15, B = 11,      
A2 = 10 + 8 bars

I’ll Ask You One More Time A - A1 - A2 - B 16 bars 4 x 4 bars

Bolero for Wendy A - A - B - C 28 bars 3 x 8, C = 4 bars

Life Itself Through-

composed

16 bars 4 x 4 bars

Flame Tree Through-

composed: A - B

28 bars A = 4 x 4, B = 8 + 4

Wild December Wind A - B - A1 - C 32 bars A = 10, B = 6, A1 = 10, C = 6 
bars

Another Cup A - A1 - B - C - D 36 bars 4 x 8, D = 4 bars. 

Cha Cha Che A - A1 - A2 - B 20 bars 3 x 4, B = 8 bars

Itty Bitty Boogaloo A - A - B 16 bars 2 x 4, B = 8 bars
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4 x 8 bars which is the most common phrasing in an A-B-A-C form. “Another Cup” (CD2, tr 8; Vol. 

2 p. 178) is essentially a 32-bar tune, but there are four bars of the tonic chord at the end which are 

necessary to the form, as will be evident in the analysis below.  

!
There are three 16-bar tunes, again a common song form, but in each of them the phrases are 

organized in a different configuration. “Itty Bitty Boogaloo” (CD2, tr 10; Vol. 2, p. 198) is a blues 

in the familiar “statement-repeat of statement-reply” format, but with an eight-bar “reply” instead of 

the usual four. “Life Itself” (CD2, tr 5; Vol. 2, p. 158) is a through-composed melodic statement 

consisting of four phrases, containing no exact repetition of material. “I’ll Ask You” (CD2, tr 3; Vol. 

2, p. 139) has a 4-bar call and response statement repeated three times, followed by a final reply. 

“Cha Cha Che” (CD2, tr 9; Vol. 2, p. 192), at 20-bars, resembles “I’ll Ask You” in that the initial 

call and response statement is heard three times, with variations, before the reply. The eight-bar 

reply introduces a new melodic idea which is developed over four bars, before a restatement of the 

opening idea ends the tune.  

!
None of the melodic forms mentioned above is uncommon in popular song. However, all the other 

song forms are a bit unusual. The two 28-bar tunes are very different from one another in character 

and construction. “Flame Tree” (CD2, tr 6; Vol. 2, 160) is divided into two sections: in the first, a 

two-part melodic motif repeats four times, with variations, as the melody ascends. In the second, the 

melody gradually descends by way of a different motif. “Bolero for Wendy” (CD2, tr 4; Vol. 2, p. 

157) shows every sign of being a 32-bar A - A - B - A form, but the final C section uses only the 

material from the second half of the A sections, and thus finishes four bars short.  

!
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 At 56 bars, “Sparring, Sparing” (CD2, tr 2; Vol. 2, p. 132) has the most extended and unusual form 

in the set. The A sections are framed by a vamp figure which is part of the solo form as well. The 

form is melody-driven, with A1 and A2 varying and extending the initial statement, and the B 

introducing new material. Phrases with an odd number of bars cause the clave to seem to “turn 

around” in the different sections of the song. This is the same device which was employed in “Hot 

Mambo Descarga” (CD 1, tr 12). “Sparring” begins in 2:3 clave, but because of the fifteen-bar A1 

section, the clave in the B section is 3:2. The bridge is also an odd number of bars - eleven, so the 

final A2 section of the melody resembles the A and A1 sections, returning to 2:3 clave.  

!
A form of this length is not unheard of in either jazz   or Latin music, but both genres are 33

traditionally characterized by phrases with even numbers of bars. But as “Radisson” (CD1, tr 5) 

illustrated, I have always been willing to allow my melodic ideas to dictate the form, rather than 

trying to fit my ideas into a pre-determined format. 

!
All the arrangements on Flame Tree utilize, in some way, the ubiquitous jazz format of “head - 

solos - head.” In the following table, this descriptor indicates that the song form itself is used for 

solos; variations on this basic arrangement format are noted.   

Figure 35: Flame Tree: Comparison of rhythms and arrangements 

Title Rhythm Arrangement

Mercurio 3:2 salsa Descarga: Song - pno solo (on A) 
- B tutti - solo - B tutti - etc. End: 
B tutti - A.  

Sparring, Sparing 2:3 salsa Head - solos - head
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sections. One familiar standard which is 56-bars long is “I’ve Got You Under My Skin” (Porter), but “Sparring, 
Sparing” does not resemble it in any way.



!
There are no compositions on Flame Tree which use the “song-coro-mambo” arrangement format 

common to Latin dance music. “Mercurio” (CD2, tr 1; Vol. 2, p. 120) is the only one which uses a 

Latin form: it is a descarga, but it is still heavily influenced by jazz. The chord sequence repeats 

throughout the piece, which is typical of a descarga, but the chords themselves are not 

characteristic of Afro-Cuban descargas, using chromatic approaches and jazz sonorities. These 

accompany a melody in A natural minor (or Aeolian mode), whereas a more typical modality for a 

descarga is Mixolydian.  

!
The head, rather than consisting of a simple repeating riff (cf. “Azucarero” CD1, tr 10), is an  A-A-

B-A song. The B section is used the way the repeated coro of a traditional descarga would be, 

between the solos. The solo sections can be open with each soloist cuing the B section; or they can 

be of a set length, as they are on this recording. After the solos, the B leads back to a final statement 

of the A section melody which ends with a cross-rhythmic tag and final Fmaj7 chord. 

I’ll Ask You One More Time cha-cha-cha Head - solos - head: piano solo 
over song form; trumpet and 
saxophone solos over chords from 
the A section only, and double 
time feel

Bolero for Wendy bolero Head - solos - head

Life Itself samba Head - solos - head

Flame Tree cha-cha-cha Head - solos - head

Wild December Wind bossa nova Head - solos - head

Another Cup Afro-Cuban 6/8, 2:3 salsa Head - solos - head

Cha Cha Che cha-cha-cha Head - solos - head: piano solo 
over song form, flute solo over 
repeated chordal vamp.

Itty Bitty Boogaloo boogaloo Head - solos - head

Title Rhythm Arrangement
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“Cha Cha Che” (CD2, tr 9; Vol. 2, p. 192) also employs a hybrid jazz/Latin form. The jazz elements 

include the piano improvisation over the song form, and the re-harmonized melody which ends the 

tune. The Latin elements are the four-bar rhythmic tutti sections which occur at the beginning and 

end of the flute solo, and the solo itself. Utilizing a completely diatonic IImi7 - V7 - I vamp, this 

section is intended to evoke the more folkloric character of a Cuban charanga flute solo. 

!
“I’ll Ask You One More Time” (CD2, tr 3; Vol. 2, p. 139) makes use of a change of rhythmic feel to 

give the arrangement shape. This is a device which is found in jazz   and Latin arrangements. It 34

starts as a cha-cha-cha for the statements of the melody and piano solo. A songo rhythm with a 

double time feel backs the trumpet, saxophone and conga solos, which heightens the energy and 

excitement; and finally the cha-cha-cha rhythm is re-established for the final statement of the 

melody.  

!
Thus, the repertoire on Flame Tree exhibits a high degree of hybridization of the typical song and 

arrangement forms found in either jazz or Latin music. A more detailed look at “Another Cup,” 

“Itty Bitty Boogaloo,” “Flame Tree” and “Bolero for Wendy” now follows.  

!
Another Cup!

“Another Cup” (CD2, tr 8; Vol. 2, p. 178) is the most harmonically and rhythmically complex song 

on the CD. My intention when I wrote it was to give myself a framework for practicing concepts 

which I was trying to understand and master at the time. These were metric modulation from Afro-

Cuban 6/8 to salsa, and using the symmetrical division of the octave to generate harmonic 

progressions. The transition from Afro-Cuban 6/8 to salsa is a metric modulation which is common 

in Afro-Cuban music, made possible by the fact that 6/8 contains a continuous 6:4 polyrhythm. In 
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“Another Cup,” the A sections are in 6/8 (notated as 6/4), and the B and C sections are in fast 2:3 

salsa. The dotted crotchet within the 6/4 becomes the minim in the salsa. This modulation occurs in 

the solo sections as well as the melody, allowing the soloists to build the excitement in their 

improvisational choruses.  

Figure 36: Another Cup: Bars 19-21, concert pitch 

At bar 37, the momentum unwinds and the Afro-Cuban 6/8 feel returns for the start of the next solo, 

or the outhead (Figure 37).  

!
The 6:4 polyrhythm is a very common feature of African rhythms. Mauleón (1993, p. 49) says: 

“Inherent in many of the rhythms of African folklore is the concept of the binary phrase, with a 

pulse serving as a sort of ‘common denominator.’” The pulse she refers to is the “4,” and the 

syncopated clave overlaying it is the “6.” The Afro-Cuban 6/8 used in popular music derives from 

the folkloric rhythms played on the batá drums in the ceremonial religious music of Santería. 

Santería is a syncretic religion which arose in Cuba as a result of the “mingling of rites - above all  

!
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Figure 37: Another Cup: Bars 35-38, concert pitch 

the ones brought by the Yoruba people [from West Africa] - with those of the Catholic 

church” (Ospina, 1995, p. 9). Yoruban gods were “merged” with Catholic saints (p. 5), allowing the 

displaced African people to retain strong elements of their culture. The chanted introduction to 

“Another Cup” is an ode to the Santería orisha or god, Changó, who is the “fiery” and 

“lustful” (Morales, 2003, p. 5) god of virility who rules over music and the euphoria it can induce 

(Ospina, 1995, p. 9). It foreshadows the spirited character of the piece. 

!
The harmonic progressions are not, for the most part, drawn from diatonic common practice. The A 

section references the tri-tonic system, or Coltrane matrix, introduced into jazz in John Coltrane’s 

famous recording Giant Steps (1959). At bar 9 the chord motion is in descending major thirds: 

Ebmaj - Cbmaj - D/G, which divides the octave into three equal parts.  

!
!
!
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Figure 38: Another Cup: Bars 9-10, bass and piano 

 

The second A section starts as the first, but at bar 17 the chords ascend in minor thirds: Abmaj7 - 

Cbmaj7 - D7, with the roots forming a diminished triad.  

Figure 39: Another Cup: Bars 17-19, bass and piano 

!
These cycles have the effect of increasing the harmonic tension by moving away from the opening 

F major vamp in an unpredictable way.  

!
The division of the octave into minor thirds continues in the B section, with the roots of the chords 

forming a complete diminished 7: Fsus7 - Abdim7 - Bmi7 - D7.  

!
!
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Figure 40: Another Cup: Bars 21-29, bass and piano 

 

This divides the octave into four equal parts. The different organizational logic of the symmetrical 

division of the octave demands the development of new aural understanding and improvisational 

skills, in order to be able to solo effectively over the chord progressions. 

  

While “Another Cup” is clearly in F major, it acknowledges briefly a number of tonal centers 

because of the major and minor third chord movement. At the end of the second A section, it has 

modulated to G major (see Figure 39). At bar 29 of the B section, the D7 might reasonably be 

expected to lead back to G major, but instead it resolves up a semi-tone to Eb major. The logic of 

this is that the root movement in the preceding eight bars (F - Ab - B - D) implies a Bb7b9 chord, 

the V7 of Eb major (see Figure 40). At this point, the bass line starts a descending series of chords 

which lead, via step-wise motion, back to F major.   

!
Another notable feature of this tune is the use of slash chords. The tonic of F major is voiced in the 

piano as C/F, leaving out the third but using the perfect 5th, major 7th and 9th. This triad creates a 

bright, open sound intended to convey a joyous mood. The vamp at the beginning of the tune makes 

use of semi-tone and whole-tone shifts away from the tonic chord - C/F to Db/Gb, and C/F to D/G. 

They both imply a V7 - I cadence via a series of chord substitutions.   35

!
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second, Gmi7 is a substitute for C7 (being the subdominant IImi7 in a typical jazz cadence), and again the quality is 
changed to major 7. In both cases, the construction of the voicings create parallelism and smooth voice-leading. 



Figure 41: Another Cup: Bars 1-2, bass and piano 

 

The combination of these relatively advanced harmonic ideas with the metric modulation and the 

fast tempo of the second half, renders “Another Cup” the most challenging tune on the CD to play 

well.   

!
Itty Bitty Boogaloo!

The boogaloo is a cross-over groove which developed in New York in the early 1960s. It 

incorporated elements of rhythm and blues, including the use of English lyrics and a simplification 

of the Afro-Cuban rhythms (Morales, 2003, p. 62). It had wide appeal due to its cheerful 

danceability; Latin, jazz and popular musicians all recorded boogaloos.    36

!
As mentioned, “Itty Bitty Boogaloo” (CD2, tr 10; Vol. 2, p. 198) is a blues with an extended final 

phrase or turnaround, sometimes referred to as a 16-bar blues. It makes use of the symmetrical 

division of the octave more extensively than does “Another Cup.” In fact, all the melody and 

harmony are derived from octatonic (half-tone/whole-tone) scales  . Since it is a blues, the tonic 37
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Cuban percussionist Mongo Santamaria. Another is Lee Morgan’s “The Sidewinder.” Both are blues: “Watermelon 
Man” is 16-bars with an extended turnaround, and “The Sidewinder” is 12-bars.

!  The octatonic scale is a frequently used device in contemporary jazz improvisation. It has a long history in western art 37

music extending back to the mid 1800s. It was used extensively by 20th century composers, including Stravinsky, 
Bartók and Messiaen among many others.



chord is a 7 quality rather than a major or minor. The 13#11b9 chord is used throughout the piece, 

these being extensions to the dominant 7 sound which are found in the half-tone/whole-tone scale. 

The scale also contains the characteristic “blue” notes b3, b5 and b7.  

Figure 42: Eb octatonic scale 

 

In the introduction, the bass cites the roots of the four possible 7 chords which correspond with the 

octatonic scale: for example under the Eb13#11b9 in the first four bars, the bass plays Eb - C - A - 

F# - simultaneously a diminished 7 chord, and the roots of Eb7, C7, A7 and F#7. As the melody 

begins, the chords alternate between Eb7 and C7.  

Figure 43: Itty Bitty Boogaloo: Bars 1-2, bass and piano 

 

At the fifth bar, this idea is transposed up a perfect 4th, as is typical of a blues, and the alternation is 

between Ab7 and F7. The chords in the turnaround start from the V7, and descend in semi-tones 

back to the tonic. The use of the octatonic scales throughout this piece give it a consistent sound, 

which is both bluesy and assertive.  

!
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The melody is riff-based. In the first eight bars, it uses a call and response and is harmonized in a 

parallel fashion. The turnaround presents a contrapuntal conversation between the two horns, each 

with its own riff, transposed in accordance with the harmony.   

!
Flame Tree!

The title track “Flame Tree” (CD2, tr 6; Vol. 2, p. 160) was written in homage to the glorious 

winter-blooming Queensland trees. It is the only song on the CD which makes extensive use of 

modality, rather than functional harmony. The arrangement begins with the rhythm section 

establishing the medium tempo cha-cha-cha time feel, the contemplative mood, and the first of the 

modes, the Mixolydian.  

!
Although it is not a descarga, the first section draws on the idea of a descarga by employing the 

device of alternation between two chords. Whereas in “Azucarero” (CD1, tr 10) the two chords are 

Dsus7 and D7 throughout, both drawn from Mixolydian mode, in “Flame Tree” the two chords are 

drawn from a different mode in each four-bar phrase. The repeating bass pattern creates stability 

throughout the development of the melody, but the modal harmony shifts slightly with each 

iteration. The modes get more dense and dissonant as the melody unfolds, with the last two being 

derived from melodic minors, rather than major scales. 

Figure 44: Flame Tree: Modality 

!

Intro, bars 9 - 12  D2 - Cmaj#4 D Mixolydian D-E-F#-G-A-B-C-D

Bars 13 - 16 D2 - Csus7 D Aeolian D-E-F-G-A-Bb-C-D

Bars 17 - 20 D7    - C7#11 D Mixolydian b6 D-E-F#-G-A-Bb-C-D

Bars 21 - 24 D7#11- CMaj#5 D Mixolydian #11 D-E-F#-G#-A-B-C-D
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In the second section, the alternation between chords continues, but there is a marked harmonic 

contrast with the first section. The modality of the first sixteen bars ceases, and dissonant chords are 

introduced: F#mi/Bb and Gmi(maj7). These chords create an ambiguous, simultaneously major and 

minor sound. F#mi/Bb is derived from the whole-tone/half-tone scale and implies both F#minor and 

F#major, A#(Bb) - C# - F#. Gmi(maj7) suggests the G melodic minor scale, but Bb - D - F# is also 

an augmented major triad, on its own a very bright sound. After this, the harmony becomes more 

consonant, leading back to the Mixolydian vamp which started the tune. 

!
The progression from consonant to dissonant and back matches the arc of the melody. Each four-bar 

phrase contains a two-bar question, followed by a two-bar answer; both motifs are characterized by 

syncopation and quaver motion, and are developed in the subsequent phrases. The first phrase starts 

from the lowest melody note, an A, the fifth of the tonic key. There are four iterations of the four-

bar phrase during which the opening interval, a P4, gradually grows to a P5, to a M6, then a M7.  

Figure 45: Flame Tree: Intervallic expansion in melody 

 

At the end of the fourth iteration, there is a stop time, followed by a vocal anacrucis into the second 

section, which consists of an ascending melodic minor scale. This is the melodic and harmonic 

climax of the tune, with the dissonant chords emphasizing the highest notes of the the melody. Its 

downward journey is accompanied by more consonant harmony, until it returns to where it began: 

the melody note A, and the Mixolydian mode.  

!
“Flame Tree” uses the voice as an instrument rather than having the vocalist sing lyrics. Called 

“vocalese,” this practice has its roots in the classical vocal tradition of “vocalise” - singing on a !
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vowel sound, as exemplified in such works as Rachmaninov’s Vocalise (1912). Duke Ellington was 

one of the first to employ it in a jazz setting, as early as the 1930s.   It is heard frequently in 38

contemporary jazz as arrangers seek to discover new sonorities through utilizing the vocalist as a 

member of the horn section; however, this is a less commonly used technique in Latin music, where 

the vocalist is almost always telling a story through lyrics. 

!
While it is evident from these analyses that the compositions on Flame Tree employ musical 

devices from the jazz and Latin music traditions, the influence of western art music may seem less 

evident. I would argue, however, that my over-riding concern with melody in composition in any 

genre, can be traced to my early education in Classical and Romantic art music, as can my 

preference for a rich, chromatic harmonic language. Studying jazz developed my understanding of 

how to use this harmonic and melodic language, which was already evident in the sketches for the 

Four Songs from thirty years ago.  

!
Bolero for Wendy!

“Bolero for Wendy” (CD 2, tr 4; Vol. 2, p. 157) is a further illustration of the importance of these 

two elements in my compositional practice. It is a simple and straight-forward song with respect to 

rhythm, featuring regular four-bar phrasing in a bolero tempo throughout the 28-bar form. 

Harmonically, it is less straight-forward. It starts in F minor, moving in bar 3 to the IV chord, Bbmi; 

but in bars 5 - 8, rather than returning to F minor, a IImi7b5 - V7 - Imi progression leads to a 

resolution in G minor. This happens a second time as this section repeats; and since the last four 

bars of the tune echo bars 5 - 8, “Bolero for Wendy” actually finishes in G minor rather than F 

!
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Rattenbury, 1990, p. 22.



minor. The bridge also modulates by means of IImi7b5 - V7 - Imi progressions, first to A minor, 

then to Bb minor.  

!
These chord progressions are not in themselves challenging or unusual, but considerable harmonic 

interest is created through the relationship between the highly chromatic melody and the harmony. 

The melody in the A section is gently syncopated, starting on the 2nd beat of the bar, with the fourth 

beat tied to the first beat of the subsequent bar. This creates the impression of a sort of lopsided, 

lurching progress. These tied notes create dissonances: Gb (in the harmony line) over F minor in bar 

2, E natural over Bbmi in bar 3, and Eb over Gmi in bar 7.   

Figure 46: Bolero for Wendy: Bars 1-3, syncopation, dissonance 

 

In the bridge, the sudden use of large intervals creates a contrast with the predominantly step-wise 

motion of the A sections. The dissonance continues with both G natural and G# sounding on the E7 

chord, and G# (Ab) and A natural on the F7. While the G natural and Ab are the #9 extensions on 

these chords, they nevertheless create the impression of major/minor ambiguity. This ambiguity 

continues in bar 15, with the C# resolving to C natural over the A bass note.  

Figure 47: Bolero for Wendy: Bars 14-15, bridge 
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In bar 19, tied notes again create dissonance, with an F# and E natural sounding over Bbmi. In the 

final phrase, a C# sounds on beat 1 of the D7 chord in bar 22, and a G# over the Gmi chord in bar 

23. The melody ends on an F#, creating a G minor chord with a major 7 tension on it. 

Figure 48: Bolero for Wendy: Bars 19-28, dissonance 

 

The melody of “Bolero for Wendy” is sensuous and emotive. It is not intended to be a love song: 

the dissonances communicate discomfort, longing, even pain and anguish, as they interrupt what 

could be a smooth path through the pensive but consonant harmonies.  

“Life Itself” (CD2, tr 5) and “Wild December Wind” (CD2, tr 7) also prioritize melody and 

harmony, exploiting the potential of chromatic chord movement, altered extensions on dominant 7 

chords and chord substitutions.  

!
Certain arranging techniques on Flame Tree also suggest the influence of my training in western art 

music, for example the use of counterpoint in the A sections of “Another Cup” (CD2, tr 8), and the 

last eight bars of “Itty Bitty Boogaloo” (CD2, tr 10). While collectively improvised counterpoint 

was the hallmark of early New Orleans style improvisation, as an arranging technique it was 

recognized as being adapted from western art music practice when it came into common use in the 

cool jazz of  the late 1940s and ‘50s.  

!
Finally, as noted in the discussion of Three Pieces for Saxophone Quartet (CD1, tr 7-9) and “Maybe 

Tomorrow” (CD1, tr 6), the very fact of writing arrangements for a seven-piece ensemble, including 

introductions and codas, articulations, phrase markings and dynamics, harmonized melodies, 
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designated solo instruments and solo lengths, reveals a level of planning and organization much 

more characteristic of a chamber ensemble than an ad hoc jazz group.  

!
Discussion!!
The works on Flame Tree constitute an expression of my compositional voice in the present day, 

which clearly features strong elements of both jazz and Latin music. The rhythms are all drawn 

from the Afro-Cuban and Brazilian traditions, while the harmony employs the language of 

contemporary jazz. They illustrate a variety of approaches to the integration of these elements. For 

example, “Flame Tree” and “Mercurio” both use expanded versions of the modality typical of the 

descarga form. “Cha Cha Che” and “I’ll Ask You ...” both utilize the song forms for solos, which is 

idiomatic to jazz, but not Latin music. The more traditional of the two, “Cha Cha Che” mixes the 

traditions further by including a flute solo over a vamp figure. “Mercurio” and “Flame Tree” both 

feature the use of the voice as an instrument, rather than to tell a story through lyrics, a technique 

which is extremely rare in Latin music.   

!
The influence of western art music is arguably less pronounced in this collection than in the other 

works created for this study. However, the emphasis on strong melodies and my predilection for 

Romantic harmonic vocabulary are both evidence of the enduring influence that my involvement 

with western art music has had on my musical identity.  

!
The realization of Flame Tree was made possible by the development of a community of musicians 

in Brisbane who have particular, high level expertise in Latin music genres. It is also a 

manifestation of the widening of my musical perspective which has been occasioned by my now 

extended residence in Australia. When I arrived in Brisbane in 1999, I was introduced to a vibrant 
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jazz community, thousands of kilometers from the American source of the music. I had been 

virtually unaware of its existence due to the fact that media coverage of jazz in North America 

focuses almost exclusively on the United States, or on the activities of American artists overseas.   39

Through reading and discussion with my new friends and colleagues, I discovered that jazz has 

almost as long a history in Australia as it does in the USA. The great distance between the two 

continents prevented many Australian musicians from spending extensive time overseas; but over 

the years, American innovations were incorporated into local practice, through imitating touring 

American bands and studying recordings.    40

!
Australian jazz musicians continued to look overseas for inspiration and leadership, even as 

strongly individual personalities emerged at home. Clare (1995, p. 109) reports that in the 1950s 

and ‘60s, those who “were bold enough to find highly personal approaches [suffered] the heavy 

censure of those musicians and buffs who believed that anything that did not closely conform to an 

American model was quite simply wrong.” But in the same way that Australian composers in the 

western art music tradition eventually ceased looking to the UK and Europe for models and 

approbation, Australian jazz musicians gradually came to regard the American standard - both in the 

sense of a benchmark, and in the sense of the core jazz repertoire of “standards” - as less important 

to their musical pursuits. They recognized that swing, bebop, hard bop and cool jazz were products 

of the unique mix of African-American and white American musics and cultures in the United 

States in the first six decades of the 20th century, and as such did not reflect the Australian 

experience. Drummer John Pochée (cited in Clare, 1995, p. 109) recalls studying “Charlie Parker 

tunes down to the last detail,” but describes this as “our take-off point,” rather than a goal in itself. 
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Percussionist Phil Treloar reports that it was actually a study trip to the USA which made him 

realize the impossibility of trying to recreate the American aesthetic in his own practice. He said 

(cited in Clare, 1995, p. 165), “[American jazz drummer Billy Hart’s] life was just so far removed 

from mine. It brought home to me that I was from a place with gum trees, not from New York or 

Chicago.” Treloar, like Pochée, “used to listen to Miles [Davis] and Ornette Coleman, to inspire us, 

not so that we could imitate it” (p. 165). Pochée’s and Treloar’s comments illustrate that they and 

their colleagues are exemplary of the process position on jazz, which to revisit, Harris (2000, p. 

122), is described thus: 

  ... [t]he influence of a traditionally African American jazz aesthetic is still strong ... it  
 remains the prime determinant of how (by what processes) jazz is constructed. But the what 
 of jazz - the set of elements utilized in this process of construction - often includes  
 homegrown content.  !
Harris says that in jazz communities outside the USA, the process position prevails (pp. 121-122): 

 ... because their distance from the music’s home base is such that it is impractical (if not 
 quixotic) to build a local aesthetic on the approval of canonmakers in the United  States ... 
 validity must, of necessity, be confirmed by the players and audiences in their home areas. 
 Thus it is not surprising that members of these communities search for an essence in jazz 
 that is separate from any living relationship with jazz definers in America. !
Whether Australian jazz has a discernible “essence” which distinguishes it from contemporary 

American jazz, or jazz created elsewhere in the world today, is open to discussion. But certainly 

Australian jazz musicians personify proponents of the process position, as Harris describes them 

(pp. 120-121): “[They] openly seek inspiration from traditions, disciplines, or eras not their own. 

Distrustful of excessive codification, they are willing to challenge dogmas and test the limits of 

widely accepted definitions and truth.”  

!
A “widely accepted truth” in the jazz world lies in the presumption of superiority of iconic 

American musicians. But by the 1980s, members of the Keys Music Association (KMA) in Sydney 
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were known to “scoff [...] at the reverence with which American musicians were viewed” (Clare, 

1995, p. 162). This attitude is still prevalent in the improvisational music community, as this 

statement by bassist Lloyd Swanton indicates (cited in Shand, 2009, p. 11): 

 We should see ourselves as a little eddy off to the side of the mainstream, where all these 
 amazing things can develop, informed by the rest of the world, but more or less unmolested 
 by it. There’s a freshness here that you just can’t deny ... A few people here are wise enough 
 to see that there’s no great tradition that they should be obliged to pay allegiance to. I love 
 the Black jazz tradition ... but I don’t get a thrill out of achieving an authenticity of  
 style. !
One reason why such an attitude is even possible in Australia, is the geographical distance from the 

American home of the music. Another is the different demographic make-up of Australian society 

and the different social history. The jazz scene would seem to be entirely free of the racially charged 

issues which are inherent to the American scene, since jazz practitioners in Australia have been 

almost universally of western European extraction. Such an attitude would be unthinkable in the 

United States, where it would most certainly be viewed as racist in the first instance, and where the 

weight of “the tradition” is inescapable, even for those who are not philosophically sympathetic 

towards the canon position.   

!
The most vocal proponents of the canon position would say that the very idea of an “Australian jazz 

musician” is an oxymoron. I am not the first to note that there is an irony at the centre of the jazz 

canon position which seeks to restrict jazz to a certain set of practices, certain eras and certain 

artists who fit a certain race- and gender-specific profile. The canon is presented as representing the 

“essence” of the music. Beyond doubt, the artists who created the works in the jazz canon were 

simultaneously embodying the “essence” of the music. But that essence was never a backward-

looking reverence for a “tradition” which requires endless imitation and re-creation. It has always 

been a forward-looking quest for unique, individual expression requiring innovation and 

willingness to break with tradition. Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, Dizzy 
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Gillespie and John Coltrane were seekers, musical adventurers and iconoclasts who left their 

enduring personal marks on the music as a result of their desire for growth, development and 

change. Thus the canon position on jazz denies the true essence of jazz at the same time that it 

claims to represent it. 

!
The jazz ethos in Australia contrasts with that in Canada, which shares the longest unprotected 

border in the world with the United States. Canadian jazz historian and critic Mark Miller (1987) 

has not been able to discern any stylistic or aesthetic differences between the Canadian and 

American approaches to jazz, due to their geographical proximity and the historical cultural 

exchange between the two nations. He notes that jazz is “an art from that has no cultural context of 

its own in [Canada]” (p. 9), and that “Canada’s proximity to the cultural source of jazz ... is 

inhibiting, in much the way that a younger brother’s progress might be held back by an older 

brother’s accomplishments” (p. 10).  

!
Upon settling in Brisbane then, I was both pleased and intrigued to discover that my Australian 

colleagues were refreshingly, musically open-minded, happily transgressing the narrow definition 

of “jazz musician” that proponents of the canon position hold. And in contrast to the “jazz at all 

costs” attitude of my colleagues in Montreal, most of the excellent jazz musicians I met in Brisbane 

were involved in other genres as well, and nobody seemed at all worried about whether their 

reputation as a jazz artist might suffer as a result. Some performed highly experimental free 

improvisation bordering on performance art, others regularly played in pit orchestras for musicals, 

others played Brazilian, African, North Indian, cabaret and even country music, and still others 

wrote “legit” music for chamber ensembles.  

!
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I soon came to realize that this multi- and mixed-genre openness characterizes the majority of 

contemporary improvisational practice throughout Australia. To mention only a few examples, 

guitarist Doug deVries is a specialist in Brazilian music as well as jazz. Pianist Aaron Choulai is 

musical director for popular music star Kate Ceberano, and has combined the music of his native 

Papua New Guinea with his jazz improvisational practice. Drummer Simon Barker is involved in 

extraordinary intercultural work incorporating traditional Korean music into his improvisational 

practice. Trombonist Adrian Sherif, trumpeter Scott Tinkler, drummer Ken Edie, multi-

instrumentalist/composer John Rodgers and others have delved into South Indian classical music. 

Saxophonist/composer Sandy Evans has been involved with projects which include elements of 

straight ahead jazz, minimalism, rock, free improvisation, Indonesian, Korean, Japanese, South 

Indian, Hungarian and Bulgarian musics, among others (Denson, 2008, p. 108). Far from somehow 

compromising their musical identities, trumpeter Phil Slater (2009, p. 51) sees this diversity as a 

great advantage when compared to larger scenes where musicians are forced to specialize:  

 Part of the beauty of being in Sydney at the moment is that I can play with Roger Dean and 
 AustraLYSIS, ... then ... with the Australian Art Orchestra, ... then ... with Missy Higgins, ... 
 then ... with my own band, all within a week - which is what happened one week. This  
 happens because in Sydney the community is small, and all of the jazz musicians in Sydney 
 tend to be cross-genral (sic) ... we tend to be multi-skilled genrally.  !
These activities serve to render their practices unique, and to make their music meaningful both in 

the Australian context, and to themselves as artists. As Evans says (cited in Meyers, 1990, p. 18), 

“all these other forms [of music] ... can ... feed in and make what I can do really interesting.” 

!
Another striking feature of the Australian scene was the comparative visibility of women 

instrumentalists, with notable Australian women jazz musicians outnumbering their Canadian 

counterparts by a wide margin. There were a few in Brisbane, and they were well integrated into the 

gigging scene. I soon heard, or heard about, Melbourne and Sydney musicians such as bassists 
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Belinda Moody and Anita Hustas, pianists Cathy Harley, Judy Bailey, Jann Rutherford and Andrea 

Keller, saxophonists Sandy Evans, Gai Bryant and Fiona Burnett. Australian women jazz musicians 

both head their own ensembles and work as sidewomen in others’ ensembles. Their groups appear 

at festivals of national significance,   they are awarded recording and touring grants by public arts 41

funding bodies, and they are recognized at the highest levels for their achievements and their 

contributions to Australian cultural life.   In recent years, young players such as trombonist 42

Shannon Barnett, bassist Zoe Hauptmann and guitarist Jess Green have been making themselves 

heard. 

!
But for all their apparent integration on the jazz scene, there are still regularly occurring women-

focused jazz projects and events. The most significant is the Melbourne Women’s International Jazz 

Festival which has been staged annually since 1999.   Festival directors Lynette Irwin and Sonya 43

Horbelt perceived the need for an event that would highlight bands led by women, since they often 

labour in relative obscurity. Irwin says, “The Festival celebrates women’s growing participation in	


the Jazz community and recognises the important contribution and investment woman make to the 

cultural capital of our Nation” (personal communication, Aug. 6, 2012). Men are not excluded from 

featured artists’ bands, in recognition of the well documented fact that women want to choose their 

personnel on the grounds of musical compatibility, not gender. The emphasis is on the presentation 

of original music, including works commissioned for performance by the all-women Festival 
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!  For example the Wangaratta Festival of Jazz and Blues, the Manly Jazz Festival, Stonnington Jazz Festival and many 41

others. 

!  Judy Bailey and Sandy Evans have been recognized with the Order of Australian Merit. There has been at least one 42

woman among the Bell Australian Jazz Award winners every year since 2003 when Sandy Evans was the first ever 
recipient of the Australian Jazz Artist of the Year award. The majority have been vocalists, but pianist Andrea Keller, 
bassist Linda Oh and trombonist Shannon Barnett have also won in various categories.

!  See http://www.mwijf.org for past programs. A second women’s jazz festival, in Sydney, has been on the annual jazz 43

calendar since 2012. See http://www.sima.org.au/SydneyInternationalWomensJazzFestival/952/n/3/0/0/



Sextet. The event also recognizes an emerging young woman jazz musician through the Jann 

Rutherford Memorial Award. 

!
An all-women big band, The Sirens, was established in 2010 by two winners of the Jann Rutherford 

Award. Their website states that the aims of the project are to “support young female musicians,” 

and “to increase the visibility of female musicians in the Australian jazz scene.”   Sandy Evans   44 45

adds that they wanted “to harness a community that they saw around them,” a community of 

women jazz musicians who they felt were under-represented on the gigging scene.  

!
Evans attributes the disparity in numbers between male and female jazz instrumentalists to “teenage 

behaviour and risk-taking.” She says that girls have a “vulnerability to others’ - boys’- opinions,” 

which makes them reluctant to undertake socially risky activities such as taking a solo in a band 

rehearsal or concert. This naturally inhibits skill development, which means they are less prepared 

than young men to successfully audition for tertiary jazz programs. In an effort to combat this, 

Evans has run an annual series of workshops for young women musicians in Sydney since 2003.   46

She says, “groups of girls together can be safer, [which can] allow them to gain confidence and 

skills.” Many workshop participants have continued their studies in music programs around the 

country, and some have gone on to enjoy careers as professional musicians. This program would 

seem to be unique in the world of jazz education today.   As a woman who did not discover jazz 47

until her mid-twenties, and who has suffered from both a lack of female role models and the ill 
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!  All statements by Sandy Evans in this section are from a discussion on ABC radio which can be found at (http://45

abcjazz.net.au/features/sandy-evans-alex-silver-discussion)
!  Sydney Improvised Music Association (SIMA) Young Women’s Jazz Workshops. See http://www.sima.org.au/46

WomenInJazz/638/n/3/0/0/

!  The USA-based International Association for Jazz Education (IAJE) ran a Sisters in Jazz intensive workshop in 47

conjunction with their annual conference (from 1998 to 2008), until the dissolution of the organization.



effects of a deficit of self-confidence, I would say that the importance of such confidence- and skill- 

building for young women cannot be overestimated.  

!
My relationship to the jazz community in Brisbane is very different from that which I experienced 

in Montreal. Whereas I was earning my living as a musician in Montreal, my principal role in 

Brisbane has been as a full-time lecturer and administrator in jazz studies at the Queensland 

Conservatorium, Griffith University. I have had a reduced presence on the gigging scene, both 

professionally and socially, as a result of having a “day job.” But I have maintained my connection 

to Latin music through performance and musical direction of the Latin dance orchestra Hot Mambo, 

and I have secured a number of opportunities for Louise Denson Group to perform and record in the 

past fifteen years. 

!
However, the Conservatorium has allowed me, in another way, to be at the heart of the jazz scene in 

Brisbane, because of its role in training a great majority of the city’s emerging improvisers. In 

addition, many of Brisbane’s senior jazz musicians are on staff, and as noted, their musical interests 

range far beyond “straight-ahead” jazz in the African-American tradition. The active visiting artist 

program in the jazz area has allowed me to meet and interact with many artists from Melbourne and 

Sydney, which has meant that the larger Australian jazz context has been as influential for me as has 

been the local Brisbane scene.   

!
In so far as one’s identity evolves as a result of “experiences, situations and other people with 

whom we interact in everyday life” (Hargreaves et al, 2002, p. 2), my musical identity has 

continued to undergo evolution as I have encountered new experiences, situations and people in 

Australia. The particular character of the jazz community described above has contributed to a 
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lessening of the factors which Franzese (2009, p. 93) says can make “being true to oneself difficult 

at certain times: a desire to impress others, the way [we] were raised, a desire to uphold a certain 

image of oneself, social roles or obligations - specifically for career, spiritual/religious aspects of 

self, relationships.” For example, my desire to impress my fellow musicians in Montreal with my 

“jazz” credentials conflicted with my desire to work in the Latin music world and gain professional 

performance experience; but in Australia I have found no apparent conflict between playing jazz 

and Latin music. Similarly, the opportunity to compose for the Brisbane chamber groups the 

Griffith Trio   and the Southern Cross Soloists,   allowed me to acknowledge the importance of 48 49

western art music in my practice, furthering my feeling that this aspect of my musical identity is not 

in conflict with my image of myself as a jazz musician. 

!
Feelings of “authenticity” and “freedom” were linked for the participants in Franzese’s study. As 

noted, trying to meet the expectations of others was found to inhibit feelings of personal 

authenticity, whereas “... freedom from the expectations of others ...” (p. 91) allows feelings of 

authenticity to grow. Participants also reported the converse: “... the ability to be true to oneself 

yields a feeling of freedom” (p. 90). The expectations of others regarding acceptable modes of 

musical engagement for an Australian jazz musician are evidently much less restrictive than I felt 

them to be in Montreal. This openness affords musicians the freedom to seek a personal musical 

authenticity beyond the traditional bounds of “jazz,” without fear of interference or censorious 

judgement from their peers.   

!
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settings of poems by Samuel Wagan Watson. 



Perhaps not surprisingly, Franzese found gender-based differences in participants’ responses, 

reporting that “[a]uthenticity appears more tenuous for women than men. The value many women 

place on relationships may sometimes lead them to sacrifice authenticity in order to maintain 

congenial relationships” (p. 98). This echoes Gilligan’s (1982, p. 16) findings that women are more 

prone to appear to conform to others’ expectations in order to keep the peace: “The difficulty 

women experience in finding or speaking publicly in their own voices emerges ... in intimations of a 

divided judgement, a public assessment and private assessment which are fundamentally at odds.” 

As described in Chapter 4, the conditions of work in Latin orchestras sometimes required that I 

compromise my political principles in order to “maintain congenial relationships,” and my job. My 

publicly presented version of femininity was at times deeply at odds with the way I lived my private 

life. This conundrum has resolved itself to a large extent in Australia, since I am no longer involved 

with ensembles which demand adherence to a particular code of dress or comportment.  

!
Finally, Franzese’s study suggests that feelings of authenticity and freedom are most “accessible at 

the earliest and, with wisdom, latest parts of the life course” (p. 98). While I am not yet in the 

“latest part” of my life, indisputably I have felt an increasing sense of freedom, and consequently 

authenticity, both as a musician and a person as I have gotten older. This, in combination with the 

dynamics of the Australian jazz community, has resulted in my feeling more comfortable than ever 

before with my musical identity. I have simultaneously come to a greater understanding of the 

issues and dynamics which shaped my experiences as a professional musician in Montreal. 

       

!
!
!
!
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

This dissertation has traced the development of my compositional voice from an early attempt at 

writing art songs, through my exploration of African-American jazz and Latin music, to my current 

practice which seeks to combine aspects of these three musical traditions in works written for 

ensembles with various instrumentation. It has simultaneously sought to contextualize the 

experiences I have had as an Anglo-Canadian woman trying to find her place in a music community 

in which the presence of women is still, in may ways, unusual and problematic. It has also sought to 

show how the compositions and the experiences I have had are intrinsically linked, given that my 

musical expression is necessarily shaped and inspired by the environments in which I have lived 

and worked.  

!
In essence, the notion of “personal authenticity” is at the centre of the story of the development of 

my compositional voice. Franzese (2009) defines it as “... an individual’s subjective sense that their 

behavior, appearance, self, reflects their sense of core being. One’s sense of core being is composed 

of their values, beliefs, feelings, identities, self-meanings, etc” (p. 87). For jazz musicians, the high 

value placed on an original, individual and personal voice means that their compositional or 

improvisational practices need to reflect their sense of core being in order for them to feel they have 

integrity and authenticity. Participants in Franzese’s study voiced ideas which are easily applied to 

my search for authenticity in my compositional practice. Authenticity “... requires that you know 

who you are ...”  and that you “[b]e true to yourself” (p. 90), both pre-requisites for meaningful 

personal musical expression.  

!
As recounted in Chapter 3, when I started my compositional journey, I did not know who I was 

musically at all. Western art music had lost its allure, but I felt equally uncomfortable in the worlds 
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of folk and old time music, blues and pop music. When I started the compositional project which 

has become Four Songs for Baritone and Piano, it was in keeping with the strongest element in my 

musical identity at the time, western art music. But because I did not feel that it authentically 

represented who I was and who I wanted to be, I didn’t complete it.  

!
Undertaking tertiary studies in jazz resulted in a dramatic evolution of my musical identity. I 

acquired knowledge of an Afrological approach to music making, and developed skills which 

enabled me to function as a performer and composer within the jazz idiom. Working professionally 

in the Latin music world introduced me to further aesthetic and practical approaches to music 

making, and allowed me to further broaden my improvisational and compositional palette. The 

“adaptation and application of new phenomena” (Meadows, 2003, p. xxviii) characteristic of these 

genres were manifested in my compositions: vehicles for jazz improvisation in swing, bossa nova, 

samba, bolero and other rhythms. I was content to imagine that I had abandoned western art music 

in favour of these popular styles, regarding it as a choice between the one or the other. I was 

nevertheless troubled by the feeling that I could not ever truly “belong” to the jazz or Latin worlds, 

due to my Anglo-Canadian heritage.  

!
The new and more open musical environment which I have enjoyed in Australia is again allowing 

my musical practice to evolve, and encouraging me to re-evaluate my self-definition as a “jazz 

musician.” Australian improvisers embrace a broad range of activities both within and outside the 

bounds of traditional jazz performance practice, defining for themselves what it means to be a “jazz 

musician” in the 21st century. They seem unconcerned with, and even opposed to, labeling and 

categorizing their musical practice, preferring to draw inspiration from any and every musical genre 

which appeals to them. This ethos has encouraged me to think in a less restrictive way about my 
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own musical practice, and is currently leading me to reintegrate western classical music into my 

compositions and arrangements.  

!
While my musical identity will always be “under construction” in response to the dynamics of the 

communities in which I live and work, I believe that the compositions presented here reflect my 

current musical identity, and thus have a “personal authenticity.” They reflect the three genres 

which have had the greatest significance in my musical and personal life: western art music, jazz 

and Latin music. Despite the years I spent trying to repudiate the influence that western art music 

has had on my musical practice, I have come to acknowledge and appreciate that it is part of my 

cultural heritage, by virtue of my education, upbringing, and ethnicity. In contrast, I came to jazz 

and Latin music as an outsider, but I have engaged with them both seriously and respectfully, and 

have adopted their vocabularies as avenues of personal musical expression. The compositions 

presented here are the result of my desire to utilize and synthesize these elements in a music which 

is personally meaningful and authentic. They also reflect the fact that my compositional practice is 

in transition, from favouring more traditional forms of jazz and Latin expression, to incorporating 

more of the influence of my early training in western art music. 

!
I have been able to contextualize and understand the experiences I have had as a woman working in 

the male-dominated fields of professional jazz and Latin music through reading, personal reflection 

and writing. Initially, I had the courage to choose a career path which did not correspond with my 

parents’ expectations, nor the middle-class norms of the society in which I grew up. But once 

immersed in the jazz world, I found that the manifold race and gender issues made it difficult for 

me to feel fully authentic as a “jazz musician.” This was compounded by the attitudes I encountered 

in Montreal which seemed to dictate a severely restricted way of being for those who aspired to be 
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“real” jazz musicians. These realizations, combined with my chronic lack of self-confidence, 

contributed to the feeling that I didn’t fit into the community of which I wanted to be a part.  

!
Meanwhile the Latin music community in Montreal welcomed me, and I spent many happy years in 

their midst. My experience working in salsa and merengue dance orchestras is described by Vannini 

and Burgess (2009, p. 105), who found that “... one can feel authentic by engaging in work from 

which one derives aesthetic pleasure ...” I derived a great deal of pleasure from my work in the 

Latin milieu, and grew to feel very comfortable with my musical role. But the conflicts which arose 

over questions of stage attire and other extra musical issues revealed the extent to which my 

upbringing and cultural heritage differentiated me from my Latino friends and colleagues. When all 

is said and done, I am an Anglo-Canadian (now Australian), and my “edgewalking” (Krebs, 1999) 

between the Latin and Anglophone communities in Montreal was particular to the circumstances of 

my life at that time, rather than an enduring part of my cultural identity.  

!
Comparison of my story with those of other women recounted in the literature on women in music, 

and in jazz especially, reveals a certain commonality of experience that women share. However, 

there are circumstances specific to the intersection of gender, race, time and place, which mean, for 

example, that women musicians in the 21st century will never face the difficulties and dangers 

posed by segregation laws and rigid gender role expectations which characterized the era of the 

traveling big band in the USA. Every woman’s story is unique, reflecting the “cultural and 

situational” (Diamond & Moisala, 2000, p. 3) parameters of her particular situation.  

!
But one theme which resonates through every jazz woman’s story, both past and present, is that they 

wish to be judged on their merit as musicians first and foremost, and to be acknowledged and 
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respected as valuable members of their jazz communities. Many feel the ambivalence about 

women’s jazz initiatives that I do: they are forced to admit that such events are still necessary to 

draw attention to women who might otherwise be overlooked; but at the same time, they are 

unhappy about being trapped by the description “woman jazz musician,” given its persistent and 

pernicious association with a somehow inferior musical product.  

!
Although it appears to me that women are integrated more fully into the world of professional jazz 

in Australia than they were in Montreal, women still constitute only a small minority of Australia’s 

jazz practitioners. An annual women’s jazz festival takes place in Melbourne, and 2012 saw the 

inauguration of a second women’s jazz festival in Sydney.   It seems evident that there is still a 50

need to draw attention to groups headed by women, despite their representation in the ranks of 

national award and prize winners. As noted in Chapter 5, there also remains a reluctance among at 

least some jazz commentators, to fully acknowledge their contributions to Australian jazz.   

!
My story is unlike any other that I have read so far in the course of my research. Nonetheless, there 

are many women like me on the jazz scene today, in the USA, Canada, the UK, Europe, Australia 

and elsewhere - whose stories are not yet included as a matter of course in the global jazz narrative. 

It is hoped that this project constitutes a worthy contribution to a deeper, more complete 

understanding of the ever evolving phenomenon of jazz in the 21st century.  

!
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Coda!

The close of this journey of creation and inquiry finds me still living and working in Brisbane, 

Australia. Although the demands of tertiary lecturing and administration have frequently left little 

time for creative pursuits during my fifteen years at the Queensland Conservatorium, there have 

been a number of compensatory advantages to full-time employment, not the least of which has 

been a secure income. I am fortunate to be part of a community of accomplished and committed 

musicians and researchers at the Conservatorium, who are constantly seeking to expand their 

musical and academic horizons. This environment has given me opportunities to perform, and to 

have my music performed, that would not necessarily have presented themselves outside of the 

Conservatorium context.  

!
My position has allowed me to explore another important facet of music making: the transfer of 

knowledge to the next generation. In a society where music is increasingly less a participatory 

activity, and increasingly more a product to be passively consumed, it seems vitally important to me 

that young people be encouraged to take up the pleasurable challenge of making music. I see our 

exchange as mutually beneficial: just as I am able to inform and guide my students, they are able to 

keep me abreast of musical and technological developments which I might otherwise miss as I sit at 

the piano, pencil in hand, working on a new project.  

!
The completion of this dissertation will in fact allow me to undertake some new projects, with the 

compositions on CD1 in particular pointing in a new direction. The first task will be to complete an 

art song setting for tenor and string quartet of T.S. Eliot’s poem Marina, a special request for my 

father. The second is five more arrangements for jazz ensemble, voice and strings - the core 

repertoire for an upcoming recording project with Ingrid James. I also have requests for 
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arrangements for both saxophone quartet, saxophone orchestra and a chamber ensemble. These 

projects all feel “right” for me at this point, which indicates that I have become more comfortable 

with the hybridity of my musical identity and practice than I ever have been. 

!
As for being a “woman in jazz” in Australia, the subject remains largely unexplored, presenting 

many possibilities for future research. For example, ethnographic studies of professional women 

jazz musicians could reveal how women view their role within, and relationship to, their musical 

communities; attitudes towards women-identified jazz events; and how they rate their prospects for 

performance opportunities and career advancement. Studies of tertiary jazz students and secondary 

school music students could provide answers as to why there are so few women who pursue jazz at 

a professional level. And in a different vein, the contributions of significant Australian women jazz 

musicians such as pianist/composer Judy Bailey and saxophonist/composer Sandy Evans, merit 

comprehensive examination and scholarly attention. 

!
Thus I will have no trouble finding projects to keep my mind, ears, eyes and hands occupied in the 

foreseeable future, as I continue to observe and pose questions about musical practice, self, and 

community within the Australian context.  

!
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